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DAY	ONE

N	GAUGE

1.	 Dapol	N	Gauge	Steam	Locomotives	
and	Tenders, two cased BR locomotives in 
black livery ND-075A Q1 33004 and ND-120A 
B1 61099, G-E, Cases G (2) £60-80
 
2.	 Dapol	N	Gauge	Steam	Tank	
Locomotives	and	Freight	Stock, a cased group 
comprising ND004 GWR 14xx Shirtbutton 
1420 and ND-020 45xx Great Western 
Shirtbutton 4567, together with NC002B/
NC004B GWR Siphons, NB-042A GW Grain 
Wagon, NB-059D GW Mineral truck and 
Colman’s Mustard wagon (minus card sleeve), 
G-E, Cases G (7) £60-80
 
3.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, two boxed models 
1811 Duchess Class City of Hereford in LMS 
black, 1822 Flying Scotsman in LNER green 
and Hall Class Raveningham Hall in GW green, 
in incorrect case, G-E, Boxes F-G (3) 
£80-100
 
4.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, a boxed group of 
four LMS examples, comprising  1206 Class 4P 
in black livery and LMS Crimson, 1816 Duchess 
of Hamilton (repainted in LMS), 1201 Class 
4P and Class 5XP 4806 (in incorrect box), G-E, 
Boxes P-F (4) £80-100
 
5.	 Graham	Farish	and	Hornby	Minitrix	
N	Gauge	Steam	Locomotives,  a boxed group 
of six comprising, Graham Farish 1656 BR 
black Standard tank, 1703 SR green general 
purpose tank, 1604 GWR green Prairie tank, 
1016 BR black J94 and 1114  GWR green 
Pannier, together with Hornby Minitrix 201 
Class 2F, G-E, Boxes F (6) 
£100-120
 
6.	 Hornby	Minitrix	N	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, a boxed group of 
four comprising N202 BR black Ivatt class, 
N203 Britannia 7000 in BR green, N201 
Britannia class resprayed and named Clan 
Macdonald BR green and Evening Star in BR 
green in incorrect box, G-E, Boxes F (4)
 £80-120

7.	 Hornby	Minitrix	N	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, a cased Streamline 
duo comprising N211 Mallard and N214 Sir 
Nigel Gresley both in LNER blue, G-E, Cases F 
(2) £60-80

 
8.	 Graham	Farish	and	Hornby	Minitrix	
N	Gauge	Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, a 
group of four comprising Graham Farish BR 
Black Five (in incorrect box), BR green 34066 
Spitfire and Southern green 21C17 Belgian 
Marine, together with Minitrix BR black 9F 
92018, all unboxed, G, Box F (4) £50-80
 
9.	 Graham	Farish	and	Hornby	Minitrix	
N	Gauge	Steam	Locomotives,   a collection 
of six comprising Minitrix Ivatt 2mt tank in 
incorrect box, and Graham Farish 9400 class 
in GWR green in opened original window 
packaging, together with unboxed Class 4MT 
80064 BR black, General purpose tank 16389 
LMS crimson, General Purpose tank 2801 in 
LNER green and BR black class 4F 2432 in LMS 
black with tender, G, Boxes F (6) £50-80
 

10.	 Graham	Farish	and	Hornby	Minitrix	
Diesel	Locomotives	and	Railcar, a boxed trio 
comprising Graham Farish 8174 GWR Diesel 
Railcar brown and cream and 8114 Class 
40 Atlantic Conveyor in BR green, together 
with Minitrix  Class 47 The Queen Mother in 
incorrect case, G-E, Boxes F-G (3)
 £80-100
 
11.	 Graham	Farish	and	Hornby	Minitrix	
Diesel	Locomotives, an unboxed group all 
in BR green, comprising, two car DMU in BR 
green and Class 25 D5237 both by Farish, 
together with Minitrix D825 Warship Class 42 
Intrepid and D5379 Class 27, G (5) 
£50-80
 

12.	 British	Outline	N	Gauge	Coaches, 
an unboxed collection from various regions in 
various liveries mostly unmarked but including 
thirteen Lima examples, some repainted 
examples and some damage (45) £80-120
 

13.	 Tomix	Thomas	&	Friends	N	Gauge	
Train	Packs, four packs comprising 93811 
Percy and open truck, 93805 Henry and 
passenger coach, 83812 James, truck and 
wagon and 93810 Thomas, Clarabel and 
Annie, all factory packaged appear unused, 
G-E, Boxes G-E (4) £100-150
 
14.	 N	Gauge	Steam	Locomotives, 
International examples including Kato 2007-1 
C57 Yamaguchi locomotive and tender in 
black livery in plastic case, Kawai KP-150 0-6-2 
tank locomotive in case and  Dapol ND-046 
M7 tank in SR Malachite cased, together 
with Micro Ace A0273 tank locomotive in 
case minus coach and unboxed locomotives 
GWR tank unmarked, Bachmann  USA Great 
Northern minus tender and Life Like  trains 
A.T.&S.F. locomotive with unassociated tender, 
F-G, Boxes F (8) £80-100
 
15.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	
Locomotives	and	Rolling	Stock,  an unboxed 
collection including Caledonian Railways Class 
4P locomotive and tender, Shredded Wheat 
tank locomotive and coaches and 68079 BR 
tank locomotive, together with various items 
of freight stock, with some damage, F-G (25)
 £60-80
 
16.	 Graham	Farish	and	Lima	N	Gauge	
British	Outline	Coaches, mostly unboxed 
including various regions and liveries, Lima 
Golden Arrow (5) and others (5), Graham 
Farish Caledonian (7) and others (7), with 
some damage (24) £50-80
 
17.	 Wrenn	and	Bachmann	N	Gauge	
French	and	American	Coaches, Wrenn 
Micromodel boxed French Railways coaches in 
silver livery 309 (3), together with Bachmann 
Plus Union Pacific Daylight cased examples 
13052, 13054, 13055, two unboxed similar 
Bachmann coaches and a cased 13065 Great 
Northern coach, G-E, Boxes G (9) 
£40-60
 
18.	 Graham	Farish	and	Dapol	N	Gauge		
Intercity, a cased/boxed group comprising  
Farish by Bachmann 371-480 High Speed 
Intercity train in GNER new livery (labelled not 
working, a 0847 Intercity coach and Dapol ND-
089D MK 3 DVT Intercity 82132 locomotive, 
F-G, Boxes F-G (5) £50-80
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24.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 66 
locomotives in plastic cases with card sleeves, 
371-376 66610 Freightliner and 371-375 
66135 EWS, G-E, Cases G (2) £80-100
 
25.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 66 
locomotives in plastic cases with card sleeves, 
371-379 66709 Medite GB Railfreight and 371-
377 66701 GB Railfreight, G-E, Cases G (2)
 £80-100
 
26.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 60 
locomotives in plastic cases with card sleeves, 
371-352 60084 Crossfell Transrail Railfreight 
triple grey, and 371-350 60052 ‘GLOFA TWR’, 
EWS G-E, Cases G (2) £80-100
 
27.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two locomotives 
in plastic cases with card sleeves, 371-775 
Class 90, 90030 Crewe Locomotive Works 
EWS, and 371154  Class 37/4 37429  Regional 
Railways, G-E, Cases G (2) £80-100
 
28.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 47 
locomotives in plastic cases with card sleeves, 
371227 Waverley 47701 Fragonset Railways, 
and 371229 47150  Freightliner, G-E, Cases G 
(2) £80-100

29.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann		N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 37 
locomotives in plastic cases with card sleeves 
(unlabelled) comprising, 37417 Highland 
Region in BR blue and 37408 Loch Rannoch in 
EWS livery, G-E, Cases G (2) £80-100
 
30.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	
N	Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two Class 
47 locomotives in plastic cases with card 
sleeves (unlabelled) both in Railfreight Livery, 
comprising, 47306 The Sapper and 47125, 
G-E, Cases G (2) £80-100
 
31.	 Graham	Farish	by	Bachmann	N	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, two locomotives 
in incorrect plastic cases with card sleeves 
both repainted in Freightliner Livery, 
comprising, Class 47 47376 and Class 90 
90187, G, Cases G (2) £60-80

 

32.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio comprising, limited 
edition LE841A 500 Class 55 in Porterbrook 
livery together with, Special Editions, 805E 
Class 56 56057 British Fuels EWS livery and 
804A Class 57 57001 Freightliner Challenger, 
G-E, Boxes G (3) £80-100
 

33.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio of Special Editions 
comprising, 806B Class 31 31466 EWS, 8022 
Class 47 Lady Godiva in Waterman livery and 
803D Class 37 37055in Mainline livery, G-E, 
Boxes G (3) £80-100
 
34.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio of Class 47 
locomotives comprising, 8007 County of 
Hertfordshire, 8026 47487 Intercity and 8008 
Railfreight The Silcock Express, G-E, Boxes F- G 
(3) £80-100
 
35.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio of Class 47 
locomotives comprising, Special Edition 802C 
47744 EWS, 8018 County of Norfolk 47582 
Network Southeast and 8026 Firefly Intercity, 
G-E, Boxes F- G (3) £80-100
 

36.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio comprising, Class 
37 8037 BR Petroleum Sector and 8038 BR 
Railfreight Metals together with 8057 Class 56 
Railfreight Coal Sector, G-E, Boxes F-G (3)
 £80-100
 
37.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives,  four boxed examples 
comprising, Class 37 8038 BR Railfreight 
Metals and 8036 Railfreight Coal Sector 
together with Class 33 8316 BR Construction 
Sector The Burma Star (incorrect plastic 
insert) and 8008 The Silcock Express Class 47 
(in incorrect box), G-E, Boxes F (4) £80-100
 
38.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, boxed examples comprising, 
8015 BR blue Class 37 37035, and three others 
in incorrect boxes BR blue Class 40 40145, 
BR blue Class 47 47455 and Intercity Class 47 
47487, G-E, Boxes F (4) £80-100
 

19.	 US	Outline	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a cased Micro Ace A7502 
snow plough, together with various unboxed 
locomotives including Life Like Trains Western 
Maryland and another, Tomix 2131, Kato 
17603, Shunters by Tomix, Trix, Bachmann and 
an unmarked Union Pacific track maintenance 
rail car, some models with damage, P-G, Case 
G (9) £60-80
 
20.	 Tomix	Track	Cleaners	and	Kato	
Electric	Locomotive, a cased trio comprising 
6421 blue track cleaning car and 92007 two 
track cleaning car set, together with Kato EF66 
electric locomotive in blue livery (in incorrect 
box), G-E, Cases F-G (3) £60-80
 
21.	 N	Gauge	Coaching	and	Freight	
Stock, international outlines, mainly of 
Far Eastern manufacture or unmarked and 
unboxed, including six car Kato (10-311) rake 
in turquoise livery ( one powered) and eleven 
others (two cased), together with freight stock 
including examples by Tomix (12)  and others 
(15), with some damage, F-G, Cases F (40+)
 £60-80
 
22.	 N	Gauge	Locomotives	and	Rolling	
Stock	by	Bachmann	and	Continental	
Manufacturers, Continental and British 
outline models mostly unboxed, including 
three diesel shunters by Lima, Roco and Trix 
and an electric example by Arnold, together 
with mainly freight stock and some coaches by 
Arnold, Trix, Bachmann, Lima and Roco, with 
some damage P-G (50+) £60-80
 

23.	 Bachmann	and	Fleischmann	N	
Gauge	Train	Sets, an incomplete Bachmann 
24404 Old Timer train set includes Jupiter 
locomotive and tender, three freight cars, 
some track and controller, together with 
Fleischmann 9315 start set includes tank 
locomotive, three freight cars and accessories 
(appears complete but unchecked), F-G, Boxes 
F (2) £40-60
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39.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio of Class 50 
locomotives comprising 8405 50024 Vanguard 
and 8404 50003 Temeraire both in BR blue 
and 50007 Sir Edward Elgar in BR green (in 
incorrect box), G-E, Boxes P-F (3) £80-100
 
40.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed 8116 Class 40 40015 
Aquitania in BR blue and two others in 
incorrect boxes, Class 55 55013 The Black 
Watch and Class 37 37685, G-E, Boxes F (3) 
 £60-80
 

41.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio comprising Class 
33 Special Editions 831A 33030 EWS and 8312 
Sultan Civil Engineers, together with 8067 
Class 31 Wigan Pier Regional Railways, G-E, 
Boxes F-G (3) £60-80
 
42.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed group of five 
comprising, Class 33 8315 BR Blue and 33205 
in Railfreight livery with incorrect box, Class 25 
8304 D7645 in BR green and 8305 25326 in BR 
blue, together with 8205 Class 20 20142 also 
in BR blue, G-E, Boxes F-G (5) £80-100
 
43.	 Graham	Farish	and	Trix	N	Gauge	
Diesel	Locomotives, a group of five all 
repainted or with altered details, including 
Graham Farish BR blue Class 56 56014, 
Intercity Class 47 47716, BR Class 20 20181 
and Class 56 Transrail Tremorfa Steelworks, 
all boxed and an unboxed Trix  BR blue 27534, 
F-G, Boxes F-G (5) £60-80
 
44.	 Unboxed	N	Gauge	Diesel	and	
Electric	Locomotives, Graham Farish diesel 
examples Class 57 Freightliner Pioneer, Class 
56  56055 Load Haul, Class 31 31552 (2) and 
electric Class 90 Freight Connection, together 
with Lima diesel examples Yeoman Endeavour 
and  Vale of York in National Power livery and 
an unmarked Class 60 60039 in EWS livery, the 
latter three all P-F, overall P-G (8) £80-100
 

45.	 Dapol	N	Gauge	Diesel	and	Electric	
Locomotives, a group of four all in plastic 
cases with card sleeves, comprising ND-
101B Class 67 67009 EWS, DD-029 Class 66 
66050 also EWS and ND-012B Class 73 73136 
Network South East and ND-089D Mk 3 DVT 
Intercity 82132, G-E, Cases G-E (4) £120-150

 46.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Diesel	and	
Electric	Locomotives, a boxed trio including 
8018 Class 47 Network South East,8027 Class 
47 Parcels Track 29 and electric 8835 Class 87 
Stephenson BR blue and 8825 Class 90 Rail 
Express ‘Penny Black’, G-E, Boxes G (4)
 £80-100
 
47.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Electric	
Locomotives,  a boxed  group  all in Intercity 
Livery comprising 8827 Class 90 BBC North 
West, 8837 Class 87 Royal Scot, 8807 Class 91 
and 0867 Mk 4 Driving Van Trailer in Swallow 
livery, G-E, Boxes G (4) £60-80
 

48.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Rail	Express	
Train, a boxed group comprising 8025 Class 47 
diesel locomotive 47594 and six coaches 4106 
(2), 0787, 374032, 374-775 (2), 374-127, 374-
776 (2), 374-127A and another, all in red Rail 
Express livery, G-E, Boxes P-G (12) £80-100
 
49.	 Graham	Farish		N	Gauge	DMUs,  
boxed examples comprising 8131 Class 
101 DMBS, DTC BR Regional Railways (2) in 
different boxes and an unboxed four car DMU 
in matching livery, together with unboxed BR 
DMUs two motorised and three dummies, 
three boxed  DMU bogie coaches 0915 (2)/ 
0916 both 101 class and an unboxed Network 
South East DMU with three coaches G-E Boxes 
F-G (17) £80-120
 
50.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Network	
South	East	Three	Car	Sets, a boxed trio 
comprising, 8748 Class 159 (2) in different 
boxes and 8148 Class 101, G-E, Boxes G (3)
 £80-100

 
51.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Three	Car	Sets, two sets 8125/8126 each 
comprising HST 125 front and rear motorised 
units and coach in blue/yellow and blue/
yellow/grey livery, G-E, Boxes F (2) £60-80
 
52.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Three	Car	Sets, three sets 8125/8127 (2) each 
comprising HST 125 front and rear motorised 
units and coach in blue/yellow and black/
white/grey livery, G-E, Boxes F (3) £80-100
 

53.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Regional	
Railways	Passenger	Coaches, a group of 
fourteen in matching livery (nine boxed) 0802 
MK 2E 63 ft 5505 coaches in blue and grey 
livery and 374031 MK I Full Brake, G-E, Boxes 
G (15) £100-120
 
54.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Network	
South	East	Passenger	Coaches, a group 
of seven First Class in matching livery (five 
boxed), 65ft coaches 0818 MKD (4) one 
unboxed and 0808 (3) one unboxed G (7)
 £30-50
 
55.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Network	
South	East	Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group 
of fifteen in matching livery, comprising  0818 
MK IID 65ft coach (5) and 0808 MK IIE 63ft 
coach (10), G-E Boxes G (15) £100-120
 
56.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group of twenty 
comprising, 0706 Mk111 2nd Class (4), 0767 
MK11 (2), 0707 MK III (6), 0727 MK III (5), 
0726 MKIII 1st Class (2) and 0746 (2), G-E, 
Boxes G (20) £120-150
 
57.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group of sixteen 
comprising, 0807 MK II (6) and 0806 MK2e 
(10) G-E, Boxes P-G (16) £100-120
 

58.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group of fifteen 
comprising, 0805 MK II E (4), 0816 MK II (3), 
0817 MK II (2), 0815 MKII D (2), 0774 MK I (2), 
0747 Buffet (2) and 0837 MK 4, G-E, Boxes F- 
G (16) £100-120
 
59.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a collection of  twenty 
nine unboxed examples and two guards vans 
all in grey, red and white livery, some with 
minor wear, G (31) £100-150
 
60.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group of fifteen 
all in blue/grey livery, comprising 0817 MKII 
(3), 0815 MK IID (3), 0807 MK II, 0805 MK IIE 
(10), G-E, Boxes G (17) £100-120
 
61.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Intercity	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed group of fourteen 
all in blue/grey livery, comprising 0705 MK 
III (6), 0707 MK III (3), 0767 MK II, 0727 MK 
III, 0685 MK I (2), 0751, 0755, 0754, together 
with two unboxed examples,  G-E, Boxes F-G 
(19) £100-120
 
62.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	BR	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed collection of 
blue/grey examples comprising, 0685 MK I 
2nd (11), 374-025 MK I Full Brake (3) and 374-
241 Pullman Bar, G-E, Boxes F-G (15) £100-120
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78.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of nineteen all 3512 
Blue Circle Cement covered hoppers, G-E, 
Boxes G (19) £80-100
 
79.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of eighteen 
comprising 3512 Blue Circle Cement covered 
hoppers (5) and 3511 ARC covered hoppers 
(11) together with 4005 20ft BR container 
wagons (2), G-E, Boxes G (18) £80-100
 
80.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Tank	
Wagons, a boxed group of nineteen, 4211 16ft 
Presflow Rugby Cement tank wagons, G-E, 
Boxes G (19) £80-100
 
81.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Tank	
Wagons, a boxed group of twenty two 
comprising 4312 16ft bulk powder Tiger 
tank wagons (5), 373002 Blue Circle Cement 
bulk powder wagons (5), 4212 16ft presflow 
Cerestar tank wagons (2), 4214 I.C.I. 16ft 
presflow tank wagon (1) and 4311 16ft 
Albright & Wilson bulk powder wagons (9), 
G-E, Boxes G (22) £80-100
 

82.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Wagons,  a 
boxed group of sixteen comprising, 373876 
EWS Mineral wagon (2), 373575 46 ton EWS 
mineral wagon (6), 3907 EWS 20ft Vans (3) 
3205 BR Bogie wagon (3) and 3807 EWS 6 
plank wagon, G-E, Boxes G (16) £70-90
 
83.	 Graham	Farish		N	Gauge	Freight	
Stock, an unboxed collection including, bogie 
wagons and containers, bogie tank wagons 
and vans in various liveries, F-G (30) £50-80
 
84.	 Graham	Farish		N	Gauge	Freight	
Stock, an unboxed collection of hopper and 
tank wagons in various liveries, F-G (50+)
 £70-90
 
85.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	Hopper	Wagons, 
a collection of 13632 HAA hopper wagons 
twenty five in plastic cases minus inserts, five 
uncased and three unboxed brake vans, F-G, 
cases F (30) £50-80
 
86.	 Peco	N	Gauge	Freight	Stock, various 
models including, Railfreight vans (16) all in 
plastic cases (three as new), Railfreight five 
plank wagons (7) (two as new), Railfreight 
vans (7) five in cases, NR-12R Vans in brown 
livery (4), in cases (one as new), eight open 
wagons in cases, three brake vans, two cased, 
and seven others uncased, F-G, Cases F (50)
 £70-90
 

70.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	BR	Vans	
and	Wagons, a boxed group in brown livery 
comprising, 3906 20 ft vans (5) and 373-400 
31 ton open 5 plank wagons (10) G-E, Boxes 
F-G (15) £60-80
 
71.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	EWS	
Shunter	and	Vans, a boxed group all in EWS 
livery comprising, 371-002 Class 08 diesel and 
3907 20ft vans (8), G-E, Boxes G (9) £60-80
 
72.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Freightliner	
Shunter	and	Railfreight	Wagons, a boxed 
group comprising 1008 08 Class diesel in 
Freightliner livery and 3805 20ft BR Railfreight 
Speedlink wagons (13), G-E, Boxes F-G £60-80
 
73.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	BR	
Shunter	and	Railfreight	Vans, a boxed group 
comprising BR 08 Class diesel and 3905 20ft 
BR Railfreight Speedlink vans, G-E, Boxes F-G 
(13) £60-80
 

74.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of twenty one 
comprising 3514 Tunnel Bulk Cement Covered 
Hopper Wagons (7) and 4412 50 ton Yeoman 
Hopper Wagons (14), G-E, Boxes G (21)
 £80-100
 
75.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of eighteen 
comprising 4411 50 ton ARC Amey Roadstone 
Hopper Wagons (16), 4512 38 ton Tullis 
Russell covered Hopper and 373500 46 ton 
EWS Hopper, G-E, Boxes G (18) £80-100
 
76.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of nineteen all 
4511 38 ton British Industrial Sand covered 
hoppers, G-E, Boxes G (19) £80-100

 
77.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Hopper	
Wagons, a boxed group of  sixteen all 3414 
Tarmac hopper wagons, G-E, Boxed G (16)
 £80-100

 

 63.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	BR	
Passenger	Coaches, a boxed collection of 
blue/grey examples comprising, 0685 MK I 
2nd (11), 0776 MK I Brake (2), 0745 MK III and 
0706, G-E, Boxes F-G (15) £100-120
 
64.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	BR	
Passenger	Coaches	and	Vans, blue/grey 
coaches in boxes comprising, 0695 MK I Brake 
(9), 0777 Newspaper Packing Bogie Van (3), 
0778 Parcels Bogie Van, 4106 Rail Express Van, 
1446, 3616 and 5 others unboxed, G-E, Boxes 
F-G (21) £100-120
 

65.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Freight	
Wagons, a boxed group of fourteen 3605 
Freightliner Bogie Wagons each with one 
twenty ft and one forty ft container in various 
liveries including Hapag Lloyd, Maersk, Yan 
Ming and others, G-E, Boxes G (14) £80-120
 
66.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Freight	
Wagons, a boxed group of fourteen 3605 
Freightliner Bogie Wagons each with one 
twenty foot and one forty foot container in 
various liveries including Hapag Lloyd, Maersk, 
Yan Ming and others, G-E, Boxes G (14)
 £80-120
 
67.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Freight	
Wagons, a boxed group of fourteen 3605 
Freightliner Bogie Wagons each with one 
twenty foot and one forty foot container in 
various liveries including Hapag Lloyd, Maersk, 
Yan Ming and others, G-E, Boxes G (14)
 £80-120
 
68.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Tanker	
Bogie	Wagons, a boxed group of fourteen 100 
ton tanker bogie wagons in various liveries 
including Texaco, Shell, Esso, BP and Total, G-E, 
Boxes G (14) £80-120
 

69.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	Tanker	
Bogie	Wagons, a boxed group of fourteen 100 
ton tanker bogie wagons in various liveries 
including Texaco, Shell, Esso, BP and Total, G-E, 
Boxes G (14) £80-120
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87.	 Dapol	N	Gauge	Freight	Stock, 
a cased collection all with card sleeves 
but minus case inserts, including, NB-076 
Megafret wagons each case contains two with 
shipping containers (14 wagons) and NB-062 
Spine wagons each case contains two wagons 
with shipping containers (12 wagons), in 
various liveries, G-E, Cases G (14) £80-100
 
88.	 N	Gauge	Accessories	and	Rolling	
Stock,  a collection of unboxed rolling stock 
including a rake of ten unmarked open 
wagons, six kit built spine wagons and others, 
a boxed Lima 320870 BR blue guards van 
and  boxed Graham Farish motorised chassis, 
various empty Farish and other boxes and 
factory packaged layout accessories including 
C R Signals station and yard lamps (six packs of 
two), Railroom Electronics yard/street lamps 
(4), CR Signals Junction signal and signal yard 
lamps (4), Buffer stops with Leds (six prs),  
three other packs of two lamps and a boxed 
Walthers Cornerstone plastic intermodal 
crane kit (appears complete but unchecked), 
together with eight Royal Hampshire pewter 
models of famous locomotives and a coal 
model of the Evening Star, P-E, Boxes P-F (Qty)
 £60-80
 

89.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	
Locomotives	and	Passenger	and	Goods	
Rolling	Stock,  including GWR green 2-6-2 
Prairie Tank 6122 and Pannier Tank 9400, both 
in long plastic coach box and LMS maroon 
0-6-0 Jinty (coupling rods unattached), five 
full length coaches (blue/grey x2  and GWR 
suburban x3) and six 4-wheel coaches, various 
GWR, SR, LMS and Private Owners  goods 
wagons (26), generally G-VG (40) 
£80-120
 
90.	 Dapol	N	Gauge	ND-012b	
Network	SouthEast	Class	73	Diesel/Electric	
Locomotive, in blue with red and white 
stripes, in original box, E, box VG together 
with unboxed Oxford Diecast Bedford Coach 
and RAC Mobile Office, VG (3) 
£40-60
 
91.	 Graham	Farish	N	Gauge	371-985	
Class	64XX	GWR	Pannier	Tank, in green No 
6407, in original plastic box with card sleeve, 
E, box VG £40-60

 

 97.	 Roco	N	Gauge	22017	SBB	CFF	FFS	
Passenger	Train	Pack, comprising 10102 red/
grey Electric Locomotive and three coaches, in 
original box, E, box G some fading £60-80
 

98.	 PIKO	N	Gauge	5/4136-18	Double	
deck	Coach	Train	Pack, comprising 4-Car 
articulated Double deck set in CSD green, 
unmotorised, in original box, VG, box F
 £40-60
 
99.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	0259	CH	
Südostbahn	Train	Pack, comprising maroon 
Electric Locomotive 143 922-3, first and 
second class coaches, in original box, E, box G
 £60-80
 

100.	 BW	N	Gauge	CH-8401	Winterthur	
Doppeltriebwagen	Rae	4/8	SBB	CFF	Electric	
Railcar,  in red, in original box, E, box VG 
 £80-120
 
101.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	15917	bls	5-Car	
Train	Pack, comprising silver and blue 5-Car 
set, in individual boxes, in Train Pack box, E, 
boxes VG £90-110
 
102.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	12224	TEE	
4-Car	Train	Pack, comprising red and cream 
Diesel Power and Trailer Cars and two centre 
coaches, in original box, E, box VG £80-100
 

103.	 Hobbytrain	N	Gauge	14100	SBB	CFF	
FFS	RABe	Eurocity	Train	Pack, comprising light 
and dark grey six car unit, in original box, E, 
box VG £80-100
 
104.	 Hobbytrain	N	Gauge	1400	SBB	CFF	
TEE	RAe	11	Train	Pack, comprising cream and 
red six car unit, in original box, E, box VG
 £80-100
 
105.	 Hobbytrain	N	Gauge	3000	Car	
Transporter	Train	Pack, comprising seven 
units, in original box, E, box G £80-100
 

The	following	71	Lots	comprise	Part	One	
of	The	Collection	of	an	avid	Local	Collector,	
mainly	Swiss	Outline	N	Gauge;	Part	2	will	be	
offered	in	the	Glorious	Trains	sale	on	15	April	
2020

92.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	11462	Train	
Set, comprising SSS CFF red 11123 Electric 
Locomotive, four wagons, track, points, 
Controller and related literature, in original 
box, E, box G-VG some foxing £100-120
 
93.	 	Minitrix	N	Gauge	11454	Train	
Set, comprising SSS CFF red 11417 Electric 
Locomotive, four wagons, track, points and 
Controller, in original box, E, box G-VG some 
foxing £90-110

 94.	 	Minitrix	N	Gauge	11471	Train	
Set, comprising SSS CFF red 11417 Electric 
Locomotive, five wagons, track, curved (2) 
and straight points Controller and related 
literature, in original box, E, box G-VG some 
foxing £90-110
 
95.	 Roundhouse	N	Gauge	10-909	TGV	
Train	Pack,  comprising 6-Car unit, in original 
box, E, box VG £80-100
 

96.	 Roco	N	Gauge	TEE	VT	Train	and	
Coach	Packs, 23007 comprising 4-Car unit 
in red and cream, with literature, 02167 
comprising 4-Car unit in red and cream and 
02168 comprising three BR VT 11.5 TEE 
coaches, in original boxes E, boxes G (3)
 £120-140
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112.	 Fleischmann	N	Gauge	7418	Piccolo	
Pendolino	2-Car	Train	Pack, Baureihe VT 610  
DB red, in original box, E, box VG £70-90
 

113.	 Kato	N	Gauge	S14701	TGV	Train	
Pack, comprising Power Car, Trailer and four 
centre coaches, in original box, E, box VG
 £100-120
 
114.	 Ibertren	N	Gauge	0-4-0	Passenger	
Train	Packs	and	Crane	Set, 995 and 996 each 
contain black 0-4-0 Steam Locomotive, two 
4-wheel coaches and Guards/Baggage van,, 
515 4-piece Crane set, all in original boxes E, 
boxes F and VG (3) £70-100
 

115.	 Ibertren	N	Gauge	Passenger	Train	
Packs, 991 Unidad Electrica 2 440 RENFE blue 
2-Car Set and 280 TEE red and Silver 6-Car 
Train Pack, both in original boxes, E, boxes 
G-VG (3) £70-90
 
116.	 Hobbytrain	N	Gauge	1430	DB	
maroon	3-Car	Railcar	Pack, comprising DB 
ET30 Power car, trailer and centre coach, in 
original box, E, box G-VG £50-70
 

117.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	11418	Shell	Train	
Pack, comprising 400035-9 red ‘Nous relions 
les Suisses’ (We connect the Swiss) red electric 
Locomotives and five silver Shell bogie tank 
wagons, in original box, E, box VG £70-90
 
118.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	11411	Danzas	
Train	Pack, comprising Danzas yellow 460-
018-5 Electric Locomotive, sliding sides van, 
Lorry on Flat Car, Container Truck and Crane 
Truck with Box truck, all in Danzas livery, in 
original box, E, box VG £70-90
 

119.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	15819	Swiss	
Express	Train	Pack, comprising SBB CFF FFS 
red and grey 5-Car set, in individual boxes, in 
Train Pack box, E, boxes VG-E £100-120
 
120.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	71054	Starter	Set,  
comprising DB maroon 0-6-0 Diesel 261-626-
6, three trucks, track, point and controller, in 
original box, VG-E, box G-VG £70-90
 

121.	 Minitrix	N	15644	24	items	Swiss	
Railways	Rolling	Stock	Pack, comprising 
Feldschlosschen Bier Refrigerator Vans (6), 
Aviz Tank Wagon (6), SBB Stake Car (6) and 
SBB Gs Box Cars (6), all in original plastic boxes 
Pack box, E-M, boxes VG-E (24 wagons in one 
box) £120-140
 

106.	 A	pair	of	Arnold	N	Gauge	9002	
SBB	CFF	FFS	Electric	Railcar	Train	Packs, each 
contain power car and two coaches, in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £70-90
 
107.	 A	pair	of	Lima	N	Gauge	163944	SBB	
CFF	FFS	Electric	Railcar	Train	Packs, in two 
tone green, each contain power car, trailer 
and two coaches, in original boxes, E, boxes 
VG (2) £70-90
 

108.	 Lima	N	Gauge	163926	and	163916	
SBB	CFF	FFS	Electric	Railcar	Train	Packs, in 
blue and grey, each contain power car, trailer 
and two coaches, in original boxes, E, boxes 
VG (2) £70-90
 
109.	 Lima	N	Gauge	L11019-163	and	
163918	SBB	CFF	FFS		Train	Packs, 163918 
comprising power car, trailer and two coaches, 
L11019-103 comprising SBB CFF 10043 
Electric Locomotive, SBB (2), BLS and Bodense 
Toggenburg coaches, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes G-VG (2) £70-90
 
110.	 Arnold	and	Lima	N	Gauge		Rolling	
Stock	Train	Packs, Arnold 0322 comprising five 
Weiacher Kies red Hopper wagons and 0347 
comprising five Vigier grey Hopper wagons, 
Lima 163949 comprising five Weiacher Kies 
red Hopper wagons, all in original boxes, E, 
boxes VG (3) £70-100
 

111.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	Fine	Art	12713	
Serie	Ae	8/14	articulated	Electric	Locomotive,  
presented in original card box, in wooden 
presentation box with out despatch box, 
Certificate No 6717, E-M, Loco is still wrapped 
in original tissue, boxes VG-E  £200-300
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122.	 Fleischmann	N	Gauge	9390	CH		
Piccolo	Diesel	Goods	Train	Set, comprising 
Sersa red Diesel Gretu, flat truck, Crane truck 
and stake wagon, track and curved points 
railer and controller, in original box, E, box VG
 £60-80
 

123.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	AE	6/6	
Electric	Locomotives, 2939 green 11414 and 
12968 red 11422, in original plastic boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £80-100
 

124.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	AE	6/6	
Electric	Locomotives, 2936 green 11428 and 
12967 red 11422 (wear to linings and decals), 
in original plastic boxes, G-E, boxes VG (2)
 £60-80
 

125.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	Crocodile	
Electric	Locomotives, 2926 in green 13305 
and 2956 in brown 14302, in original plastic 
boxes, VG-E, boxes VG (2) £120-160
 
126.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	Diesel	
and	Electric	smaller	Locomotives, 12060 
brown EM 3/3 0-6-0 Diesel and 12872 red  EM 
3/3 Diesel and 12004 green Electric Tenderlok 
ED2/2, all in original plastic boxes, VG-E, boxes 
VG (3) £120-160
 
127.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	Electric	
smaller	Locomotives, 12770  LOK-E Taurus 
‘Hupac’ 1116 901-8 and 12681 BLS ELLOK 
460 BN 465 003-2, in original plastic boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £120-160
 

128.	 Minitrix	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	Electric	
smaller	Locomotives, 12699 BLS ELLOK RE 
4/4 SLM 465 001-6 and 12747 red Dieselok 
MaK Am 842 000-2, in original plastic boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £100-140
 

129.	 Fleischmann	N	Gauge	DB	Electric	
Railcar	and	Locomotive, 7410 E-Triebwagen 
BR 491 001-4 Gläsener Zug BASTELLOK OVP 
and 7344 SOB Re 4/4 Electric Locomotive, in 
original plastic boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 
130.	 Fleischmann	N	Gauge	SBB	
Electric	Locomotives, 7320 K Spur N 
Elektrolokomotive Re 486 651-3 der SOB Ep 
V and 7323 E-Lok re 481 006-5 SBB CFF FFS 
Cargo, in original boxes, E, boxes VG (2)
 £100-140
 
131.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	smaller	Diesel	
and	Electric	Locomotives, 2105 orange 
0-6-0 Alusuisse ‘Geronde’ Diesel, 2407 red 
0-6-0 Electric Locomotive 16423 and 2076 
Schienentraktor Tm 789 SBB CFF FFS OVP, all 
in original plastic boxes, E, boxes VG (3)
 £100-120
 
132.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	smaller	
Diesel	and	Electric	Locomotives, 2079 
Schienentraktor Tm 672 SBB CFF FFS OVP and 
2424 tan and yellow Electric 0-6-0 Ee 3/3, 
both in original boxes E, boxes VG (2) £70-90
 

133.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	smaller	Diesel	
and	Electric	Locomotives, 2420 brown 0-6-0 
Electric 16312, 2106 red 0C 3 0-6-0 Diesel EM 
3/3 and 2069 SOB orange TM 34 0-4-0 Diesel, 
all in original boxes, E, boxes VG (3) £80-120

 134.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	Crocodile	
Electric	Locomotives, 2462 CH green 14272 
and 2468 brown 14253, both in original plastic 
boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £120-160
 

135.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	Crocodile	and	
RE	4/4	Electric	Locomotives, 2465 Crocodile 
in green 14270 and 2414 BLS brown RE 4/4 
170, both in original plastic boxes, E, boxes VG 
(2) £120-140
 
136.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	Electric	
Locomotives, 2473 BLS brown RE 4/4 193 
and 2415 SOB red RE 4/4 42, both in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 
137.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	smaller	Diesel	
and	Electric	Locomotives, 2431 green Ee 
3/3 16314 and 2428 brown Ee 3/3 16430 
Electric Locomotives and 2122 Zürcher yellow 
Kleindisellok, all in original boxes, E, boxes VG 
(3) £100-120
 

138.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	DB	SBB	Track	
Cleaners	and		Electric	Cogwheel	Locomotives, 
7968 DB yellow 740 001-0 Track Cleaning 
Electric Locomotive, 7969 Edelweiss blue/
white Track Cleaning Electric Locomotive and 
7306 PZB Z06 green cogwheel 0-6-0 Electric 
Locomotive, all in original plastic boxes, F, 
boxes G-VG (3) £100-120

 
139.	 Exclusive	Models	N	Gauge	SBB	
Locomotive	and	Double	deck	Coach, 501.001 
SBB blue Re 450 S-Bahn blau ROTE Front 
Ep.V Locomotive and 109.001 SBB BT4 
Steuerwagen ‘Zürcher S-Bahn blau, both in 
original window boxes, E, boxes VG (2)
 £100-120
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 140.	 Fleischmann	Piccolo	N	Gauge	7175	
DB	black	2-10-0	Express	Steam	Locomotive	
and	Tender, 050 058-7, in original box, VG-E, 
box G, lacks part of insert  £40-60
 
141.	 Roco	N	Gauge	SBB	Electric	
Locomotives, 23251 SOB blue E-Lok Re 4/4 
‘Seedamm Center’ and 23274  green Re 4/6 , 
in original card and plastic boxes, E, boxes VG 
(2) £80-120
 
142.	 Roco	N	Gauge	DR	and	SBB	Electric	
Locomotives, 23277 DR red SUDOSTBAHN 243 
922-2 and 23273 SBB brown Be 4/6 12320, in 
original plastic boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 

143.	 Roco	N	Gauge	DB	and	SBB	Electric	
Locomotives, 23340 Sudostbahn red Re 4/4 
446 448-3 and 02155A DB green 191 601-
7 Electric Articulated Locomotive, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £60-80
 

144.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	Electric	
Locomotives, 2401 EBT red/white E-Lok Re 
436 111-9 and 2473 BLS brown Re 4/4 193, 
both in original boxes, E, boxes VG (2)
 £100-140
 
145.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	smaller	Diesel	
and	Electric	Locomotives, 2423 EBT brown 
0-6-0 Ee 3/3 132 and 2044 CH brown 0-4-0 Tm 
2/2 Kof Diesel, both in original plastic boxes, E 
,boxes VG (2) £90-110
 

146.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	EBT	and	MTB	
Electric	Locomotives, 2398 Mittel-Thurcau-
Bahn green/cream Re 4/4 21 and 2418 EBT 
green Re 4/4 113, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £90-110
 

147.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	FFS	Electric	
Railcars, 2384 blue/grey RBe 540 055-1, 2385 
green/red front RBe 4/4 1403 and 2382 green 
Rbe 4/4 1451, all in original plastic boxes, E, 
boxes VG (3) £80-100
 

148.	 HAG	N	gauge	800	SBB	Ae	4/7	
Electric	Locomotive, green 10956, in original 
box, E, box VG £100-140
 

149.	 Fulgurex	N	Gauge	SCB	SBB	CFF	Ed	
2	x	2/2	Steam	Locomotive, in green 196, in 
original box, M, unused, still wrapped , box 
VG-E £250-400
 

150.	 Fulgurex	N	Gauge	BLS	Ae	
6/8Electric	Locomotive, in brown 206, in 
original box, E, box G marks to lid £120-140
 

151.	 Fulgurex	N	Gauge	4208	SBB	Ae	
3/611	Electric	Locomotive, in green 10431, 
in original box, E, box G-VG, foam insert 
deteriorated £120-140
 
152.	 Kato	N	Gauge	KAC	13710-9	BLS	Re	
465	003-2	Electric	Locomotive, in Mystery 
Park livery Interlaken 2002, in original box, E, 
box VG  £100-140
 

153.	 Kato	N	Gauge	KAC	13710-5	BLS	Re	
465	007-3	Electric	Locomotive, in BLS blue, in 
original plastic box, E, box VG £100-140
 

154.	 Kato	N	Gauge	KAC	13710-2	BLS	Re	
465	002-4	Electric	Locomotive, in BLS blue, in 
original plastic box, E, box VG £100-140
 
155.	 Kato	N	Gauge	K	137121	BLS	Re	465	
008-1	Electric	Locomotive, in BLS Golden Pass 
Line livery, in original plastic box, E, box VG
 £100-140
 
156.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	FFS	BLS	
green	light	weight	Passenger	Coaches,  BLS 
3721 (2) and 3711 (1), SBB CFF 3323/4/5 and 
6 (4), Baggage Van 0375 (2), all in original 
plastic boxes, E, boxes G-VG (9) £80-100
 
157.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	FFS	green	
light	weight		Passenger	Coaches	with	two	
sets	of	double	doors	each	side,  3702, 3703, 
3715, 3716, 3728, 3729, 3730 and 3731 (2), all 
in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (9) £80-100
 

158.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	CFF	FFS	orange		
Express	Passenger	Coaches,  3733 (3), 3772 
(3, one unboxed), 3773 (2), all except one in 
original plastic boxes, VG-E , boxes G-VG (8)
 £60-80
 
159.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	BLS	blue/white	
Lotschbergbahn	Cycle	Passenger	vans	and	
Coach, 3243 Cycle Vans (3) and 3107 Coach 
(1), all in original boxes, E, boxes VG (4)
 £40-60
 
160.	 Arnold	and	Ibertren	N	Gauge	
various	SBB	Coaches, Arnold Sudostbahn 
3706 and 3707 (2), Express Passenger 
light/dark grey 3734, Baggage Van 4242, 
Sensetalbahn  3255 and Ibertren light grey/
dark grey 6261 (2) and 6262 (2), all in original 
boxes, E, boxes G-VG (10) £80-120
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161.	 Arnold	N	Gauge	SBB	Coaches, 
3649 Schalwagen, 3723 Velo, 0374 maroon 
Restaurant with pantograph (2), 3732 blue 
Express, 3643 Voiture-Lits, 3818 red and grey  
and Ibertren 238 green/cream, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (8) £80-120
 
162.	 Various	makers	N	Gauge	Shell	Tank	
Wagons, Graham Farish 3702 silver and 3705 
black 100 Ton bogie tank wagons, Minitrix 
13551, 13984, Arnold 4350 (2), 4528 (2), 
Fleischmann 8481 bogie wagon, Fleischmann 
4-wheel, 8411, 8432 and 8401, all in original 
boxes, together with Fleischmann unboxed (2) 
and Lima unboxed (4), generally VG-E, boxes 
G-VG (18) £800-120

TT	GAUGE	AND	BING	TABLE	TOP
 

163.	 Tri-ang	TT	Gauge	and	Minic	
Motorway, remains of Set including unboxed 
Merchant Navy  Class ‘Clan Line’, SR green 
coaches in yellow inserts from set box (3) 
together with pair of Bogie Well wagons, both 
in original boxes, Minic Motorway, M1559 
green E-Type, in original box and a pair of 
repainted Rolls Royces for spares (both lack 
motors and pick ups), 00 Gauge RM922 Minic 
Car Transporter, F-VG, boxes F-G Minic box 
lacks flap and two tabs (qty) £50-80
 

164.	 Bing	Table	Top	00	Gauge	GWR	
Clockwork	Train	Set, comprising 2-4-0 Tank 
Engine, three Coaches, Station, three Signals, 
two Telegraph Poles,  curves (24) and diamond 
crossing, in restored original box, VG, box G
 £250-350

 

165.	 A	repainted	Bing	Table	Top	00	
Gauge	Clockwork	2-4-0	Tank	Engine, in GWR 
lined green, repainted to a fair standard, in a 
modern storage box, G £30-50
 

TRI-ANG,	TRI-ANG	HORNBY	
AND	HORNBY	OO	GAUGE

166.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	modified	R2231	
Duchess	Class	Locomotives	and	Tenders, one 
renumbered 46236 ‘City of Bradford’, other 
46255 ‘City of Hereford’, both  modified to 
a professional standard, in original boxes, E, 
boxes F-VG (2) £80-120
 
167.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	unboxed	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, China, BR green 
rebuilt Merchant Navy Class 35028 ‘Clan 
Line’ and Coronation Class LMS maroon 6228 
‘Duchess of Rutland’, both in storage boxes 
VG-E (2) £80-120
 
168.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	boxed	and	
unboxed	0-6-0	Tank	Locomotives, R3528 
WC&PLR green Terrier No 4, R2145 BR black 
Class J94 0-6-0 68075 Saddle Tank Ltd Ed 
130/500, both in original boxes, unboxed BR 
lined black J52 0-6-0 Saddle Tank No 68846 
and BR black Class J83 0-6-0 Tank No 68478, 
both in storage boxes with labels, E, boxes VG 
(4) £80-120
 

169.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	R3162	BR	green	
2-Bil	EMU	2-Car	Set, comprising Motor 
S10700S and Trailer Car SI21167S, in original 
box, M, unused, protective card still taped in, 
box E £60-80
 

170.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	R3357	BR	green	
2-Bil	EMU	2-Car	Set, comprising Motor 
S105855S and Trailer Car SI2042S, in original 
box, M, unused, both cars wrapped in original 
tissue, box E £60-80
 

171.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	R3290	BR	green	
2-Hal	EMU	2-Car	Set, comprising Motor 
S10757S and Trailer Car SI2224S, in original 
box, M, unused, protective card still taped in, 
box E £60-80
 
172.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	SR	and	BR	blue	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2553 BR 
blue Duchess Class 46237 ‘City of Bristol’ 
and 3559 SR black Q1 0-6-0 No C24, both in 
original boxes, E, both appear test run only, 
box VG (2) £100-140
 
173.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	green	4-6-2	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, R3520 late 
BR Britannia Class 70007 ‘Coeur-De-Lion’ 
and R3524 rebuilt West Country Class 34096 
‘Trevone’, both in original boxes, E-M, both 
appear unrun, boxes E (2) £100-140
 
174.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	green	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2629 Class 7P 
4-6-0 46140 ‘The King’s Royal Rifle Corps’ and 
R2966 Modified Class A3 4-6-2 renumbered 
60081 ‘Shotover’ very slightly weathered and 
smoke deflectors removed, VG-E, alterations 
to a very good standard, 46140 appears 
unrun, 60043 appears test run only, boxes E 
(2) £100-140
 

175.	 A	pair	of	Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	
blue	Coronation	4-6-2	Steam	Locomotives	
and	Tenders, R2206 LMS Coronation Class 
6224 ‘Princess Alexandra’, from Train Pack 
in original Queen Mary box with amended 
label, E, together with 6222 ‘Queen Mary’, in 
original polystyrene insert , in a well labelled 
blue storage box, VG-E (2) £80-100
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190.	 Tri-ang	and	Hornby	00	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives, unboxed Tri-ang BR green 2-6-
2T 82004, Hornby unboxed GWR green 3046 
‘Lord of the Isles’ and LNER blue Class A4 4498 
‘Sir Nigel Gresley’, R058 BR black 0-6-0t Jinty 
47458 and R309 BR green Class A4 60022 
‘Mallard’, both in original boxes, G-E, boxes 
F-G (5) £70-90
 
191.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Diesel	Multiple	
Units	and	Pacer	Railbus	boxed	and	unboxed, 
R369 BR green Class 110 3-Car DMU, in 
original Train pack box, unboxed BR green 
Class 110 4-Car set, R867 BR light and dark 
blue Pacer Twin Railbus, in original box and 
unboxed Regional Railways yellow Twin Pacer, 
together with an early Hornby repainted BR 
blue 3-Car DMU (originally green), F-E, boxes 
F-G (11) £80-120
 

192.	 Hornby	for	Marks	and	Spencer	00	
Gauge	R1045	The	Royal	Train	Set, comprising 
LMS crimson 6201 ‘Princess Elizabeth’, 
three Royal Coaches, track and points, and 
controller, in original box, E, Loco appears test 
run only, coaches still in tissue, box G-VG
 £60-80
 
193.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	early	HST	Sets	
boxed	and	unboxed, R332 High Speed Train 
Pack, comprising blue and yellow power and 
trailer and centre coach, in original box, R418 
and R427 blue/grey coaches, in original boxes, 
three sets of unboxed blue and yellow Power 
and Trailer Cars and various eleven unboxed 
Inter-City blue/grey coaches, generally G-VG, 
one Power car paint smeared, boxes F-G (20)
 £80-120
 
194.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Intercity	and	
Virgin	HST	Sets	boxed	and	unboxed, R392 
Inter-City Swallow Class 91 025 ‘BBC Radio 
One FM’, in original box, unboxed Inter-City 
Swallow Power Car and two unpowered (all 
slightly different livery), Class 47 renamed 
47620 ‘Windsor Castle’, ten Inter-City grey/
beige Coaches and Virgin red/dark grey 5-Car 
Inter-City Set, generally G-VG, box F (20)
 £80-120
 
195.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Coaches, R229 
Pullman (3), R4008/9 SR green (3), R933/4 SR 
green (2), R474/5 LMS maroon (3), R478/425 
Inter-City blue/grey, R896 Scotrail (5, three in 
wrong boxes), all in Hornby boxes, generally 
VG, boxes F-G (18) £80-120
 

176.	 Hornby	Mainline	and	Lima	00	
Gauge	Tank	Locomotives, Hornby (Margate) 
R057 CR blue 0-4-0ST, R396 GNR green Class 
J13 0-6-0ST, R779 red 0-4-0ST ‘Desmond’, 
R059 GWR green Class 2721 0-6-0 Open Cab 
Pannier Tank,  China, R2100B SR olive green  
0-6-0 Terrier Locomotive No 12, Lima LNER 
green 0-6-0T No 8920 and GWR green 2-6-2 
NO 4589 and Mainline LNER green Class J72 
0-6-0T No 581, all in original boxes, VG-E, 
boxes G-VG (8) £80-120
 
177.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	black	Class	
5MT	4-6-0	Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2258 
weathered 44781 and R2321 45455, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2)  £80-100
 

178.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	4-6-2	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, R3191 Special 
Edition BR green Standard Class 8P 71000 
‘Duke of Gloucester’ and R2447 BR maroon 
47207 ‘Princess Arthur of Connaught’, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (2) £100-140
 
179.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	black	Steam	
Locomotives, R2637 weathered Stanier 4MT 
Class 4P 2-6-4T 42437 and R2382 weathered 
Class 5MT 44666, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £70-90
 
180.	 A	pair	of	Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	
black	Class	0F	Pug	0-4-0ST	Tank	Locomotives, 
R2453 weathered 51218 and R2453A 
weathered 51235, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes VG (2) £70-90
 
181.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	blue	Diesel	
Locomotives,  R337 Class 29 6142, R068 Class 
25 25221, R369 Class 37 130, R316 Class 
47 712 ‘Lady Diana Spencer’ (wrong box) 
and Mainline Class 45 039 ‘The Manchester 
Regiment’ ( in a Hornby box), all in Hornby 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (5) £80-120
 
182.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	green	Diesel	
Locomotives,  R357 A1A A1A D5572 (3, two in 
coach boxes), R074 Hymek D7097, R060 Brush 
Type 4 D1738 and Class 25 D7571 (in a wagon 
box), all in Hornby boxes, G-VG, boxes F-G, 
three incorrect (6) £60-80
 
183.	 Hornby	and	Lima	00	Gauge	BR	grey	
Diesel	and	Electric	Locomotives,  R2188 green 
Class 06 Diesel Shunter D2412, R2375 Virgin 
Class 06 Diesel Shunter, R388 Class 86 Bo-Bo 
Electric 86414 ‘Frank Hornby’, R250 Railfreight 
Class 58 001 and Lima Railfreight Class 37 063 
(in Hornby coach box), VG-E, boxes F-VG one 
incorrect (5) £70-90
 

184.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	Steam	
Locomotives,  R063 green 70000 ‘Britannia’, 
R065 green 2-10-0 ‘Evening Star’, R852 
green Ivatt Class 2 46521, R259  black Class 
D41/1 62700 ‘Yorkshire’ and R175 Class 
4P Compound 41043, all in original boxes, 
together with unboxed Britannia Class 70021 
‘Morning Star’,  VG-E, boxes F-G (6) £100-120
 

185.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LNER	green	
Steam	Locomotives,  R866 Class B12 8509, 
R053 Class B17 2862 ‘Manchester United’  
and another with same No and ‘Nottingham 
Forest’ Nameplate (poor box) and R322 Class 
A3 4472 ‘Flying Scotsman’, all in original 
boxes, G-E, boxes P-G (4) £70-90
 
186.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	Steam	
Locomotives,  R305 maroon Coronation Class 
6234 ‘Duchess of Abercorn’, R311 maroon 
Patriot Class 5541 ‘Duke of Sutherland’, R842 
maroon Class 5 4657, R055 maroon Class 4P 
2-6-4T 2300 and R840 black Five 5112, all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (5) £80-120
 
187.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GWR	green	
Steam	Locomotives,  R392 County Class 3821 
‘County of Bedford’, R313 Hall Class 4930 
‘Hagley Hall’ and R330 Saint Class 2920 ‘Saint 
David’, VG-E, boxes F-G (3) £50-70
 
188.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	SR	green	and	
LBSC	umber	Steam	Locomotives,  R2711X 
Class T9 4-4-0 729, R2503 Class M7 357, 
R2063 Terrier No 2 ‘Freshwater’ and R2406 
LBSC umber Terrier 32635 ‘Brighton Works’, all 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes VG (4) £100-140
 

189.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	SR	green	Steam	
Locomotives,  R2625X Class M7 111, R817 
Schools Class 900 ‘Eton’ (one smoke deflector 
loose), R2439  0-4-0T Industrial Locomotive 
No 7, all in original boxes and unboxed Battle 
of Britain Class 21C166 ‘Spitfire’, VG-E, boxes 
F-G (4) £70-90
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196.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Scaledale	
Buildings, R8573 Dutch Barn, R8751 Hislop 
Barbers Shop, R8698 Normoyle Folly, 
R8741 Purifiers, R8704 Wilkinson’s Florist 
Shop, R8777 Winding Engine House, R8774 
Headstock Sub Station and R8694 Busby’s Hair 
salon, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxed G-VG 
(8) £80-120
 
197.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	groups	of	
Wagons, R094 Pilkington Wagon (4), R007 
United Dairies Milk Tank wagon (5), R239 BR 
Mineral Wagon Stone Carrier (4), R713 Esso 
Tank Wagon (7), R234 45-Ton GLW Closed van 
(7) and R249 MGR Hopper Wagon Speedlink 
Livery (5), all in original boxes, E-M, boxes 
VG-E (32) £100-140
 
198.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Wagons, including 
R6090 Collectors Tank Wagon, R246 BR 
steel Carrier, R235 45-Ton GLW open wagon, 
various Tank wagons, Private Owner open 
Trucks, Cattle Wagons, Guards Vans and other 
trucks, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG 
(33) £80-120
 
199.	 Hornby	and	Lima	00	Gauge	Station	
Buildings	and	other	Accessories, Hornby, 
R415 Hopper set, R414 Turntable Set, R188 
Dunster Station Kit, R187 Footbridge kit, R593 
Town Station, R592 Main Line Station, R504 
Engine Shed (3), R516 Diesel Maintenance 
Depot, R657 Girder Bridge (2), R514 Platform 
Canopy (2), R189 Brick Bridge, R645 Single 
Track Crossing, R636 Double Track Crossing, 
R083 Buffers, Lima, Engine Shed, Station Roof 
and Drive Through Coach Wash, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (21) £80-120
 

200.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	R1119	The	
Golden	Arrow	Train	Set, comprising BR green 
West Country Class 34039 ‘Boscastle’, three 
Pullman Coaches, Track, point controller and 
Track Mat, in original box, Ltd Ed 515/2000, 
E-M appears unused, Loco and coaches 
wrapped in tissue, box VG £100-140
 
201.	 Pair	of	Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	08	
Diesel	Shunters, R2871 EWS red and yellow 
08676 and R2417 BR green 3256, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-120

 202.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Coronation	
Locomotive	Coach	and	Breakdown	Set, 
R2531 LMS Coronation Class 6226 ‘Duchess of 
Norfolk’, R4095C LMS 12-wheel Dining Car and 
R6610 BR weathered black Breakdown Crane, 
all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (3)
 £80-120
 
203.	 Tri-ang	Hornby	and	Trix		00	Gauge	
LNER	LMS	and	BR	Steam	Locomotives	and	
Coaches, R372 LNER blue Class A4 4902 
‘Seagull’, in original box, unboxed BR green 
Class 9f 2-10-0 92220 ‘Evening Star’, LNER 
green Class B12 8509, R858 LMS black Class 5 
5241, R050 LMS crimson Class 7P 6200 ‘The 
Princess Royal’ and Tri-ang BR black Princess  
Elizabeth (pony and bogie re-wheeled), 
Hornby R416  BR blue/grey Royal Mail 
Coach and two Trix GWR Coaches, all three 
in original boxes, F-VG, boxes F, A4 end flap 
unattached (9) £80-120
 

204.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Thomas	The	
Tank	Engine	series	Locomotives	and	Lord	
Westwood	Locomotive, R852 James The Red 
Engine, R351 Thomas The Tank Engine and 
early Hornby R765 The Lord Westwood 4-6-0 
Locomotive, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-G (3) £60-80
 
205.	 Tri-ang	and	Hornby	00	Gauge	GWR	
Steam	Locomotives, Tri-ang 4983 ‘Albert 
Hall’ in R298 Box, R392 County Class 3821 
‘County of Bedford’, R078 6024 ‘King Edward 
I’ and R532 2800 Class 2-8-0 2859, all three in 
original boxes, G-VG, boxes P-G (4) £60-80
 

206.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	and	Southern	
Steam	Locomotives, R862 BR black Class 
M7 0-4-4T 30111, R2018 SR green Schools 
Class 930 ‘Radley’ and R074 BR green Battle 
of Britain Class 34076 ‘41 Squadron, all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (3) £60-80
 
207.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GWR	green	
Steam	Locomotives, R2153B Class 2800 2-8-0 
2839, R064C Dean Goods 2579 and R2547 
6877 ‘Llanfair Grange’, all in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes G-VG (3) £80-120

 208.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GWR	green	
Steam	Locomotives, R830 Saint Class 2920 
‘Saint David’, R082 King Class 6008 ‘King 
James 11’, R392 County Class 3821 ‘County 
of Bedford’ and R313 Hall Class 4930 ‘Hagley 
Hall’, together with Lima 6000 ‘King George V’, 
all in original boxes, G-VG, boxes F-G (5)
 £80-120
 

209.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	green	Steam	
Locomotives, R852 Ivatt Class 2 46521, R033 
Britannia Class 70021 ‘Morning Star’, R262 
Coronation Class 46231 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ 
and R060 Class B17 61656 ‘Leeds United’, all 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-VG (4)
 £80-100
 
210.	 Hornby	and	Tri-ang	Wrenn	00	
Gauge	BR	Steam	Locomotives, R3168 
green Class 8 71000 ‘Duke of Gloucester’ 
and R259 BR black D41/1 62700 ‘Yorkshire’, 
Tri-ang Wrenn 2216 BR black 2-6-4T some 
modifications, box stamped Packer No 6, all in 
original boxes, G-E, boxes F-G (3)
 £70-90
 
211.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	and	ex-GWR	
Steam	Locomotives, R097 black County Class 
1015 ‘County of Gloucester’, R2455 green 
Castle Class renamed 4079 ‘Sir Felix Pole’, in 
Pendennis Box, R2095A green Class 14XX 0-4-
2T 1421 and R158 GWR black 0-6-0 Pannier 
Tank 2747, all in original Hornby boxes, VG-E, 
boxes F-G (4) £70-90

212.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	black	Steam	
Locomotives, R2631 Royal Scot Class 7P 6133 
‘The Green Howards’, R315 Class 8F 5138, 
R2099C black Class 2P 644 and R2635 Class 4P 
2-6-4T 2546, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-G 2546 creased at one end (4) £80-120
 
213.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	crimson	
Steam	Locomotives, R357 Patriot Class 
5541 ‘Duke of Sutherland’, R376 Class 4P 
Compound 1000, R055 Class 4P 2-6-4T 2300, 
all in original boxes and 0-6-0T 16440, in 
incorrect Hornby box and unboxed 0-4-0ST 
16031, VG-E, boxes F-G (5) £70-90
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214.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	blue	
Coronation	Steam	Locomotive	and	blue	
Coronation	Scot	Coaches, unboxed R874 
LMS blue Coronation Class 6220 ‘Coronation’ 
in Silver Seal box, together with three blue 
Coronation Scot coaches R422 and R423 (2), in 
original boxes, VG, boxes F-G (4) £60-80
 
215.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LNER	green	and	
blue	Steam	Locomotives, R123 green Hunt 
Class 222 ‘Berkeley’, in later Hornby box, 
R2400a green J52 Tank 3970 and R304 blue 
Class A4 4468 ‘Mallard’, all in original Hornby 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (4) £80-100
 
216.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	SR	green	Steam	
Locomotives, R103 Class M7 0-4-4T 249, 
r380 Schools Class 928 ‘Stowe’, R374 Battle of 
Britain Class 21C166 ‘Spitfire’ and R261 Class 
E2 0-6-0 Tank 104, all in original boxes, F (4)
 £60-80
 

217.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Thomas	The	Tank	
Engine	series	Locomotives	and	other	Tank	
Engines, R383 Gordon the Big Blue Engine 
(box poor), R852 James The Red Engine, 
R9049 Henry The Green Engine (piece of valve 
gear unattached, fixing piece in bag), R452 
LMS maroon 0-6-0 Class 3F Tank 7606 and 
R396 GNR green Class J13 Saddle Tank1247, 
all in original boxes, G-VG, boxes P-G (5)
 £70-90
 
218.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Coaches, R477/8 
and 9 LNER Teak (3), R486 (2) and R487 SR 
Coaches (3), R4051 BR WR (2), R435 and R436 
GWR Clerestory (2), R429 (2), R430 and R454 
GWR Composite, R410 (2) and R419 BR blood 
and custard ex-LNER Teaks (3), R421 (2) and 
R424 BR crimson and cream (3) and R440 
GWR Royal Mail Coach, all in original boxes, 
generally VG-E, boxes one fair rest G-VG (21)
 £100-140
 
219.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Goods	Rolling	
Stock, including R024 Crook and Greenway 
open wagon (5), R118 Emlyn open wagon 
(4), R206 Chance and Hunt open wagon 
(6), various other PO wagons, R211 British 
Steel open wagon (2), Birds, McVities and 
Robertson’s vans, various Tank wagons and 
others, all in original boxes, generally VG-E, 
boxes F-VG (34) £80-120

 

220.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Inter-City	HST	
4-Car	Train	Packs,  R2296 BR blue and yellow 
253036 and R2376 Midland Mainline blue and 
white 43069/70 and 42227/8, both sets in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-100
 

221.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Eurostar	Train	
Set	and	Train	and	Coach	Packs,  R1013 
Eurostar Train Set comprising 4-Car unit, track, 
points, controller and Trackmat, in original 
box, R665A Eurostar Trian Pack comprising 
4-Car unit, pair of R4013 Eurostar passenger 
Saloons, in original boxes, VG-E, some track 
painted at ends, boxes F-G  some Dymotape 
on boxes  (4) £100-140
 
222.	 Hornby	00	R1019	Flying	Scotsman	
Train	Set,  comprising LNER green 4472 ‘Flying 
Scotsman’, three coaches, track, points, 
controller and Trackmat, all in original box, 
VG-E, some track painted at ends, box F-G 
Dymotape on box and insert £50-70
 
223.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GNER	Train	Pack	
Locomotive	and	Coaches, R2197 GNER ‘The 
White Rose’ Train pack comprising 4-Car 
Class 373, R4152Agner ‘White Rose’ Divisible 
Coaches (2) and R2236 GNER Class 90 Bo-Bo 
Electric Locomotive 90024, all in original 
boxes, E, boxes F-VG (3)  £80-100
 

224.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GNER	125	and	
225	Route	of	the	Flying	Scotsman	Train	Packs	
and	Coaches, R2002 Great North Eastern 
Railway 225 Train comprising 4-car unit, 
R2116 GNER 125 High Speed Train comprising 
4-Car unit, together with five GNER ‘Route of 
the Flying Scotsman ‘ coaches, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG most with Dymotape 
labels £80-120
 
225.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Virgin	HST	and	
additional	coaches, R2114 Virgin HST 125 
4-Car unit, R4097 (3) and R4096 (1) Virgin 
MK3 Coaches, all in original boxes. VG-E, 
boxes F, all have small amounts of Dymotape 
labels, coach boxes have tears paper cover on 
front surfaces (5) £50-80
 

226.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	Class	A3	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2152 green 60085 
‘Manna’, R2054 green 60103 ‘Flying Scotsman’ 
and R2201 blue 60110 ‘Robert The Devil’, all 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG all have 
some Dymotape labels (3) £100-140
 

227.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	green	
Britannia	Class	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 
R2180 70040 ‘Clive of India’ and R2180 70050 
‘Firth of Clyde’, both in original boxes, VG-E, 
boxes G-VG both with Dymotape labels (2)
 £80-100
 
228.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	Class	9F	2-10-0	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2187 green 92220 
‘Evening Star’ and R2105C black 92158, both 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG, Dymotape 
labels to both (2) £60-80
 
229.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	Merchant	
Navy	Class	4-6-2	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 
R2171 blue 35005 ‘Canadian Pacific’ and 
R2268 green 35027 ‘Port Line, both in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG, Dymotape strip to side of 
each box, MN with tape on back (2) £80-120
 

230.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	Merchant	
Navy	and	Battle	of	Britain	Class	4-6-2	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, R2220 BR green 
unrebuilt Battle of Britain 34081 ‘92 Squadron’ 
and R2171 blue 35005 ‘Canadian Pacific’, both 
in original boxes, E, boxes F-VG, Dymotape 
strip to side of each box, MN with yellow label 
taped on back  (2) £80-120
 
231.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GNR	and	LNER	
Locomotives, R2214A GNR green 0-6-2T 1763, 
R2156A LNER green Class B12/3 4-6-0 8537 
and R2185 green Class B17/4 2859 ‘Norwich 
City’, all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG 
Dymotape strip to side of each box and yellow 
labels taped on back (3) £80-120
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 238.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Steam	Tank	
Locomotives, R2384 BR black Class J83 68474, 
R2100B SR green Terrier W12, R2406 LBSC 
Terrier 32635 ‘Brighton Works’, R2164B LNER 
green Class J83 8477, R2190 LBSC Terrier  83 
‘Earlswood’, R2186A GNR green Class J13 
1241 and R2401 BR black weathered Class J52 
0-6-0ST No 2 Departmental Locomotive, all 
in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, three with 
Dymotape labels on front and tape damage to 
backs, other four clean (7) £100-140
 
239.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Steam	Tank	
Locomotives, R2325A LNER black Class J83 
9828, R2384 BR black Class J83 68474, R2155B 
BR black Class J83 68463, R2400A LNER black 
Class J52 Saddle Tank 3970, R2380 BR black 
weathered Class J94 Saddle Tank 68071, 
R2326 BR black Class J94 68074 and R2165B 
BR black Terrier 325536, all in original boxes, 
E, boxes G-VG 2165B and 2155B both with 
Dymotape labels  and tape damage to backs, 
others clean (7) £80-100
 

240.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	90	Bo-Bo	
Electric	Locomotives, R2292 BR blue and 
yellow 90128 ‘Vrachtverbinding’, R2291A 
Railfreight grey 90037 and R2358 SNCF grey 
and orange 90130 ‘Fretconnection’, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, Dymotape label 
to one side on all (3) £80-100
 
241.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	86	Bo-Bo	
Electric	Locomotives, R2290D Virgin red black 
and white 86248 and R2159 EWS maroon  and 
yellow 86262 ‘The Rail Charter Partnership’, 
both in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG2159 with 
Dymotape on front, other clean (2) £60-80
 
242.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	37	Co-Co	
Diesel	Locomotives, R2471A BR green D6700 
and Transrail grey 37410 ‘Aluminium 100’, 
both in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (2)
 £60-80
 
243.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	58	Co-Co	
Diesel	Electric	and	Class	90	Diesel	Electric	
Locomotives, R2252B BR grey weathered 
58003 ‘Markham Colliery’, R2125B EWS 
red and yellow 58039 and R2110 EWS red 
and yellow 90020 ‘Sir Michael Heron’, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG , both EWS with 
Dymotape labels on front, other clean (3)
 £80-100
 
244.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Transrail	grey	and	
yellow	Class	56	Co-Co	Diesel	Locomotives, 
R2106A 56047 and R2107D 56066, both 
in original boxes, E, boxes F-G, both with 
Dymotape labels on front (2) £50-70
 

245.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	56	Co-
Co	Diesel	Locomotives, R2074B Loadhaul 
black and orange 56109, R2075 EWS red and 
yellow 56058 and R2235A BR blue 56101, 
all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, all with 
Dymotape on one side (3) £60-100
 
246.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Class	08	Diesel	
Shunters, R2425 08568 ‘St Rollox’, R2157A BR 
green  08531 and R2163 EWS red and yellow 
08828, all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG 
EWS with Dymotape on front and with 2157 
both have yellow label taped on back, other 
clean (3) £60-80

 
247.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	‘The	Royal	Train’		
and	Coach	Pack, R2370 comprising LMS 6233 
‘Duchess of Sutherland’  and three coaches, 
in original box and R4197 ‘The Royal Train’ 
Coaches triple pack comprising three coaches 
in original boxes with outer sleeve, E boxes VG 
(2) £80-120
 
248.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LNER	and	
Pullman	Coaches,  LNER Teak (5), Pullman 
chocolate and cream (7), all in original boxes, 
E, boxes G-VG, all with Dymotape to one side, 
seven with tape damage to front (12)
 £80-120
 
249.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	WR	MK1	
Coaches,  in chocolate and cream, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, all with 
Dymotape on one side (10) £60-80
 
250.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	MR	MK1	
Coaches,  in maroon, all in original boxes, E, 
boxes F-VG, all with Dymotape on one side 
and some with writing on base (12),  £70-90
 
251.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Networker	Train	
Pack	and	Inter-City	and	Midland	Coaches, 
R2001A Networker SouthEast Suburban 2-Car 
Class 466 Train Pack, BR blue MK3 Inter-City 
Coaches (3) and Midland Mainline MK3 (3), all 
in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, coaches all 
with Dymotape on side, Pack with Dymotape 
on front (6) £60-80
 

232.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	GWR	and	BR	
ex-GWR	Locomotives, R2119 GWR green King 
Class  6014 ‘King Henry V11’, R2064C GWR 
green Dean Goods 2579, R2403 BR black 
6682  ‘Derwent Grange’ and R2275A BR black 
Dean Goods 2538, all in original boxes, VG-E, 
boxes F-VG, R2119 with Dymotape labels to 
front and yellow label on back, R2064C with 
Dymotape label on side and yellow label on 
back, others clean (4)  £100-140
 

233.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	black	Steam	
Locomotives, R2066 Fowler 0-6-0 Tender 
Locomotive 44331, R2223 Fowler Class 2P 2-6-
4T 42355 and R2187A Class N2 0-6-2T 69546, 
all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, Dymotape 
label on side on all and front of R2066 (3)
 £70-90
 
234.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	NE	and	BR	Class	
A4	Steam	Locomotives, R2338 NE black 4091 
‘Sir Charles Newton’ and R2266 BR green 
60017 ‘Silver Fox’, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes G-VG Fox with Dymotape label on one 
side (2) £80-120
 
235.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LNER	and	BR	
Class	A4	Steam	Locomotives, R2059 LNER 
blue 4468 ‘Mallard’ and R2203 BR green 
60024 ‘Kingfisher’, both in original boxes, E, 
boxes G-VG Mallard with Dymotape label on 
front and one side, Kingfisher on side only and 
writing to both sides, both with yellow label 
on back (2) £60-100
 

236.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	LMS	crimson	
Steam	Locomotives, R2225 Princess Class 
6207 ‘Arthur of Connaught’ and R2182A 
Patriot Class 5XP 5539 ‘EC Trench’, both in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG, both with 
Dymotape label to side, Trench with yellow 
label on back (2)  £60-100
 
237.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Harry	Potter	and	
SDJR	Steam	Locomotives, R2284 Hogwarts 
Express Castle Class Locomotive 5972 and 
R2217 S&DJR blue Class 2P 44, both in original 
boxes, E, boxes G-VG, R2217 with Dymotape 
on one side and yellow label to back (2)
 £60-100
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252.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	blue/grey	MK1	
Coaches,  and a blue Utility Van, all in original 
boxes, E, boxes F-VG, all with Dymotape on 
one side, two with tape damage to front (13)
 £80-100
 
253.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	BR	SR	green	and	
BR	ER	blood	and	custard	MK1	Coaches,  BR 
SR green (6), BR MR blood and custard (6), all 
in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, all SR with 
tape damage to front (12) £70-90
 
254.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	various	liveries	
4-Wheel	Coaches,   SR green (2), GWR 
chocolate and cream (13), LMS maroon (5) 
and yellow Track Cleaning Coach (2), all in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG, many with 
writing on base (22) £70-90

255.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Thomas	the	
Tank	Engine	series	small	Locomotives, 
R9066 ‘Bert’, R9067 ‘Arry’, R9046 Toby The 
Tram Engine and R9050 Devious Diesel, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (4) £60-80
 
256.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Thomas	the	Tank	
Engine	series	Locomotives, R382 ‘Duck’, 
R9049 Henry The Green Engine and R9064 
D261 Diesel, all in original boxes, E, boxes 
G-VG Dymotape to side of larger engine boxes 
(3) £60-100
 

257.	 Hornby	00	Gauge	Thomas	the	Tank	
Engine	series	Locomotives, R852 James The 
Red Engine, R351 Thomas The Tank Engine, 
R350 Percy and R383 Gordon the Big Blue 
Engine, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG 
(4) £60-100
 

258.	 Very	large	quantity	of	Hornby	
00	Gauge	Track	and	Controllers, including 
various points (20) large amount of curved 
and straight track, including yard lengths, HM 
4000 Power Controller, HM 4000+ Controller 
(2), spare wheels and bogies, many in original 
boxes, track appears unused, E, boxes G-VG 
(qty) £100-200

LIMA	OO	GAUGE
 
259.	 Lima	00	Gauge	modified	BR	green	
DMU	Railcars,  149895A8, Class 101 2-Car 
Power and Trailer car Set, renumbered 
M51180 and M50330, another set 
renumbered M50303 and M50321 and a 
L305398 centre car renumbered 59114, all 
coaches have had a gloss finish applied, all 
in original boxes, G, renumbering to a fair 
standard ( 5 coaches in three boxes) £40-60
 
260.	 Lima	00	Gauge	BR	blue	Diesels	and	
blue/grey	Coaches	including	Golden	Series	
Set,  Golden set comprising Class 55 9006 ‘The 
Fife and Forfar Yeomanry’ and three coaches, 
in original box, Class 50 0120 ‘Revenge’ Diesel 
Locomotive, Class 09 026 Diesel Shunter, three 
Blue/grey coaches, all in original boxes and 
two unboxed coaches, G-E, boxes, F-VG (8)
 £70-90
 
261.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Diesel	Railcars, 
BR green W30W, maroon Express Parcels  
and GWR chocolate and cream No 22, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (3) £70-90
 
262.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Class	101/117	Diesel	
Multiple	Units	in	various	BR	liveries, BR green 
3-Car, BR blue 2-Car, BR blue/grey 3-Car and 
BR white with blue stripe 3-Car, all in original 
separate boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (11)
 £100-140
 

263.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Class	101	DMU	
Power	Car	converted	to	Class	121	or	similar	
Double	Ended	Railcar	and	LMS	Shunter, 
finished in BR green No W55024, converted to 
a fair standard, in original box together with 
LMS black Diesel Shunter No 7120, in a Lima 
box, G, boxes F-G (2) £40-60
 
264.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Inter-City	grey/beige	
and	red	livery	125	Diesels	Coaches	and	other	
Diesels, Class 47 487, Class 47 637 Scotrail, 
Class 73 125 ‘Stewarts Lane’ Class 47 842 
Inter-City, all in original boxes and unboxed 
4-Car HST, G-E, boxes G-VG (8) £80-120
 

265.	 Lima	00	Gauge	BR	blue	Diesel	
Locomotives, Warship Class D814 ‘Dragon’, 
Class 20 183, Class 40 140, Class 73 126 
and Class 55 9006 (incorrect box, lacks two 
buffers), all in original Lima boxes, 9006 F-G, 
others VG-E, boxes F-G (5) £80-120
 

266.	 Lima	00	Gauge	BR	Class	52	Western	
Diesel	Locomotives,  D1038 green ‘Western 
Sovereign’,  D1000 sand (restoration under 
one cab window),  D1016 maroon ‘Western 
Gladiator’ and D1027 blue ‘Western Lancer’, 
all in original boxes, G-E, boxes F-G (4)
 £80-100
 
267.	 Lima	00	Gauge	BR	Class	33	and	
50	Diesel	Locomotives, Class 33, BR green 
33008 ‘Eastleigh’, Railfreight two tone grey 
33050 ‘Isle of Grain’, heavily glossed repainted 
blue 33056 ‘The Burma Star’, Class 50 green 
50007 ‘Sir Edward Elgar’, all in original boxes 
and unboxed Network SouthEast blue 50028 
‘Tiger’, F-E, boxes F-G (5) £70-90
 
268.	 Lima	00	Gauge	BR	Class	59	and	
60	Diesel	Locomotives, Class 59 ARC green 
59102 ‘Village of Chantry’, 59002 Yeoman 
silver ‘Yeoman Express’, 59001 ‘Yeoman 
Endeavour’, Class 60 Railfreight two tone grey 
60003 ‘Christopher Wren’ and 92022 ‘Charles 
Dickens’, all in original boxes, VG, boxes G (5)
 £80-120
 
269.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Steam	and	Diesel	
Locomotives, BR blue 6008 ‘King James II’, BR 
black 2-6-0 42700, BR black 0-6-0 Pannier Tank 
No 8403 (incorrect box some detailing), Diesel 
Class 90 028 and Class 73 212 ‘Airtour Suisse’, 
all in original Lima boxes and unboxed GWR 
green 6000 ‘King George V’, G-E, boxes F-VG 
(6) £80-120
 
270.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Sprinter	Set	and	
various	coaches, BR blue and beige 2-Car 
Super Sprinter, BR WR Coaches (5), blue 
Express Parcels Coach, maroon LMS Dining Car 
and BR SR brake coach, all in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes F-G (10) £60-80
 
271.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Parcels	Vans	and	
various	other	items	of	goods	Rolling	stock, 
Siphon G, Palethorpes, BR maroon and BR 
blue, maroon Parcels Van  long (1), short (2), 
Air Compressor Van and BR van, Tartan Arrow 
Van, Amey Roadstone Hoppers (6) and various 
goods wagons (9), all in original Lima boxes, 
generally VG-E, boxes F-VG (24) £80-100
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272.	 Lima	00	Gauge	Diesel	and	Electric	
Locomotives	and	Coaches, BR blue Class 
73108, BR blue Class 50 042 ‘Triumph’ and 
four Network SouthEast MK1 Coaches, all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (6) £50-70
 

273.	 Pair	of	Lima	00	Gauge	Diesel	GWR	
Railcars	and	Graham	Farish	Pannier	Tank,  in 
chocolate and cream No 22, both in original 
boxes VG-E, boxes F-G, unboxed Graham 
Farish metal body GWR green Pannier Tank, 
F-G  (3) £50-70

BACHMANN	OO	GAUGE
 
274.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	National	
Railway	Museum	Platinum	Collection	Great	
Central	Railway	D11	Director	Class	4-4-0	
Locomotive	and	tender, in GCR green No 506 
‘Butler-Henderson’ Ltd Ed 34/100, in original 
silver box, E, box VG £80-120
 

275.	 Bachmann	Collectors	Club	Class	
40	Diesel	and	Class	A1	Steam	Locomotive	
Presentation	Set	celebrating	15	years	of	
Bachmann	Europe, comprising BR green Class 
A1 60143 ‘Sir Walter Scott’ Steam Locomotive 
and Tender and BR green Class 40 D396 Diesel 
Locomotive, Ltd Ed 331/1000, in wooden 
presentation box, E, box VG £100-140
 
276.	 Three	Bachmann	00	Gauge	
Modified	31-188	Jubilee	Class	4-6-0	BR	green	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, 45574 ‘India’, 
45667 ‘Jellicoe’ and 45647 ‘Sturdee’, two with 
yellow stripes across cab side, modifications to 
good standard, all in original boxes, VG, boxes 
VG (3) £100-140
 
277.	 Bachmann	for	Model	Rail	00	Gauge	
BR	maroon	Four-Coach	Set, all in original 
boxes, in original despatch box, M, boxes E, 
three wrapped in original tissue (4) £50-70
 

 285.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	black	Class	
G2A	Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 31-478 
early emblem with LMS style tender 49287 
and 31-477DC late crest with tender back cab 
49361, both in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
G-VG (2), one with tape repairs (2) £70-90
 
286.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	ex-GWR	
green	Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 31-
306 Manor Class 7822 ‘Foxcote Manor’ and 
31-776 Modified Hall 7915 ‘Mere Hall’, both 
in original boxes, VG, boxes G-VG, one with 
writing on insert (2) £70-90
 

287.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	NRM	32-521	
Deltic	Prototype	DP1	weathered	edition, in 
blue , in original box, E, box VG £100-140
 
288.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	32-900A	BR	
green	Class	108-2-Car	DMU, comprising 
Power and Trailer Cars, in separate boxes  with 
outer sleeve, E, boxes G £80-120
 
289.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	LMS	and	BR	
black	Ivatt	Class	4	2-6-0	Locomotives	and	
Tenders, 32-575 LMS double chimney 3001 
and 32-585 BR lined black 43106, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 

290.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	LMS	and	
BR	Jubilee	Class	4-6-0	Locomotives	and	
Tenders, 31-176Z BR green weathered 
45596 ‘Bahamas’ with Stanier Tender double 
chimney produced for Ian Allan Publishing 
and 31-175K LMS crimson 5593 ‘Kolapur’ with 
Stanier tender, Bachmann Collectors Club Ltd 
Ed 409/504, both in original boxes, E. boxes 
VG (2) £80-120
 
291.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge		BR	black	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, 32-853 weathered 
Standard Class 9F 92044 with BR1F Tender 
and 32-225 unlined 3F Jinty 47410, both in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (2) £80-100
 
292.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	NRM	31-
930	Midland	crimson	Compound	4-4-0	
Locomotive	and	Tender, No 1000, in original 
box, E, box VG £80-120
 
293.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	Mk1	
maroon	Coaches, 051C, 051D (2), 051E, 151A, 
151B, 026C, 251,271 and 325B, all in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG (10)  £80-120
 

278.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	SE&CR	dark	
lake	60’	Birdcage	Coaches, 39-610 Composite 
Lavatory, 39-600 Brake Composite Lavatory 
and 39-620 Brake Third, all in original boxes, 
E-M, appear unrun, boxes E, two wrapped in 
original tissue (3) £70-90
 
279.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	and	LMS	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 32-859 BR 
black weathered Standard Class 9F 92233 
and 31-187 Modified LMS crimson Jubilee 
Class renumbered 5701 ‘Conqueror’, both in 
original boxes, E, alterations to a very good 
standard, boxes VG (2) £100-140
 
280.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, 32-508  BR green 
Standard Class 5MT 73049, 32-578 BR black 
Ivatt Class 4 43038 and 32-877 BR black 
Fairburn 2-6-4 Tank 42073, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, box G-VG (3) £100-140
 
281.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	LMS	black	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 31-453 Ivatt 
2-6-2T 1206, 32-875 Fairburn 2-6-4T 2691 and 
Stanier Mogul 2-6-0 2965 Locomotive and 
Tender, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG 
(3) £80-120
 
282.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	LNER	black	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, 32-254 Class 
07/WD Austerity 2-8-0 LNER 3085, 31-003 
Robinson 04 6190 and 31-005 Robinson 3547, 
all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (3)
 £100-140
 

283.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, 31-552 green Class 
V2 60964 ‘Durham Light Infantry’, 32-552 
Class A1 60147 ‘North Eastern’ and 31-527 
Class A2 apple green 60528 ‘Tudor Minstrel’, 
all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (3)
 £120-160
 
284.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	LNER	green	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, NRM 31-
765 LNER green GNR Atlantic Class C1 4-4-2  
3251 and 31-700 Class B1 4-6-0 1264, both in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG, writing on 
C1 box (2) £80-100
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294.	 Four	Bachmann	00	Gauge	37-666A	
14-Ton	triple	Esso	Tank	wagon	Sets, each set 
comprises three weathered tank wagons, in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (12 tanks wagons 
in 3 boxes) £80-120
 

295.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	Steam	and	
Diesel	Locomotives	some	renumbered, 32-
954 BR black standard Class 4MT No 76058 
(original condition, front pony unattached), 
another 32-954 with number altered to 
76053, 31-155 LMS maroon Jubilee class 5699 
‘Galatea’ (original cond), 32-852 BR black 
Class 9F No 92116 added name ‘Te Henga’, 
BR blue Class 46 Diesel 1Co -Co1 46045 
named ‘Australia’ and weight added and 
31-585 Freightliner green and yellow Class 
70 Diesel 70006 (appears original condition) 
Hornby silver Class 47828 with altered logo 
‘Joe Strummer, in a Vitrains Box, all in original 
boxes, F-G, alterations to a poor standard, 
boxes F-VG (7) £80-120
 
296.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	Diesel	
and	Steam	Locomotives, 32-529A BR two 
tone green Class 55 D9014 ‘The Duke of 
Wellington’s Regiment’ and 31-003 LNER 
black Robinson 04 0-8-0 6190 Locomotive and 
tender, both in original boxes, G-E, Diesel lacks 
two buffer springs, may lack some detailed 
parts, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 
297.	 Bachmann	00	gauge	BR	green	
Steam	Locomotives	and	tenders, 31-551 
V2 Class 60800 ‘Green Arrow’ and 31-104 
Standard Class 4 75069, both in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes G-VG (2) £60-80
 

298.	 Bachmann	00	gauge	BR	and	GWR	
Steam	Locomotives	and	tenders, 31-602 BR 
black Class V12-6-2T 67664, 31-452A BR black 
Ivatt 2-6-2T 41202 and 31-801 GWR green 
Class 93XX 2-6-0 9319, all in original boxes, 
VG, boxes G (3) £60-80
 

299.	 Bachmann	00	gauge	BR	Diesel	
Locomotives, 31-353 blue Class 03 Shunter 
03197, 32-525 green Class 55 Deltic D9004 
‘Queen’s Own Highlander’, 32-403 green 
weathered Class 25/3 D5269 and 32-412 blue 
weathered Class 25/2 25083 (box poor), all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes 25083 poor, others 
F-G (4) £80-100
 

300.	 Bachmann	00	gauge	Wagons	and	
Tank	wagons, 33-551B 46-Ton Railfreight 
Scotland Hopper Wagons (3), 37-104 Birch 
Coppice 7-plank wagon (5), 38-076B 12-Ton 
Southern Plywood Panel Van in BR bauxite 
(4), Royal Daylight and Castrol Tank Wagons, 
GWR grey Vans (2) and four other trucks, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (20) £80-120
 
301.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	Diesel	
Locomotives,  32-056DC BR blue Class 42 
Warship D827 ‘Kelly’ and 32-383 Railfreight 
Petroleum grey Class 37/4 37428 ‘David Lloyd 
George’, together with 38-112 100-Ton BP 
bogie Tank Wagon, all in original boxes, E, 
boxes VG-E (3) £100-140
 

302.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	31-376	BR	
green	Class	416	2EPB	Electric	Multiple	Set,  
in late BR green No’s S77569 and S65384, in 
original box, E, box VG £70-90
 
303.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	BR	Lord	
Nelson	Locomotive	and	BR	green	and	blood	
and	custard	coaches, 31-403 BR green Lord 
Nelson Class 4-6-0 30861 ‘Lord Anson’, rake of 
five BR SR Bullied Coaches and two BR blood 
and custard Bullied Coaches, all in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG (8) £60-80
 

304.	 Bachmann	Scenecraft	00	Gauge	
Art	Deco	Station	Buildings,  44-066 Station 
Building, 44-067 Platform End Building (2), 
44-065 Platform Centre Building and 44-068 
Subway Building, all in original boxes, E, boxes 
VG (5)  £80-120
 
305.	 Bachmann	00	Gauge	32-467	Scotrail	
blue	Class	170/4	three	car	DMU, in blue , in 
original box, G, some detailing, box G £60-80

HORNBY-DUBLO
 
306.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	early	
post-war	Locomotives	and	coaches, EDL1 
LNER blue No 7  ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ (in Atholl 
box, tender in non-Hornby plain box), EDL12 
Duchess of Montrose’ and tenders, D1 NE 
1st/3rd Coach (poor) in light blue 1-49 box, 
D11 BR Gresley coaches (2) and D12 BR 
1st/3rd Coach, in dark blue boxes, seven 
wagons incl Power Tank with hand , Royal 
Daylight and others (8 three unboxed). 
generally G-VG, boxes F-G (15) £80-120
 

307.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	Super	
Detail	coaches, wagons and 3-Rail Track, 
4036 2nd Class Pullman Car, 4051 Corridor 
coach, 5052 Ist/2nd Corridor, 4062 Ist Open 
corridor, 4063 2nd Class corridor (in 4062 
box), 4078 Sleeping Car, 4630 Cattle Wagon, 
4313 Gunpowder Van, 4320 Refrigerator Van 
and 4660 UGB Sand wagon and 1080 Battery 
Controller, in original red striped boxes, 3-Rail 
TPO Mail Set, in original blue striped box and 
quantity of 3-Rail Track and Points, generally 
G-VG, some coaches with discolouring, boxes 
G-VG (qty) £60-80
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320.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	W2220	GWR	
green	2-6-4	Tank	Locomotive, No 8230, in 
original box with retail stamp on base, VG-E, 
box G-VG, writing on insert £40-60
 
321.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	chocolate	and	
cream	Pullman	Coaches, W6000 Brake 2nd 
‘Aries’, W6001 2nd Class Car No 73 (2) and 
W6002 Ist Class ‘Car No 77’, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes VG (4) £40-60
 

322.	 The	Following	7	Lots	Of	Wrenn	
Locomotives	Were	Purchased	By	The	
Vendor	And	Not	Removed	From	Their	
Boxes,      Wrenn 00 Gauge Special Edition 
W2312 BR green 46234 ‘Duchess of Abercorn’ 
Locomotive and Tender, with wooden plinth 
and instructions, three packing rings and 
original tissue, in original box stamped Packer 
No 2 421092, E-M, appears never taken out 
of box, box E, name printed on one end label 
only £300-400
 
323.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W2312	BR	green	46242	‘City	of	Glasgow’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, instructions, three 
packing rings and original tissue, in original 
last issue box stamped Packer No 2 421092, 
believe one of only 22 built, E-M, never taken 
out of box, box E, name printed on one end 
label onl £400-600
 
324.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W2314	BR	green	46256	‘Sir	William	A	Stanier	
FRS’	Locomotive	and	Tender, instructions, 
three packing rings and original tissue, in 
original last issue box stamped Packer No 2 
421092, E-M, appears never taken out of box, 
box E, name printed on one end label only
 £400-600
 

308.	 Hornby-Dublo	Instructions	
Catalogues	Track	books	and	Price	Lists	and	
other	makers	Catalogues, Dublo Cats, 1961, 
4th Ed 1962 (2), 1963 (3) 1963 2-rail, 1964 (6), 
Tri-ang Hornby-Dublo Amalgamation Leaflet 
(2), Simplec Track Layouts, Rail Suggestions 
4/51 and 10/51, 3-Rail layouts 1962 (2), 2-Rail 
Handbook 3rd Ed (2), Instructions for Running 
HD 4/50, 2/51 and 2/59, instructions Co-Co 
and Bo-Bo 3/61 (2), Southern Electric Motor 
Coach 3-Rail 4/62, late Co-Co, Bo-Bo, EMU 
and 3,300 Locomotives ref 57073 and Isolating 
with points Instructions 12/60, Meccano Toys 
of Quality Price Lists Hamleys 1963, 1964 (2) 
and a general 1964, Hornby AcHO 1962 incl 
Dublo, Tri-ang Hornby 12th Ed, 14th Ed Price 
List, TT Price List 1965, Trix Cat 1964 and 1966, 
Playcraft 65/66 and 66, price list 1968 Lone 
Star 000 64 with Price List and Märklin 65/66, 
generally G-E (qty) £60-100
 
309.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	2-Rail	
Super	Detail	Coaches, comprising 4054 BR 
SR green Brake/2nd (in 1st/2nd Tony Cooper 
box), 4078 maroon sleeping Car, 4050, 4051 
and 4061 BR WR coaches (two in Tony Cooper 
boxes), 4035, 4036 and 4037 Pullman Cars, all 
in original or Tony Cooper boxes, VG, boxes 
F-E (8) £60-80
 

310.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	2-Rail	
wagons, including 4665 Saxa Salt, 4647 
Container Truck, 4318 Packing Van and others, 
all in original or Tony Cooper (7) boxes, G-VG, 
boxes G-VG (15)  £40-60
 
311.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	2-3	Rail	
Coaches, D11 BR Gresley (2), D21 BR WR (4), 
D22/4049 BR maroon, D13 BR Suburban (2), 
D20 BR blood and custard (2), all in original or 
Tony Cooper boxes, generally VG, boxes F-VG 
(13) £40-60
 
312.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	3-Rail	
metal	Stations	Transformers	and	other	items,  
unboxed, Through Station and two Island 
Platforms with six ramps, Signal Box, Level 
Crossing (2), 2-Rail plastic Goods Depot (lacks 
crane, large doors and drain pipes), plastic 
platform and three ramps, 5051 Semaphore 
Signals (2 in original box) and blue pre-war 
Transformer and Controller, generally G-E, box 
G (qty) £40-60
 
313.	 Hornby-Dublo	00	Gauge	card	
insert	Packing	pieces	and	quantity	of	Wrenn	
packing	rings, Dublo  including engine  
protection cards, various strips of card with 
blue and yellow trim, Wrenn including short, 
medium, long and  very long white rings 
and various small plain card rings , F-VG (qty 
including over 100 rings) £40-60

 314.	 Hornby-Dublo	and	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
reproduction	Posters, Wrenn Collectors Series 
Deltic 1683 and 1687/3000 Ltd Ed Prints, 
Hornby-Dublo Breakdown 671 and 763/3000  
and BR Tank Goods and Passenger Sets 
645 and 657/3000 Ltd Ed prints, all approx. 
43x30cm, VG (6) £20-30

WRENN	OO	GAUGE
 

315.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	W2302	LMS	
maroon	Coronation	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, No 6244 ‘King George VI’, in original 
box stamped Packer No 3 11349, VG, a few 
minor chips, box F-G, two small labels on front
 £400-600
 
316.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	Castle	Class	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, 2221 BR green  
4075 ‘Cardiff Castle’, in original box stamped 
by original retailer on base, tear to insert 
and W2223 BR blue 4082 ‘Windsor Castle’, in 
original unstamped box, VG, boxes F-VG (2)
 £80-120
 
317.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	Castle	Class	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, W2222 GW green 
7002 ‘Devizes Castle’, in original box stamped 
by original retailer on base and W2247 GWR 
green 7029 ‘Clun Castle’, in original box 
stamped Packer No 3 and retailer’s stamp, VG, 
boxes G-VG (2) £80-120
 
318.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	renumbered	
Castle Class and repainted City Class 
Locomotives	and	Tenders, W2221 BR green 
Castle Class renumbered 5011 ‘Tintagel 
Castle’, in original Cardiff box with retailer 
stamp on base and Tri-ang Wrenn W2226 
repainted BR maroon 46245 ‘City of London’, 
in original box, renumbering and repainting to 
an amateur standard, F-G, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 
319.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	W2224	BR	black	
2-8-0	Steam	Locomotive	and	wagons, 48073 
with replacement tender wheels, in original 
early box together with W5029 GW Steel 
Wagon and W5007 Geest Van, all in original 
boxes, G-VG, boxes F-G Van lacks insert (3)
 £50-80
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330.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	W2266	SR	green	
21C103	‘Plymouth’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
with instructions and packing rings, in original 
box stamped in red Packer No 1 00221, E, box 
VG £180-240
 

331.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	Locomotives	
wagon	and	empty	box,  W2224 BR black Class 
8F 2-8-0 Locomotive and Tender 48073, in 
original box, unboxed BR 2-6-4 Standard Tank 
80033, box only for W2207 SR 0-6-0T (some 
writing and wear), together with W5032 LMS 
Plank wagon, in original long box, VG, box G 
(4) £80-100
 
332.	 Wrenn	00	Gauge	W3006/7	
chocolate	and	cream	Brighton	Belle	2-Car	set	
with	additional	non-Belle	Pullman	Coaches,  
W3006/7, in original box, E, box G-VG, W6000 
Brake 2nd ‘Car No 77’, W6001 2nd Class 
‘Aries’, W6002 1st Class ‘Orion’ (2), all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (5 boxes)
 £80-120

OTHER	OO	GAUGE
 

333.	 A	pair	of	Trix	Liliput	00	Gauge	Class	
A4	Locomotive	and	Tenders, LNER ‘Silver 
Link’ super detailed with lamps, new coal, in 
a red storage box and 1253 BR green 600027 
‘Merlin, in original box, E, box G (2) £80-120
 
334.	 Tri-ang	and	Tri-ang	Hornby	
Locomotives	, Tri-ang R255 blue 0-4-0 
Industrial tank No7 ‘Nellie’ with both 
nameplates, R59 BR green 2-6-2 Tank, T/H 
R51S GWR green Pannier Tank, R868 SR green 
M7 328 and early Hornby R350 SR green Class 
L1 1757, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
G-VG (5) £70-90
 
335.	 Realtrack	Rapido	Trains	00	Gauge	
Scotrail	Class	156	Diesel	Multiple	Unit,  2-Car 
set, in blue and purple, in original box, E, box 
VG £100-150
 

325.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W2226	BR	maroon	46238	‘City	of	CarlisLe’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, with five pole motor, 
instructions, three packing rings and original 
tissue, in original last issue box stamped 
Packer No 3 02508, E-M, appears never taken 
out of box, box E, name printed on labels at 
both ends £300-500
 
326.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W2312	BR	green	46245	‘City	of	London’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, instructions, three 
packing rings and original tissue, in original 
last issue box stamped Packer No 2  8 292, 
E-M, appears never taken out of box, box E, 
name printed on labels at both ends
 £300-500
 

327.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W2304	BR	maroon	46244	‘King	George	VI’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, with ‘City of Leeds’ 
nameplates, instructions, three packing rings 
and original tissue, in original box stamped 
Packer No 2  91 312, E-M, appears never taken 
out of box, box E, name printed on box at both 
ends, scribble at one end of box £500-700
 
328.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
Special	Limited	Edition	W2410	SR	green	olive	
green	1047	0-6-0	Tank	Locomotive	, with 
wooden plinth, track and title bar ‘1910 -0-6-0 
Tank 1989’, Ltd Ed No 70/350 although only 
71 produced, Instructions, two large and one 
small packing rings, original tissue, in original 
box with red print on one end only, stamped 
Packer No 2 911252,E-M, appears never taken 
out of box, box E £200-300
 
329.	 Uncommon	Wrenn	00	Gauge	
W5107	5	Plank	Wagon	‘Consolidated	Fish’, in 
grey with white lettering, in original box with 
card insert, E-M, box E £80-120

 

336.	 Realtrack	Rapido	Trains	00	Gauge	
Northern	Class	144	Diesel	Multiple	Unit,  
2-Car set, in dark blue, white  and purple, in 
original box, E, box VG £100-150
 
337.	 Heljan	6603910	00	Gauge	LNER	
black	Class	02	‘Tango’	2-8-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, No 3965, in original box, VG, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

338.	 Vitrains	V2056	00	Gauge	Mainline	
Class	37	Diesel	Locomotive, in two-tone grey 
No 37709, in original box, E, box VG £40-60
 
339.	 Dapol	and	West	Wales	Wagon	
Works	00	Gauge	Ltd	Ed	and	standard	Private	
Owners	wagons	and	Vans, Dapol various 
including Ltd Ed 19/250 F Payne open truck, 
Day and Co-Container 135/280, Lane & 
Hawkes 143/180, Dean Forest 53/250, Morgan 
Bros 56/250, Payne 58/250, Greys Brewery, 
Monmouth 8/250, Bonnell, Mitchell Toms 
154/230, White 21/250, Parsons, Speech 
House and others (24 of which 22 in purple 
window boxes)  and WWWW (4), E, boxes 
generally E, a couple F  (28) £100-140
 

340.	 Hornby	Bachmann	Lima		and	
Mainline	00	Gauge	Private	Owners	and	other	
Wagons, Hornby two 3-wagon sets and 14 
individual wagons, Lima (2), Bachmann one 
3-wagon set and one individual, Replica (1) 
and Mainline (1) and two Classix Lorries, all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (28 wagons in 
22 boxes and two boxed lorries) £60-80
 
341.	 Dapol	00	Gauge	Steam	Tank	
Locomotives	and	wagons, 29 BR black 0-4-0 
Pug 51241, D-71 BR black 0-6-0 Terrier 32640 
with some detailing, BR Cattle Truck (2), GW 
Van and GW open truck, all in original boxes, 
G-VG, boxes F-G (6) £50-70
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342.	 Dapol	00	Gauge	Limited	Edition	
wagons,  EA Robinson 63/1000, Bottrill 
98/100, Bovey Pottery 243/307, Jury Brick 
12/100, Willmer and Buxton, all in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes VG (6) £60-80
 
343.	 Dapol	00	Gauge	Limited	Edition	
wagons,  EA Robinson 95/1000, Bottrill 
100/100, Bovey Pottery 234/307, Jury Brick 
13/100, Willmer 49/199 and Black Rock 
Quarries, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes VG 
(6) £60-80
 
344.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	BR	
Steam	Locomotives,   BR black Class N2 0-6-2T 
69531, black Re-built Patriot Class 6P 4-6-0 
45536 and green Standard Class 4 4-6-0 75001 
(incorrect box), all in Mainline boxes, Airfix 
green Royal Scot Class 46100 ‘Royal Scot’ and 
green  4084 ‘Pendennis Castle’, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (5)  £80-120
 
345.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	BR	
ex	GWR	Steam	Locomotives,   Mainline black 
Pannier Tank 5768, green Collett 3210, black 
43XX Mogul 5328 and Airfix Prairie Tank 6167, 
all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-G (4)
 £70-90
 

346.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	GWR	
green	Steam	Locomotives,   Mainline, Collett 
2213 (added lamps), Dean Goods 2516, 
Manor Class 7808 ‘Cookham Manor’, 43XX 
Mogul 5322 and Airfix Prairie Tank 6110, all in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (5) £80-100
 
347.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	LMS	
Steam	Locomotives,   maroon Jubilee Class 
5XP 5690 ‘Leander’, black 5XP 5687 ‘Neptune’ 
and Airfix black 4F Fowler 4454, all in original 
boxes, VG, boxes F-G (3) £50-70
 

348.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	BR	
Diesel	Locomotives,   blue Class 03 0-6-0 
Shunter 03382 (poor box), blue Class 56 079, 
maroon Warship Class D823 ‘Hermes’ and 
Airfix blue class 31 401, all in original boxes, 
VG, boxes P-G (4) £60-80
 
349.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	
Coaches, Mainline, LMS maroon 57’ (2), BR 
maroon (3), BR SR green (3), BR WR Chocolate 
and cream), Hornby LMS maroon (in Mainline 
box), Airfix maroon Autocoach (2), LMS 
maroon Suburban (2), Mainline (3), BR blood 
and custard (4), BR blue/grey (2) and GMR 
BR maroon (1), all bar one in original boxes, 
generally VG-E, boxes F-VG (24) £100-140
 
350.	 Airfix	00	Gauge	Locomotive	and	
various	wagons	by	Dapol	Bachmann	and	
others, Airfix GWR 2-6-2 Prairie Tank 6110 and 
20-Ton Brake Van, Dapol LSWR Gunpowder 
Van. Bachmann Conflat with Container, 
Ventilated Van and Conflat with large 
Container, Hornby SECR 3 Plank wagon and SR 
Brake Van, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
G-VG (8) £30-50
 
351.	 Four	Dapol	00	Gauge	B850C	Silver	
Bullet	NACCO	ECC	bogie	Tank	wagons, all in 
original boxes, E, boxes VG (4) £60-80
 
352.	 Mainline	and	Airfix	00	Gauge	GWR	
and	LNER	Steam	locomotives, Mainline, GWR 
green Collett 2516, another renumbered 
3205, GWR green 43XX 5322, GWR black 
5768, LNER green J72 0-6-0T, Airfix GWR green 
2-6-2 Prairie Tank 6110 and GWR green 1400 
Class 0-4-2T 1466, all in original boxes, G-VG, 
boxes P-G (7) £80-120

KIT/	SCRATCH	BUILT	OO	GAUGE
 

353.	 Golden	Arrow	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
BR	apple	green	Class	B17	‘East	Anglian’	
Locomotive	and	tender, No 61659, in blue 
storage box, E, £120-160
 

354.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	BR	black	
Standard	Class	9F	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
Crosti-boilered 2-10-0 92023, built  to a 
very good standard and painted to a good 
standard, in blue storage box, VG £80-120
 

355.	 Crownline	Special	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	
BR	green	Clan	Class	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
No 72006 ‘Clan MacKenzie’, built and painted 
to a very high standard, in red storage box, E, 
 £120-160
 

356.	 P	D	K	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	BR	black	
B12/3	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, No 
61508, built and painted to a very good 
standard, in original box, E, box VG £80-120
 
357.	 P	D	K	unmade	00	Gauge	SR/BR	
Maunsell	Schools	‘V’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in original box, requires wheels, motor 
and gears, E, box VG £60-80
 
358.	 Keyser	K’s	L41	unmade	00	Gauge	
LMS	Turbomotive	body	kit, together with 
LNER (ex-NER) Y8 0-4-0 Body Kit, L41 in 
original box, E, box VG (2) £60-80
 
359.	 A	pair	of	Nu-Cast	00	Gauge	unmade	
Locomotive	Kits, LNER/BR C16 Class 4-4-2 
Suburban Tank Engine and LMS/BR 2F Class 
0-6-0 Saddle Tank Engine, both in original 
boxes, E, both appear complete, box VG (2)
 £80-120
 

360.	 K’s	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	GWR	15XX	
0-6-0	Pannier	Tank, finished in plain black 
No 1500, together with Nu-Cast 262 BR plain 
black 1600 Pannier Tank No 1646, both built 
and painted to an excellent standard, NC in 
original box, E, box VG (2) £60-80
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 361.	 00	Works	00	Gauge	factory-built	
Aspinall	0-6-0	Saddle	Tank,  finished in BR 
black No 11305, in original box, E, box VG
 £80-120
 

362.	 Nu	-Cast	254	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	GWR	
70’	Steam	Railmotor, finished in chocolate 
and cream with white roof, built to a very 
good standard, painted to a good standard, in 
original box, VG, box VG £100-150
 
363.	 A	pair	of	Nu-Cast	262	kitbuilt	00	
Gauge	GWR	Pannier	Tanks, one finished in 
GWR green unnumbered and other in BR 
black No 1660, both built and painted to a 
very good standard, in original boxes, E, boxes 
VG £80-120
 
364.	 K’s	L24	00	Gauge	unmade	GWR	
3252	‘Duke’	4-4-0	Locomotive	kit, in a green 
storage box, E, appears complete £40-60
 

365.	 A	pair	of	00	Gauge	0-6-0	kitbuilt	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, NBM Norman 
Blackburn J37 finished in BR black No 
64538 and DJH or similar Class J26 BR black 
6577, both built and painted to a very good 
standard, both in green storage boxes, VG (2)
 £100-160
 

366.	 A		pair	of	K’s	00	Gauge	SR	(LBSC)	
2-6-0	K	Class	kitbuilt	Locomotives	and	
Tenders, one finished in BR lined black No 
32353, other in SR black no 337, both built 
and painted to a very good standard, in green 
storage boxes, E (2) £100-140

 

367.	 Nu	-Cast		or	similar	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	E4	Class	2-4-0	1MT, finished in BR 
plain black No 62782, built and painted to a 
very good standard, in green storage box, E
 £60-80
 

368.	 DJH	or	similar	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	BR	
black	D20	Class	4-4-0	2P, finished in BR plain 
black No 62343, built and painted to a very 
good standard, in green storage box, E
 £60-80
 
369.	 DJH	or	similar	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
BR	black	ex	L&Y/LMS	0-8-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finished in LMS plain black No 12971, 
built and painted to a very good standard, in 
plain storage box, E £80-120
 

370.	 Alan	Gibson	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	LMS	
Austin	7	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in 
LMS plain black No 49618, built and painted 
to a very good standard, in red storage box, E
 £80-120
 
371.	 Blacksmith	Models	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	GER/LNER/BR	4-4-0	D16	1/2/3	
Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in LNER plain 
black No 8851, built to a very good standard 
and painted to a good standard, in original 
box, E £80-120
 

372.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	BR/LNER/
GCR	Class	J10	0-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in BR black No 65127, built and 
painted to a good standard, in original box, 
VG, box F £60-80
 
373.	 Wills	South	Eastern	Finecast	00	
Gauge	kitbuilt	GWR	2251	Class	Collett	Goods	
Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in GWR 
green with shirtbutton logo No 2211, built 
and painted to a good-very good standard, in 
original box £60-80
 

374.	 Wills	South	Eastern	Finecast	00	
Gauge	kitbuilt		LNER/BR	J38	(3500	gall	
tender)	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in 
BR plain black No 65922, built and painted to 
a good standard, in original box, VG, box F
 £60-80
 
375.	 A	pair	of	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	
Drummond	W	Class	4-4-0	Tank	Locomotives, 
one finished in LMS crimson No 15051 and 
other in BR black No 55053, both built and 
painted to an excellent standard, both in red 
storage boxes, E (2) £80-120
 

376.	 Crownline	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	LNER	
garter	blue	Class	A4	‘Bittern’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, No 19, built and painted to an 
excellent standard, in a nicely labelled storage 
box, E £80-120
 
377.	 Crownline	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	BR	
lined	green	Class	A4	‘Merlin’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, No 60027, built and painted to a very 
good standard, in a nicely labelled storage 
box, VG lining a little tacky and small parts of 
tissue paper have adhered to the lining and BR 
logo, one coupling unattached £80-120
 
378.	 Crownline	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	LNER	
garter	blue	Class	A4	‘Mallard’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, No 4468, built and painted to an 
excellent standard, in a nicely labelled storage 
box, E, pony wheels require new washer to 
hold in place £80-120
 

379.	 Craftsman	Models	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	
BR	Class	37	0-6-0	Diesel	Shunter, finished 
in BR green with hazard stripes to front and 
back, built to a very good standard, painted to 
a fair-good standard, in original box, VG, box G 
 £40-60
 
380.	 Rake	of	four	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	GWR	
crimson	lake	and	brown	70’	Coaches, DIA D48 
No 2366 Corridor Brake Third, DIA No M13 
No 833 Parcels (brown), DIA No H22 No 9556 
Kitchen/Rest and 69’ DIA E78 No 7650 Comp/
Brake, all built and painted to an excellent 
standard, in plain storage boxes with labels, E 
(4) £100-140
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381.	 Willets	Scale	models	1471	D344	
kitbuilt	BR	ER	blood	and	custard	Mail	Sorting	
Van, Coach Number E159e built and painted 
to a professional standard, signed underneath 
Willetts and Studley 5/18, in white storage box 
E £80-100
 
382.	 Willets	Scale	models	1472	D344	
kitbuilt	BR	ER	red	Mail	Sorting	Van, Coach 
No E162E built and painted to a professional 
standard, signed underneath Willetts and 
Studley 5/18, in white storage box , E £80-100
 
383.	 Willets	Scale	models	1470	D344	
kitbuilt	BR	ER	maroon	Mail	Sorting	Van, 
Coach No E143E, built and painted to a 
professional standard, signed underneath 
Willetts and Studley 5/18, in white storage box 
, E £80-100
 

384.	 P	D	K	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	BR	lined	
apple	green	B12/3	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, No 61528, built and painted to a very 
good standard, in original box, E, box VG
 £80-120
 
385.	 P	D	K	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	BR	lined	
black	B12/3	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
No 61547, built and painted to a very good 
standard, in original box, E, box VG £80-120
 

386.	 P	D	K	kitbuilt	00	Gauge	BR	lined	
apple	green	B12/3	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, No 61563, built and painted to a very 
good standard, in original box, E, box VG
 £80-120
 
387.	 A	pair	of	DLH	for	Model	Loco	
unmade	00	Gauge	LMS	Duchess	4-6-2		
Locomotive	and	tender	kits, Ltd Ed kits 
82/600 and 84/600, both in original boxes, 
VG-E, one appears complete, other has in 
pencil 2 frets missing, boxes VG (2) £80-120
 

395.	 Blacksmith	Models	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	GER/LNER/BR	4-4-0	D16	1/2/3	‘Claud	
Hamilton’	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in 
L&NER green No 8900 ‘Claud Hamilton’, built 
to a very good standard, painted and lined to 
a fair standard, in original box, G-VG, box G
 £50-70
 

396.	 K’s	or	similar	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	LMS	
black	Beyer-Garrett	2-6-0	0-6-2	Locomotive, 
No 7994, built and painted to a good-very 
good standard, VG £60-80
 
397.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	SR/BR	Class	
U	2-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in 
BR black No 31628, built and painted to a 
professional standard, in an original box, VG-E, 
mark to one cabside, box VG £80-100
 

398.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	SR/BR	
Maunsell	Class	U1	2-6-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finished in BR black No 31896, built 
and painted to a professional standard, in an 
original box, E, box VG £100-140
 
399.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	SR/BR	
Class	U	2-6-0	Locomotive	and	3,500 gallon 
Tender, finished in BR black No 31627, built 
and painted to a professional standard, in an 
original box, E, box VG £100-140
 

400.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	LSW/SR/BR	
0395	0-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in 
BR black No 30578, built and painted to a very 
good standard, in an original box, E, box VG
 £80-120
 
401.	 BEC	or	similar	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
Drummond	Class	700	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in BR matt black No 30701, built 
and painted to a very good standard, in a red 
storage box, E £80-120
 

388.	 A	pair	of		DJH		unmade	00	Gauge	
LMS	Coronation	4-6-2		Locomotive	and	
tender	kits, both in black storage boxes with 
labels, VG-E, both appear complete, boxes VG 
(2) £100-140
 

389.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	Class	439	
0-4-4	Tank	Locomotive, finished in BR black 
No 55189, built and painted to an excellent 
standard, in original box, VG, red lining 
to cab and tank sides has suffered some 
deterioration, box VG £50-70
 
390.	 DJH	K78	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	Class	6	
4-6-2	Clan	Tender	Locomotive, finished in BR 
green No 72000 ‘Clan Buchanan’, built and 
painted to an excellent standard, in original 
box, E, box VG  £80-120
 

391.	 DLH	for	Model	Loco	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	BR	blue	Duchess	4-6-2		Locomotive	
and	tender, No 46250 ‘City of Lichfield’, Ltd 
Ed 82/600, built and painted to an excellent 
standard, in original standard, E, box VG
 £80-120
 
392.	 South	Eastern	Finecast	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	Class	J39/2	Locomotive	and	tender, 
finished in LNER black No 1275 with 4200 
galloon Tender, built and painted to an 
excellent standard, in original box, E, box VG
 £60-80
 
393.	 South	Eastern	Finecast	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	Class	J39	Locomotive	and	tender, 
finished in NE black No 2699 with standard 
Tender, built and painted to an excellent 
standard, in original box, E, box VG £60-80
 

394.	 Blacksmith	Models	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	GER/LNER/BR	4-4-0	D16	1/2/3	Claud	
Hamilton	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished 
in L&NER green No 1818, built to a very good 
standard, painted and lined to a fair standard, 
in original box, G-VG, box G £50-70
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402.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	Class	C2X	0-6-
0	Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in BR black 
No 32535 with two domes, built and painted 
to a professional standard, in original box, E, 
box VG £100-120
 
403.	 DJH	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	SE&CR/SR/
BR	Class	E1	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in BR lined black, No 31504, built and 
painted to an excellent standard, in original 
box, VG, some distressing to lining on both 
loco and tender, box VG £70-90
 

404.	 Crownline	Models	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
Class	L1	finished	in	BR	lined	black, No 31786, 
built and painted to an professional standard, 
in original box, VG, box VG £140-180
 
405.	 South	Eastern	Finecast	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	SECR/SR/BR	Wainwright	‘E’	4-4-0	
Locomotive	and	Tender, finished in BR lined 
black, No 31587, built and painted to a good 
standard, in original box, VG, box VG
 £80-120
 

406.	 Wills	Finecast	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
Wainwright	‘D’	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in BR lined black, No 31587, built and 
painted to a very good  standard, in original 
box, VG, some tender lining a little distressed, 
box VG £80-100
 
407.	 DJH	or	similar	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
Class	D1	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in weathered BR lined black, No 
31494, built and painted to a  good standard, 
in DJH unlabelled box, VG, box F
 £80-100
 

413.	 E	J	Sharp	No	38	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
LSW/SR/BR	Class	G16	4-8-0	Tank	Locomotive, 
finished in BR black No 30495, built and 
painted to an excellent standard, in original 
box, VG, box G £120-160
 
414.	 South	Eastern	Finecast	00	Gauge	
kitbuilt	SR/BR	Class	E1/R	0-6-2	Tank	
Locomotive, finished in BR black No 32697, 
built and painted to a very good standard, in 
original box, VG, some deterioration to lining 
along running board, box G £60-100
 

415.	 Craftsman	Models	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
SR	Class	T1	0-4-0	Tank	Locomotive, finished in 
Southern olive green No 10, built and painted 
to an excellent standard, in original box, E, box 
VG £80-120
 
416.	 Collection	of	00	Gauge	spares	for	
Locomotive	kitbuilding, including wheels, 
Buffers, Axles, Numbers, Coupling Rods, Valve 
Gear, Crankpins, Bearings, Motor Gearbox kits, 
by various makers incl Westward, Jamieson, 
Romford, Maygib, Smiths, Roxey Mouldings, 
Blacksmith Tangley, Cavendish and others, 
most in original packets/bags, VG-E, bags F-VG 
(approx. 45) £80-120
 
417.	 Five	00	Gauge	kitbuilt/RTR	0-6-0	
Motorised	Chassis	and	eight	separate	
motors, chassis, three kitbuilt, one Mainline 
and one Tri-ang, Motors including Mashima, 
K’s, Portescap 16c and others including Tri-
ang, F-G (5 chassis and eight loose motors)
 £100-120
 
418.	 DJH	00	Gauge	unmade	MR/LMS/BR	
0-10-0	‘Licky	Banker’	Locomotive	and	Tender	
kit, with DJH wheels, Mashima Motor, in 
original box with label to end only, E, appears 
complete, box G £80-100
 
419.	 A	pair	of	00	Gauge	GWR	and	BR	
kitbuilt	Locomotives	and	Tenders, Mallard 
or similar GWR green Duke Class 4-4-0 3264 
‘Trevithick’, westward or similar Class 700 
Drummond 0-6-0 Locomotive and Tender 
30698, both built and painted to a fair 
standard, G-VG (four including tenders)
 £60-80
 

408.	 Wills	Finecast	or	similar	00	Gauge	
U	Class	River	Tank	Conversion	4-4-0	with	
4000	gallon	Tender, finished in BR lined black, 
No 31800, built and painted to a very good 
standard, in a Wills box with hand written 
label, VG, box F £80-100
 

409.	 Jidenco	Models	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
LSWR/SR	Class	T14	‘Paddlebox’	Locomotive	
and	8-wheel	tender, finished in British 
Railways plain black, No 30461, built and 
painted to a very good standard, in original 
box, VG, box G £100-140
 
410.	 Falcon	Brassworks	LK77	00	
Gauge	LSWR/SR/BR	Urie	H16	4-6-2T	Tank	
Locomotive, finished in BR black No 30517, 
built and painted to a very good standard, in 
original box, VG, box G £160-200
 

411.	 00	Gauge	kitbuilt	Maunsell	W	Class	
2-6-4T	Tank	Locomotive, finished in BR black 
No 31913, built and painted to a very good 
standard, in original box, VG, box G £70-90
 

412.	 DMR	Products	00	Gauge	kitbuilt	
SR/BR	Z	Class	0-8-0	Tank	Locomotive, finished 
in BR black No 30952, built and painted to a 
very good standard, in original box, VG, box G
 £120-160
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420.	 A	fine	Kit/Scratchbuilt	00	Gauge	
LMS	black	Beyer-Garratt	2-6-6-2	Locomotive, 
No 7984, built and painted to an excellent 
standard, powered by twin Mashima 12v 
motors, E £120-180

CONTINENTAL	AND	AMERICAN	HO	GAUGE
 

421.	 Model	Power	and	AHM	HO	Steam	
and	Diesel	Locomotives, Model Power 
6633 Canadian Pacific black 0-4-0 Tender 
Locomotive and A.H.M Southern Pacific grey 
ALCO RS2 Diesel Switcher, both in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes G (2)  £30-50
 
422.	 American	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, a boxed group 
of five comprising, Bachmann 41-535-01 
Overland Union Pacific 4-8-4 & 52’ tender, 
Mehano 4-6-2 light Pacific with Rock Island 
Tender and smoke and  IHC 23001 4-6-4 
Hudson Baltimore & Ohio 5047 together with 
Rivarossi 1283 4-6-2 heavy Pacific A.T.& S.F. 
and 1253 4-6-6-4 Challenger Union Pacific 
3975 locomotive and tender, F-G, Boxes P-F (5)
 £80-100
 
423.	 American	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, a boxed group of 
Six comprising Bachmann 50701 0-6-0 Union 
Pacific locomotive with Vanderbilt tender, 660 
Northern 4-8-4 5601 C.B. & Q. locomotive and 
Santa Fe tender and 11306 4-8-4 Niagra 5016 
New York Central, Rivarossi 1211 4-4-0 Reno 
Virginia & Truckee, IHC Great Northern 2-8-2 
Mikado and Model Power 6639 Southern 
Pacific 6789 locomotive and tender, F-G, Boxes 
P-F (6) £80-100
 

429.	 Model	Power	American	HO	Gauge	
Coaches, a boxed group comprising two rakes 
of coaches Canadian National 9908  Harriman 
Observation coaches (7) in green livery and 
Baltimore & Ohio 9903 Harriman Observation 
Coaches in blue and grey livery, G-E, Boxes G 
(11) £50-80
 
430.	 Rivarossi	American	HO	Gauge	
Coaches, a boxed group including a rake 
of Santa Fe examples, 2324/0, 2716 
combination (2), 2718 observation, 6003/0 
mail, 2732 diner, 2831/0  and a club coach 
in incorrect box, all in green livery, together 
with 6573/2893 Rio Grande, 2391/0 and 
2642/2643 Union Pacific grey livery, 2712 N Y 
Central, 2811/0 Canadian National and 2881 
Crescent Ltd, G-E, Boxes P-G (16) £80-100
 

431.	 Trix	American	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender	a	boxed	22816	Q3	
Light	Mikado	Baltimore	&	Ohio	locomotive	in	
black	livery, G-E, Box G-E £140-180
 
432.	 Rivarossi	American	HO	Gauge	
Steam	Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 
HR2006 Allegheny 2-6-6-6 Class 725 1629 
Chesapeake & Ohio locomotive in black livery, 
G-E, Box G £100-120
 

433.	 Rivarossi	American	HO	Gauge	
Steam	Locomotives	and	Tenders, a boxed trio 
comprising 1528/1 Union Pacific 4-8-4 8444 
in black livery, 5424 Cab Forward 4-8-8-2 SPL 
4274 Southern Pacific also in black livery and 
1578 4-8-4 Union Pacific 841 in black livery, 
G-E Boxes F-G (3) £120-160
 
434.	 Genesis	American	HO	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotive, a boxed ATHG22661 Canadian 
National F7A/F7B freight set in two tone green 
livery, with sound, G-E, Box G-E £100-150
 
435.	 Genesis	American	HO	Gauge	
Diesel	Locomotive, a boxed G68702 Norfolk 
Southern SD70ACe NYC Heritage 1066 
locomotive in black and silver livery, G-E, Box 
G-E £60-80
 

424.	 American	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives	and	Tenders, an unboxed 
group of six including Mehano Canadian 
National, Canadian Pacific and Great Northern 
Railway (3), Bachmann 2528 0-8-0 (Poor) and 
Burlington Route tender, Franklin Mint 1989 
Southern Crescent Ltd 4-6-2 1396 locomotive 
and tender in green livery and an unmarked C 
& NW tender, P-G (11 Pieces) £50-60
 
425.	 American	HO	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed group including, Proto 
2000 96041 Canadian National FA 1 and 8377 
B &0 FA2, Bachmann Plus 1123 EMD F7A SP 
Daylight, Model Power Southern F2, Athearn 
F7A Santa Fe and Canadian National (2), 
Spectrum 41-0821-L7 EMD GP-30, Bachmann 
Plus 11602 SD45 War Bonnet Santa Fe and 
Bachmann 11703 FT A unit and 60217 FT B 
unit both in Rio Grande livery, F-G, Boxes P-G 
(10) £80-120
 
426.	 American	HO	Gauge	Amtrak	Train	
and	IHC	New	York	Central	Coaches, a boxed 
collection including Walthers 931-185 GE 
8-40BW diesel locomotive in silver Amtrak 
livery together with 6021 material handling 
car and coaches 6101, 6121, 6141, 6131, 
together with  a rake of IHC New York Central 
coaches 47890, 47891 (3), 47892 and IHC 
Rock Island coaches 47383,47385 all in silver 
livery, G, Boxes F-G (13) £60-80
 

427.	 Mantua	and	AHM	American	HO	
Gauge	Empire	Builder	Locomotive	and	
Coaches, a boxed group comprising Mantua 
411-61 Great Northern F7 diesel locomotive, 
409-61 dummy unit and 227-61 observation 
coach, together with a rake of AHM coaches 
6545 Vista Dome coach (3), 6555 Vista Dome, 
6406 Sleeper, 6542 Observation and 6407 
Baggage all in orange and black Empire Builder 
livery, G, Boxes F-G (10) £60-80
 
428.	 Spectrum	and	Athearn	American	
HO	Gauge	Union	Pacific	Daylight	Coaches, 
a boxed group comprising  Spectrum 89131 
Combine, 89132 Coach, 89133 coach, 89134 
diner, 89135 coach and 89136 observation, 
together with Athearn 2110 baggage, 2120 
diner, 2150 vista dome and 2160 observation, 
all in yellow and red daylight livery, G-E, Boxes 
F (10) £50-80
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436.	 MTH	American	HO	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotive, a boxed 80-2013-1 SD70ACE 
locomotive in blue and white livery George H 
Bush 4141, with sound, G-E, Box G-E,  £80-100
 

437.	 Athearn	American	HO	Gauge	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio comprising SD40T-2 
locomotives ATH98301 3012 New York, 
Susquehanna & Western, ATH98324 5343 
Rio Grande and 79865 EMD Demo SD-60 in 
turquoise and white livery, G-E, Boxes G-E (3)
 £80-120
 
438.	 Athearn	and	Intermountain	
American	HO	Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, a 
boxed trio comprising, 94738 GP 40X 3800 
Santa Fe and G25021 F3B unit Santa Fe 
freight, in matching livery , together with Inter 
Mountain 49755S-04 ES44AC locomotive 1931 
Rio Grande with sound, G-E, Boxes G-E (3)
 £80-100

439.	 Proto	2000	Series	American	HO	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, a boxed limited 
edition duo comprising, RM 78005/ RM 
587006 Rio Grande PA locomotive with DCC 
and sound and PB unit (2), together with RM 
587070/ RM 587071 Santa Fe E6 locomotive 
and E6 B unit (2) G-E, Boxes G (4) £60-80
 
440.	 Proto	2000	Series	American	HO	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, a boxed trio 
comprising E8/9 locomotives RM587111 
Burlington silver livery and Frisco Big Red 
livery (2) together with limited edition RM 
587005 PA locomotive Nickel Plate Road, G-E, 
Boxes G (3) £60-80
 
441.	 Proto	2000/1000	Series	American	
HO	Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, boxed 
examples comprising Proto 2000 8352 BL2 
Rock Island and Proto 1000 920-35127 
Pennsylvania Alco RS-2, 31696 Pennsylvania 
9466A/9466B (2) and 23989 Pennsylvania 
9493A, together with an unboxed 9493B unit 
and a Proto 2000 Santa Fe diesel locomotive 
also unboxed, F-E, Boxes G-E (7) £60-80
 

442.	 American	HO	Gauge	Coaching	
Stock, a boxed collection comprising a rake 
of five IHC Rio Grande yellow and silver livery 
examples 0801 (2), 3740 (2), 3976 and two 
other coaches in matching livery Walthers 
931-796, Con Cor 094367, together with three 
Walthers Chesapeake and Ohio coaches 932-
6817, 932-6849 and 932-6769, G-E, Boxes G 
(10) £50-60
 

443.	 Hornby	AcHO	HO	Gauge	
Locomotives, 6360 SNCF black Class 131 
2-6-2 Tank Locomotive, in original picture box, 
638 SNCF green BB 1600 Electric Locomotive 
and 634 SNCF blue/cream CC 060 Diesel 
Locomotive, both in original green/white 
boxes and unboxed CC060 spare body, G-VG, 
boxes F-G (4) £80-120
 
444.	 Hornby	AcHO	HO	Gauge	Coaches	
and	wagons	including	Primagaz	Tank	wagon, 
Primagaz Tank wagon in white (unboxed), STEF 
and Milk Refrigerator Vans, Flat Trucks (2) 
and CTC wagon, 7390 Wagon-Lit Dining Car, 
742 Poste Van, 734 and 735 green Suburban 
Coaches, 733 2nd Class and unboxed First 
Class Coach, all except Primagaz and 1st Class 
coach, in original boxes, G-E, boxes, F-VG (12)
 £60-80
 
445.	 Hornby	AcHO	HO	Gauge	
Station	and	other	Accessories, 6900 Gare 
Demontable, 695 Track Crossing and Platform 
Extension (2), 691 Platform with Canopy, 6920 
Signal Box, 692 Signal box (in home made 
box) and 665 Signal Gantry, all except 692 in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (7) £80-120
 

446.	 Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	Tank	and	
Diesel	Locomotives, 4064 DB black 2-6-2T 
064 389-0, 4030 DB black 2-6-0T 91 1595 and  
4224 DB red 0-6-0 Diesel Shunter 361 635-6, 
all in original yellow and red window boxes, E, 
boxes VG (3) £100-140

 

447.	 Fleischmann	Märklin	Roco	and	Piko	
HO	Gauge	Goods	Rolling	Stock, Märklin 46272 
two boxcars, 44174 Haribo Van, Fleischmann 
5561 Equipment Van and workshop trolley 
set, 5256 Flat car with stakes and four Roco 
wagons, all in original boxes, E, boxes VG (11 
wagons in nine boxes) £50-70
 
448.	 Fleischmann		HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 4173 stream 
line locomotive BR 03 of the DRG in maroon 
livery with German military insignia to tender, 
F, Box F £60-80
 
449.	 Fleischmann	HO	Gauge		Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tenders, a boxed trio of 
locomotives all in black livery of the DB, 
comprising 1363 BR50 058 with cabin tender, 
4145 (3 rail) BR 56 and 4170 BR 01 ‘Nurnberg’, 
F-G, Boxes F (3) £100-120
 

450.	 Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tenders, a boxed trio 
comprising 4140 BR 24 074 of the DB in black 
livery, 4800  P8 of the KPEV in green livery 
and 4110 Betty of the KKB also in green livery 
(damage to body of tender), F-G, Boxes F (3)
 £100-120
 
451.	 HO	Gauge	Rivarossi	and	Liliput	
Steam	Locomotives, a group of four including 
Rivarossi 1337 Pacific locomotive and tender 
‘La Chapelle’ Compagnie Du Nord in brown 
livery in case and 1355 articulated locomotive  
5751 of  the Bayerische Staatsbahn in mustard 
livery boxed minus foam insert, together with 
unboxed Liliput 105 02 BR 05 003 of the DR 
in grey livery with German military insignia to 
tender (one coupling rod detached) and an 
unboxed tender locomotive BR 64 180 of the 
DR in green livery possibly Piko/ repainted, 
F-G, Boxes F (4) £120-160
 
452.	 Fleischmann	and	Rivarossi	HO	
Gauge	Diesel	Locomotives, a boxed group 
comprising, 4235 BR 221 of the DB in maroon 
livery, 4236 BR 221 also of the DB in blue and 
cream livery , 4280 CC68001 of the SNCF in 
blue in livery and Rivarossi BR 232 of t he DB 
in maroon livery,  F-G, Boxes P- F (4) £100-120
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453.	 Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	Diesel	and	
Electric	Locomotives, a boxed group of four 
comprising, 4230 diesel BR 212 of the DB in 
maroon livery and electric 4350 BR 120 of the 
DB in maroon and cream livery, 4349 BR 111 
of the DB in orange and grey livery and 4305 
Edelweiss rack locomotive in blue and white 
livery, G, Boxes F-G (4) £100-160
 
454.	 Fleischmann	Rivarossi	and	Lima	
HO	Gauge	Diesel	and	Electric	Locomotives, 
a trio of unboxed locomotives comprising 
Fleischmann electric E44 056 of the DB in 
green livery and Diesel tender locomotive 
repainted in maroon livery with some damage 
to body, together with Lima electric E444 of 
the FS in two tone blue livery and a boxed 
Rivarossi 1454 E444 also of the FS in two tone 
blue livery, P-G Box P (4) £60-80
 

455.	 Roco	H0	Gauge	Krokodil	Electric	
locomotive, a boxed 04149 A BR 1189 
Krokodil of the OBB in green livery, G-E, Box 
F-G £80-100
 
456.	 Roco	H0	Gauge	Passenger	Train	Set, 
a boxed 43048 five piece set comprising E32 
electric locomotive of the DRG in brown livery 
and four coaches in green livery, G, Box F
 £50-60
 

457.	 HO	Gauge	Mehano	Thalys	Train	Set	
and	Roco	Interregio	Coach	Pack, a boxed duo 
comprising Mehano T 673 Thalys four piece 
train set of the SNCF in maroon livery and 
Roco 44033 three coach pack IC passenger 
coaches of the DB in blue and cream livery, G, 
Boxes F-G (2) £60-80
 

464.	 Rivarossi	and	Gutzgold	Diesel	
Locomotives, a boxed trio comprising, 
Rivarossi 1997 Hersfelder Kreisbahn 
locomotive Nr 30 in orange livery and 1996 BR 
232 of the DB in maroon livery together with 
Gutzgold 42100 V180 of the DR in maroon and 
cream livery, G-E, Boxes P-F (3) £80-100
 

465.	 HAG	Electric	HO	Gauge	Locomotive, 
a boxed HAG 180 Swiss RE 4/4 BLS of the SBB 
in brown livery, G-E, Box G £60-80
 
466.	 HAG	Electric	HO	Gauge	Locomotive	
and	Coaches, a boxed HAG 160 Re 
4/41111107 of the SBB/CFF in green livery 
together with various SBB/CFF coaches in 
green livery including HAG 400,410,415, 
Fleischmann 5135 and Märklin 4017, 4066, 
F-E, Boxes P-G (7) £60-80
 

467.	 HAG	HO	Gauge	Railcar	and	
Coaches, a boxed group comprising 190 Bd/e  
4/4 Bodensee Toggenburg railcar in green and 
cream livery together with four coaches 407, 
425, 430,435, G-E, Boxes G (5) £80-100
 
468.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Locomotives	
and	Freight	Train	Set, a boxed trio comprising 
3092 steam locomotive and tender 3673 
of the K. Bay. Sts. B in green livery, 2857 
Wurttembergischer Zug freight train set of 
the DRG including tender steam locomotive 
in green livery and five wagons together with 
3131 BR 361 Diesel shunter of the DB in red 
livery, G-E, Boxes F-G (3) £100-120
 
469.	 Märklin	Digital	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 37172 BR 
52 series 27 of the SNCB with condensation 
tender in black livery, G-E, Box F £80-100
 

458.	 Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	ICE	Train	
Pack	and	Coaches, a boxed 4460 three piece 
BR 410 of the DB train set in white and red 
livery together with 4461/4462 additional 
coaches, F-G, Boxes F (3) £50-60
 
459.	 Fleischmann	EMU	and	Other	
Coaches, a boxed collection including DB City 
Bahn 5123 Control motor car and 5124/5125 
coaches in orange and cream livery, Trans 
Europ Express 5160 (2), 5162 and 5169 (paint 
flaking) in red and cream livery and 5173/5174 
DB passenger coaches in orange and grey 
livery, F-G, Boxes P-F (9) £50-60
 

460.	 Fleischmann	and	Jouef	Coaches, 
a boxed collection comprising Fleischmann 
passenger coaches of the DB 5104, 
5175, 5619, Eidleweiss coach 5053, 5064 
Nebenbahn passenger cars (3) and 5056 KKB 
Arosa passenger cars (2), together with two 
CIW passenger coaches green (5620) and blue 
(5600) liveries by Jouef, G-E, Boxes P-F (11)
 £50-60
 
461.	 Fleischmann	and	Kleinbahn	
Coaches, a boxed collection all in green livery 
comprising, Fleischmann SNCF 5157/5153 
(and another unboxed), 5062 DB passenger 
cars (3), Ansbach 5050 postwagons (2), 5051 
passenger cars (2), 5052 and  DRG 5094, 
5301,5087, together with Kleinbahn OBB 
passenger cars 3731 (2), 3732, 3751, G-E, 
Boxes P-G (18) £50-80
 
462.	 Roco	and	Jouef	HO	Steam	
Locomotives, a boxed SNCF trio comprising 
Roco 04122B BR 141 locomotive in black livery 
and 4118 BR 150 C ‘Armistice’ locomotive and 
tender also in black livery together with Jouef 
8241 P7 ‘Nevers’ locomotive and tender in 
green livery, G, Boxes P-G (3) £80-100
 

463.	 Roco	HO	Gauge	Electric	
Locomotives, two boxed examples 43760 
series 1110 of the OBB in red livery and 73272 
Re 465 018 Swiss locomotive of the BLS in 
black Flash Fire livery, G-E, Boxes G-E (2)
 £80-100
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476.	 Märklin	Diesel/Compressed	Air	
HO	Gauge	Locomotive, a boxed 3720 digital 
locomotive BR V 32 of the DRG in black livery, 
G-E, Box G £60-80
 
477.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Electric	
Locomotive,  a boxed 3170 locomotive Type D 
109 of the Swedish SJ, G-E, Box G £60-80
 
478.	 Märklin	Electric	HO	Gauge	
Locomotive, a boxed digital 37637 locomotive 
Re 460 Swiss Collection 1999 of the SBB, G-E, 
Box G £100-120
 
479.	 Märklin	Electric	HO	Gauge	
Locomotives, a boxed digital duo comprising 
3751 Märklin Heizerlok Re 460 of the SBB and 
37531 BR 120 Christmas Edition of the DB, 
G-E, Boxes G (2) £100-120
 

480.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Coaches, a 
boxed pack 43229 including three coaches in 
green livery of the  FRG figures and a Wiking 
car, G-E, Box G £50-80
 
481.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Freight	Stock, 
three boxed packs comprising, 4624.001 five 
DB cargo coal wagons in red livery, 48574 two 
Eurotrain coal wagons in brown livery and 
48570 truck and crane set in yellow w livery, 
G-E, Boxes G (3) £120-160
 
482.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Coach	and	
Freight	Stock, a boxed collection comprising  
4068 Restaurant Car, coaches 4143, 4136, 
4137 and 4064 (2) together with freight stock 
4510, 4654, 4637 (2), kit 4921 (constructed) 
a Schutzengarten-Bier box car, Fleischmann 
5042 wagon and a Märklin 0209 plastic gauge, 
G, Boxes F-G (14) £50-80
 

470.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 39393 BR 39 
of the DB locomotive in black livery, G-E, Box 
G £120-160
 

471.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 33186 BR 
S 3/6 locomotive of the K.Bay.Sts.B, in blue 
livery, G-E, Box G £60-80
 
472.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotives, a boxed duo comprising 3311 
locomotive and tender 2007 Class C of the 
K.W.St.E in blue livery and 3109 T 18 tender 
locomotive 8401 of the KPEV in green livery, 
G-E, Boxes G (2) £100-120
 
473.	 Märklin	HO	Gauge	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, a boxed 37911 digital 
streamline locomotive BR 03.10 of the DR in 
maroon livery with German Military Eagle 
insignia to tender, G-E, Box G £80-100
 

474.	 Märklin	Diesel	HO	Gauge	
Locomotive, a boxed 37210 digital locomotive 
BRV 140 of the DB in maroon livery, G-E, Box G
 £80-120
 
475.	 Märklin	Electric	HO	Gauge	
Locomotive, a boxed 3769 digital locomotive 
BR E 19 of the DRG in maroon livery with 
German military eagle insignia, G-E, Box G
 £80-120
 

483.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37316	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco fitted for digital 
control with horn sound, in DB blue/buff livery 
as no 111 197-0, together with four commuter 
coaches ref 4256, 4258, 4259 and 42931, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (5) £100-140
 
484.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	33743	Diesel	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB deep pink/
charcoal livery as no 216 219-6, together with 
five commuter coaches ref 4256 (3), 4291 and 
4292, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (6) £100-140
 
485.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	3373	Diesel	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB deep pink/
charcoal livery as no 216 068-7, together with 
five commuter coaches ref 4256 (2), 4291 and 
4292 (2), all VG-E, boxes VG-E (6) £100-140
 
486.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	3342	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB blue/buff 
livery as no 111 058-4, together with four 
commuter coaches ref 4258, 4259 (2) and 
control trailer 4260, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (5)
 £100-140
 

487.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37317	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco fitted for MFX digital 
control and horn sound, in DB red/grey livery 
as no 111 095-6, together with four commuter 
coaches ref 42551, 42561 (2) and baggage van 
42932, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (5) £100-140
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 499.	 Boxed	Märklin	and	Brawa	HO	
Gauge	Signals	and	Lighting	Accessories, 
Märklin signals and fittings for the K-track 
system, including colour light signals 7238 
(2), 7239 (2), 7240 (2), 7241 (2) and 7242 (2), 
control boxes 7072/7211 (4) and 7240/7210 
(4), Distribution panels 7209 (9) and fifteen 
isolators/contacts/fixing brackets, together 
with Brawa platform and other railway lamps 
comprising S502 (10, in trade box), S520 (4) 
and S521 (1), S451, S454, 6130 level crossing 
signals (2), 5340 station clock and 2 Faller ref 
183 lighting strips, all E, as new in unopened 
boxes, boxes E (qty as listed) £120-160
 
500.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	
K-track	Controller	and	Layout	Accessories, 
comprising 2260 double-slip points (2), 2261 
pairs of turnout points (8 prs) all for electrical 
operation, 2292 straight feeder rails (4), 2299 
straight tracks (4), 2297 uncoupler rails (2), 
6629 mains transformer unit, 7391 buffer 
stops (2), 7406 interference suppressor rails 
(3), 18 pieces of curved rails to two different 
radii (some unboxed) and six pieces styroplast 
underlay, mostly VG-E, appear unused, boxes 
VG (qty as listed)  £80-120
 
501.	 Boxed	Vollmer	HO	Gauge	Overhead	
Catenary	Equipment, including ref 1300 masts 
(29), 1301 masts (30), 1308 tower masts (28), 
1310 cross-wires (12), 1311 single arms (12), 
1331 catenary wires (15), 1335 dittos (26), 
1339 dittos (20) and 1343 dittos (24), all VG, 
some boxes/packets previously opened, boxes 
mostly G (qty as listed) £80-120
 

502.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37537	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco factory-fitted for 
digital control and horn sound, in DB crimson/
cream livery as no 120 004-7, together with 
3-car ‘Südwind’ coach set 42993, Restaurant 
car 42973 (with digital sound) and 1st class 
coach 4298, all in matching crimson/cream, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (4 boxes) £100-140
 
503.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	3357	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB crimson/
cream livery as no 103 109-5, together with 
3-car ‘Südwind’ coach set 42993, Bar 42972 
and 1st class coach 4295, all in matching 
crimson/cream, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (4 boxes)
 £100-140
 

493.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Steam	Locomotives, all 
fitted for the Märklin 3-rail system (analogue 
control), ref 4162, a P8 4-6-0 as no 038 547-6, 
ref 1165, a class 65 2-8-4T as no 65 018, and 
ref 1070 small 2-4-0T no 70 091, all VG-E, 
boxes VG-E (3) £100-140
 

494.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Steam	Locomotives, all 
fitted for the Märklin 3-rail system (analogue 
control), ref 4169, a class 01 4-6-2 as no 01 
164, ref 1078, a class 78 4-6-4T as no 78 434, 
and ref 1030, a 2-6-0T no 91 1595, all VG-E, 
boxes VG-E (3) £100-140
 
495.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Steam	Locomotives, all 
fitted for the Märklin 3-rail system (analogue 
control), ref 1103, a class 03 4-6-2 as no 03 
094, ref 1094, a Linke-Hofmann class 94 0-10-
0T as no 94 1730, and ref 1063, a 2-6-2T no 
64 335, all VG-E, class 94 requires screw to 
pick-up skate, boxes VG-E (3) £100-140
 
496.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Steam	Locomotives, all 
fitted for the Märklin 3-rail system (analogue 
control), ref 4138, a class 39 2-8-2 as no 39 
103, ref 1094, ref 1078, a class 78 4-6-4T as no 
78 434, and ref 1099, a 0-8-0T no 98 812, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (3) £100-140
 
497.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Electric	Locomotives, 
all fitted for the Märklin 3-rail system 
(analogue control), ref 1326, a Bo-Bo as no 
141 237-8, ref 4380, a Co-Co class 151 as no 
151 0030-4, both in DB green/black livery, and 
ref 4381, another class 151 no 151 107-0 in 
DB blue/buff, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (3)
 £100-140
 

498.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	and	Roco	
HO	Gauge	3-rail/stud	contact	DB	Electric	
Locomotives, all fitted for the Märklin 3-rail 
system (analogue control), Fleischmann ref 
1326, a Bo-Bo as no 141 237-8 in green/
black, with Roco ref 43978, a Bo-Bo as no 143 
348-1 in cherry red livery, and ref 43876, a 
bonnetted 2-D-2 class E17 no E17 07 in earlier 
green, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (3) £100-140

488.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	3443	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DR cherry 
red livery as no 243 897-6, together with four 
DB commuter coaches ref 4255, 4256 (2) and 
control trailer 4257, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (5)
 £100-140
 
489.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	34431	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB deep pink 
livery as no 143 007-3, together with four 
commuter coaches ref 42551, 42561 (2) and 
control trailer 42571, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (6)
 £100-140
 

490.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	train	pack	26507	with	Electric	
Locomotive	and	Coaching	Stock, representing 
a DB S-bahn train with push/pull digital 
functions, the locomotive 143 606-2 in red/
grey with two matching coaches and driving 
trailer, all VG-E, box VG-E (1 set) £100-140
 
491.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Electric	and	Diesel	Locomotives, 
two DB class 151 Co-Co electrics, ref 3361 
(with dealer-fitted digital control and sound) 
and 33432 (with digital control), in blue/buff 
DB livery as nos 151 107-0 and 151 083-3 
respectively, together with factory-fitted 
digital diesel shunter ref 37650, in DB crimson 
as no V60 706, all VG-E, boxes VG (3) 
 £100-140
 

492.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Electric	and	Diesel	Locomotives, 
DB class 151 Co-Co electric ref 39581 in green/
black as no 151 017-1 and Bo-Bo 34350, in 
red/grey DB ‘Cargo’ livery as no 152 002-2, 
factory- and dealer-fitted for digital control, 
with horn effect and full sound respectively, 
together with factory-fitted diesel shunter ref 
37649, in DB red/grey ‘Cargo’ colours as no 
360 159-8, all VG-E, boxes VG (3)  £100-140
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504.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37538	Electric	Locomotive	
and	Coaching	Stock, the loco factory-fitted 
for digital control and horn sound, in DB 
crimson/cream livery as no 120 002-1 with 
‘E120’ lettering, together with 3-car blue/buff 
‘Südwind’ coach set 42994, Baggage car 4293 
and 2nd class coach 4292, all VG-E, boxes 
VG-E (4 boxes) £100-140
 

505.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	3358	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB deep pink 
livery as no 103 102-0, together with 3-car 
‘Südwind’ coach set 42994, 3-car blue/buff 
‘Südwind’ coach set 42994, matching Baggage 
car 4293 and 2nd class coach 4256 in silver, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (4 boxes) £90-120
 
506.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37374	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco factory-fitted for 
digital control, in DB red/grey livery as no 101 
008-1, with 6 matching coaches, ref’s 42271 
(2), 42861 (2), Restaurant car 42971 and 
control trailer 43303 with lighting, all VG-E, 
boxes VG-E (7) £100-140
 
507.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	34371	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Coaching	Stock, the loco dealer-fitted for 
digital control and full sound, in DB pink/
grey livery as no 101 003-2, with 6 red/off-
white coaches, ref’s 42271 (4), 42861 and SBB 
‘Elvetino’ car with pantograph ref 42173, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (7) £100-140
 
508.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37780	‘ICE	3’	Train	Pack	and	
Supplementary	Coaching	Stock, the 3-car 
unit factory-fitted for digital control and 
lighting, in ICE white/red livery as class 406, 
with 5 matching intermediate cars, ref’s 
43707/17/27/37/47, each with pantographs, 
all VG-E, boxes F-E, one rather creased (6 
boxes) £100-140
 

509.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	43304	‘Fernverkehr’	Coach	Pack	
and	Supplementary	Coaching	Stock, the 4-car 
set with driving trailer fitted for digital lighting, 
in white/red livery, with matching cars ref 
42272 (4) and 42862 (2), together with a rake 
of seven coaches in ‘Inter-Regio’ 2-tone blue/
off-white, ref 4327(4), 4281, Bistro car 4384 
and driving trailer 43300 with digital lighting, 
all VG-E, boxes VG-E, NB - No locomotive (14 
boxes) £100-140
 
510.	 Three	Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	Electric	Locomotives, all 
for analogue operation, all in DB pink/grey 
livery, ref 3331 as no 140 045-6, ref 3340 as no 
110 217-7, and ref 3343 as no 151 021-3, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (3 £100-140
 

511.	 Three	Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	Electric	and	Diesel	
Locomotives, all for analogue operation, ref 
3440 in blue/black livery as no 110 155-9, ref 
3457 electric C-1 shunter in crimson as no 160 
012-1, and ref 3131 0-6-0 diesel shunter as no 
361 838-6, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (3) £90-120
 
512.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Double-deck	Coaching	Stock	
and	Fleischmann	Steel	Coil	Transporters, 
the 5 ‘Doppelstock’ cars in aquamarine/
white livery, refs 43581, 43582 (3) and control 
trailer 43583 with digital lights, together with 
5 Fleischmann ref 5387 hooded transport 
wagons in brown, fitted with Märklin AC 
wheelsets, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (10) £100-140
 

513.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Double-deck	Coaching	Stock	and	
Fleischmann	Flat	Wagons, the 5 ‘Doppelstock’ 
cars in red/white livery with ‘Tipp-Ex’ 
publicity, refs 43585 (2), 43591, 43593 (Café 
car) and control trailer 43586 with digital 
lights, together with 4 Fleischmann ref 5287 
‘bolster’ wagons in grey, fitted with Märklin 
AC wheelsets, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (9)
 £100-140
 
514.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Double-deck	Coaching	Stock	and	
Fleischmann	Flat	Wagons, the 5 ‘Doppelstock’ 
cars in red/white livery with ‘Commerzbank’ 
publicity, refs 43584, 43585, 43592, 43593 
(Café car) and control trailer 43586 with digital 
lights, together with 4 Fleischmann ref 5287 
‘bolster’ wagons in grey, fitted with Märklin 
AC wheelsets, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (9)
 £100-140
 
515.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Diesel	Locomotives	and	Freight	
Stock, mostly older items and for analogue 
operation, Bo-Bo diesels ref 3072 in blue livery 
as no 212 349-5 and ref 3147 in red/grey as no 
212 215-8, with blue-boxed freight stock 4700, 
4710, 4694 (2) and 4693 coil carriers with 2 
more unboxed, and later white-boxed 4768, 
4769, 4608 (2), 48759 (2), 48331, and 2010 
‘Jahreswagen’ ref 48160, all VG-E, boxes G-E 
(17) £80-120
 
516.	 Boxed	Märklin	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	37431	Electric	Locomotive	and	
Fleischmann	Freight	Stock, the loco factory-
fitted for digital control, in DB green/black 
livery as no 151 030-4, with 6 Fleischmann 
ref 5287 ‘bolster’ wagons in grey, fitted with 
Märklin ac wheelsets, and two Albedo 500/38 
tank container packs, all VG-E, boxes VG-E (9)
 £100-140
 

517.	 Boxed	Fleischmann	HO	Gauge	
3-rail/stud	contact	Freight	Stock, 6 
Fleischmann ref 5287 ‘bolster’ wagons in grey, 
and 6 ref 5521 bulk coal hopper wagons, all 
fitted with Märklin AC wheelsets, all VG-E, 
boxes VG-E (12) £80-120
 
518.	 Boxed	Roco	HO	Gauge	3-rail/
stud	contact	Freight	Stock, Container-train 
stock, all fitted with Märklin ac wheelsets, 
comprising 47001 Schenker, 47038 Deutsche 
Post (2), 47123 Dreier (2), 47633 Langnese (3), 
66585 Kaiser Bier, 66596 Hapag-Lloyd (5) and 
66986 Rail Cargo Austria, together with 4 pairs 
Albedo ‘Lechner Munchen’ tank containers, all 
VG-E, boxes VG-E (19) £100-140

DAY	TWO
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DAY	TWO

TOYS	AND	FLOOR	TRAINS

519.	 Early	Arnold	Tinplate	Clockwork	
Coal	Mine	Toy, detailed tinprinted toy with 
Coal Wagon moving between Winding 
House and Mine, P-F, headstock lacking roof, 
clockwork requires attention £100-150
 

520.	 A	German-made	Tinplate	
Clockwork-powered	Mountain	Railway	Set, 
with two funicular cars in yellow with red 
roofs, labelled ‘Mountain Rail Car’ to sides, 
with clockwork winding mechanism and basic 
25mm gauge track with passing loop, F-G, one 
side of support frame to top station broken, 
with original box, box P-F £60-80
 

521.	 An	Early	J	de	P	(JEP)	30mm	Gauge	
Circular	Train	Set, with 2-2-0 clockwork 
locomotive with fixed key and wheels set to 
curve, tender, coach and baggage van, with a 
circle of track, main station ‘Gare’ and small 
station ‘Halte’ and 3 signals, G-VG, loco tabs to 
fix mechanism broken, one coupling missing 
from brake van, other minor damages, in non-
original box £60-80

 

522.	 A	Tinplate	Clockwork-powered	
‘Schwebebahn’	(Overhead	Railway)	Set, 
believed to be German and by Distler or 
similar, featuring two (identical) town end 
stations and a rural intermediate support, a 
4-wheeled clockwork car in blue/cream with 
orange window surrounds, printed passengers 
and crew, reversing lever projecting below, 
overall G, one (double-flanged) wheel missing 
from car and one section of wire ‘rail’, in non-
original box £60-80
 

523.	 A	Large-size	Bing	4-4-0	Floor	
Locomotive	and	near-match	Tipp	Tender, 
to approximately Gauge 2 proportions, the 
locomotive in green as no 3410, with ‘skating’ 
coupling rods and small bell to 2nd bogie axle, 
G-VG, mech tested ok, together with a Tippco 
6-wheeled tender in slightly darker green, also 
G-VG (2) £80-120

RAILWAY	COLLECTABLES
 
524.	 Edwardian	Hot	Water	Pot	by	Bing, 
a copper 2 Pint example of tapering form with 
brass spout and handle mounts, the handle 
constructed from polished mahogany, damage 
to spout knop, stamped G.B.N. Bavaria 
D.R.G.M. 2pt, 9” high, G £40-60
 

525.	 GWR	Silver-Plated	Dining	Ware, a 
group of seven pieces comprising, Elkington 
tea pot inscribed ‘Dining Bar’ and milk jug 
(insignia worn), Martin Hall & Co sugar basin 
and oval entrée lid unmarked, the latter three 
with GWR Hotels insignia, a pair of later 
Elkington GWR Hotels sundae dishes and a 
Walker & Hall GW Hotel Reading pepper pot, 
F-G (7)  £50-80
 
526.	 Pre-Grouping	and	Later	Pottery	
Dining	Ware, ten pieces comprising, Great 
Northern Railway Refreshment Dept brown 
glazed tea and coffee pot, by Bourne Denby 
( one with minor chip to rim), small brown 
Midland Rly Refreshment Dept Derby cream 
jug and similar GNR refreshment Dept cream 
jug by Lovatts with interior crack, London & 
North Western Rly teapot (Minton) and cream 
jug, GWR Rly Paddington tea cup (Grindley) 
and GWR Hotels soup bowl (Wilkinsons for T H 
Hawley & Co), together with two LMS brown 
glazed teapots, G (10) £60-80
 
527.	 LNER	Fob	Watch, in silver plated 
case stamped LNER 2992, Swiss made for 
Record with enamel dial (some chips/hairline 
cracks) and some scratches to glass, working
 £50-80

528.	 Garrard	BR	Long	Service	Fob	Watch, 
in gold plated case inscribed British Railways 
Board Mr G Wells in Recognition of Long 
Service 1987 (Gordon Wells, Stratford Depot), 
Swiss[made for Garrards with painted dial, in 
Garrards boxes with 1987 guarantee, working, 
G £50-80
 
529.	 Victorian	Superior	Railway	Time	
Keeper, in worn gold plated case, chased with 
floral detail, Superior Railway Time Keeper 
Specially Examined Swiss made, with enamel 
dial, not working, P-F, £40-60
 

Lot 527 Lot 528 Lot 529
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535.	 An	LMS	Hawkeye	Station	Sign	‘Low	
Gill’, a cast alloy original station sign, black 
lettering on a yellow ground with black border, 
inscribed on reverse ‘Purchased from Clapham 
Museum 10/10/65’; Low Gill  Station, 
originally built by the Lancaster and Carlisle 
Railway, now the West Coast Main Line, closed 
in 1960,  48” wide, 18” high, G £400-600
 
536.	 A	Southern	Region	Target	Station	
Sign	‘Robertsbridge’, an enamelled original 
station sign, white lettering on a green 
ground, some past retouching particularly 
to ‘RIDG’ otherwise good, mounted on black 
painted wooden board, inscribed on reverse 
‘Purchased from  K & E.S.R.A. Dorking 1967’, 
36” long, 13” high, F-G £400-600
 
537.	 A	BR	Southern	Region	Totem	
Station	Sign	‘Bramber’, an enamelled original 
fully flanged station sign, white lettering on 
a green ground;  Bramber Station closed in 
1966; 36” long 10” high, G, some retouching 
to flanges £600-900
 
538.	 A	cast	iron	‘Beware	of	Trains’	Sign, 
paint work worn, 23” wide, 15” high, F-G
 £50-80
 

539.	 The	Railway	Public	House’	Swing	
Sign, a printed wooden example mounted 
with iron bracket, depicting LMS Coronation 
Class ‘Queen Mary’ under full steam, inscribed 
The Railway in gold lettering (double sided), 
29” wide 38” high, some deterioration to 
frame and lower part of sign, F £50-80

530.	 GWR	Signal	Lamp	Whistle	and	
Buttons, a repainted  lamp marked G Polkey 
LTD 1945 Birmingham GWR with brass burner 
marked BR (W), all lenses good, together with 
a J Hudson & Co Thunderer brass Thunderer 
whistle inscribed GWR P. Way 5384 and two 
brass GWR uniform buttons, G (4) £50-80
 
531.	 British	Railways	Coal	Shovel, an 
iron shovel with polished wooden handle 
impressed E&W Lucas BR (E) 1955, G £60-80
 
532.	 Railway	Memorabilia	Photograph	
and	Layout	Background, a Royal Doulton 
NWR Soup Bowl, LNER Uniform jacket, copy 
silver print GV Coronation small Atlantic 
locomotive of the L.B. & S.C.R. and a John E 
Skinley, Southend sheet No 1 OO gauge scenic 
background, F-G (4) £40-60
 

533.	 South	African	Railways	Locomotive	
Plate, an oval cast alloy example inscribed 
South African Railways (also in Afrikaans) 
35-479 35 painted pale green, from a Class 
35-400 diesel electric locomotive, 21” wide, G
 £70-90
 
534.	 Thomas	Smith	&	Sons	Steam	Crane	
Maker’s	Plate, a rectangular cast iron example 
with red lettering on a white ground, inscribed 
Thomas Smith & Sons Rodley, Leeds, removed 
from a steam crane at Eastleigh East Yard 
when scrapped in 1984 (F) £40-60

 

540.	 Benskins	‘The	Railway	Public	
House’	Swing	Sign, an arched painted metal 
example in wooden frame, with iron brackets, 
depicting  Stephenson’s Rocket on one side 
and  LMS ‘The Royal Scot’ under full steam on 
the other, inscribed Benskins ‘The Railway’ in 
gold lettering on each side,  30” wide 44” high, 
G £80-100
 
541.	 Silver	Gelatin	Glass-Plate	Negatives	
from	Locomotive	Works	mostly	LNER	
Doncaster, a collection of 1930s glass plate 
negative plates depicting various views inside 
and outside a locomotive works, believed to 
be mainly of Doncaster, generally with light 
wear and some scratching, mostly 8” by 10” 
(55+), in two boxes £100-150
 

542.	 SR	Southampton	Docks	Souvenir	
and	Raphael	Tuck	Railway	Panoramas, a 
1930s souvenir guide of the Southern Railway 
Co’s Southampton Docks in the form of a 
Liner, including map, published by Waterlow & 
Sons, together with two Father Tuck children’s 
panoramas with moveable cut out figures, 
Railway Express Train of to Bournemouth 
from Waterloo (complete G) and Railway 
Express Flying Scotsman (complete, four cut 
out figures damaged missing heads) otherwise 
good and a1948 Ian Allan volume sectional 
maps of the British Railways (cover P), P-G (4)
 £50-80
 

Lot 536 Lot 537
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543.	 Ian	Allan	Guides, a collection of 
1960s and later editions, including LMS, GWR, 
SR, BR and others some combined volumes 
(20) G £50-60
 
544.	 Victorian	1896	District	Railways	
General	Instruction	Book, a volume for use of 
the company’s servants only, stamped District 
Railways Accountants Office 15th May 1896, 
includes instructions in relation to passes, 
fares, luggage etc. with three pages of sample 
tickets for the Crystal Palace, generally good 
some loose pages, G £50-80
 
545.	 An	1883	International	Fisheries	
Exhibition	South	Kensington	Guide	and	
Directory	Published	by	District	Railway, the 
fourth edition published by Alfred Boot & 
Son, includes a fold out coloured map of the 
exhibition, and many contemporary adverts, 
spine has later tape applied otherwise good, G
 £50-80
 

546.	 Edwardian	and	Later	Metropolitan	
and	Northern	Railway	Ephemera, three 
maps of the Metropolitan Railway, one of 
its Connections, one of its connections and 
extension dated 1868, the other GW and M 
Rlys Arbitration dated 1898, all with later tape 
applied to backs, together with M Rly 1916 
instructions to  Drivers and Fireman, 1914 
and 1926 timetables, 1932 instructions to lift 
attendants and machinery men, 1932 tickets, 
1921 Rules on the use of coal, and another 
and Great Northern Railway notices on Drivers 
and Fireman pay 1912 and Trade Union 
representatives elections 1922,  a 1914 French 
railways uniform regulation guide and others, 
F-G (15) £50-80
 
547.	 Railway	Clearing	House	Junction	
Diagrams	1928, a set of 116 lithographic 
diagrams contained in a Brampton Binder 
with gold lettering, published by The Railway 
Clearing House, includes a 1939 supplement, 
G-E,  £100-120
 
548.	 The	Locomotives	of	The	Great	
Western	Railway	Fourteen	Volume	Set, 
published by The Railway Correspondence and 
Travel Society, 1951-1993, some volumes with 
later applied bindings to spines, otherwise 
good (14) £100-120
 

549.	 1930s	and	Later	Railway	
Publications, various volumes including The 
Locomotive Stock of the Mainline Companies 
1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1939-1942 
supplement, 1952, 1960, 1963, 1977, a 1947 
Railway Magazine Gradients of the British 
Mainline Railways, 1974/78 RCTA Coaching 
Stock of the British Railways, RCTS Scottish 
Region locomotive allocation supplements 
1950, 5,6,7,8, A 1963 LTR list of opening, 
closing and renaming dates of lines and 
stations and The GWR reprinted 1986, F-G 
(18) £40-60
 
550.	 RCTS	Railway	Observer	1939-2017, 
1939-1943 and 1947-2013 complete and 
in matching maroon bindings, 2014-2017 
present but unbound, G-E, Bindings F-G (Qty) 
in three boxes £100-150
 
551.	 Folio	of	BR	Carriage	Prints, a 
souvenir collection of landscape carriage 
prints published by British Rail as a folio 
with blue cover includes eight in two sizes 
examples by Jack Merriott, Frank H Mason, 
Freda Marston and Claude Buckle, Cover P 
Prints F-G  £40-60

 
552.	 B	R	Carriage	Prints	and	L.&	S.W.	
Map, two carriage prints Loch Sheil by D 
Macleod and Killiecrankie by J Merriott in 
later frames together with a L. & S.W. general 
system map framed and glazed (previously 
folded) G (3) £50-60
 
553.	 A	Midland	Railway	Excursion	
Poster, dated July 1876, advertising trains 
to Skipton for the meeting of the Yorkshire 
Agricultural Society, previously folded, framed 
and glazed 26” wide 40” high, F £30-50

554.	 GWR	and	BR	and	Other	
Publications	and	Ephemera, a 1920s and later 
collection including 1929 Great Western Ports, 
1923 Holiday Haunts and later volumes, Sands 
Across the Sea 1951 (BR), The 10:30 Limited 
1923,  1934 Cornish Riviera, and many others 
together with GWR jigsaws (all unchecked), 
P-G (100+) in three boxes £50-80
 
555.	 Meccano	Magazines	and	Railway	
Books	and	Ephemera, 1940s and later 
Meccano magazines, various railway related 
books, L.M & S. Railways 1939 Air Raid 
Precautions, 1929 Points guide, 1936 LMS 
Cheap Fares, train themed cigarette cards and 
other ephemera, P-G (Qty) in two boxes 
 £40-60
 

556.	 BR	and	Other	Watches	and	
Collectibles, various items including a BR 
Timex Quartz stainless steel wristwatch, 
cased 1998 Heathrow Express launch 16 jewel 
chrome cased stopwatch and button pin (not 
working), BR buttons, badges, ties, a whistle, 
carafe, wine glass (some chips to base) and 
two glass tankards all with BR insignia, F-E 
(Qty) £40-60
 

557.	 Pullman	Hot	water	Pot	and	Various	
Railway	Buttons, a Walker & Hall silver plated 
hot water pot with Pullman Insignia, LMS 
uniform buttons, a GWR button, BR Lion and 
Wheel (1956-65) brass cap badge and uniform 
buttons and an enamel Glasgow & South 
Western Railway Service lapel badge, G (Qty)
 £30-50
 
558.	 Victorian	and	Later	Irish	Luggage	
Labels, a collection of paper labels Gt N.R. Co 
(80+), G.S.R (30+), G.S.& W.R. (10+), L.M.S.R.-
N.C.C. (2), M.R.-N.C.C. (3), and U.R. (Ulster 
Railways) (2) merged in 1876, G (120+)
 £50-80
 

559.	 Great	Indian	Peninsula	Railway	
Transfer	Emblem, an original transfer applied 
to later plastic surface, probably by Tearnes, 
depicting the Emblem of the railway 1849-
1951, G, transfer 12” in diameter, mount 25” 
square   £50-80
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568.	 A	Group	of	Beeson-made	
Locomotive	Wheels	in	7mm	and	4mm	Scales, 
most in the larger size, including 3 pairs 45mm 
driving wheels on sleeved axles with crankpins 
and balance weights, 3 pairs 29mm carrying 
wheels on axles, loose wheels including two 
LNWR-type 30mm drivers, one 54mm for 
Midland ‘Spinner’ or similar and four others, 
together with three odd 4mm scale wheels, 
all VG, finished to a very high standard, 
unpainted (qty as listed) £80-120
 

569.	 A	Group	of	Beeson-made	
Locomotive	Fittings	Casting	Samples	and	
Patterns	in	7mm	and	4mm	Scales, loco 
fittings including 7mm Westinghouse pump, 
two headlamps, mechanical lubricator, water 
gauges, firehole door assembly and other 
backhead parts, with axlebox and spring 
hanger patterns, sample castings and on 
brass mould box, tender toolboxes and water 
fillers, all VG-E, finished to exquisite Beeson 
standards £70-100
 

570.	 A	Group	of	Beeson-made	Boiler	
Fittings	and	Buffers	in	7mm	and	4mm	Scales, 
mostly 7mm, including GWR chimney and 
top-feed unit, LNWR square-based chimneys 
(4), MR Johnson safety-valve bonnet, various 
other chimneys and domes (approx 24 in 
7mm and 7 in 4mm scale), together with a 
small assortment of buffers including one pair 
ready-painted for Caledonian Railway, other 
odd buffers, pair of screw couplings, and four 
in 4mm scale, all beautifully finished, VG-E 
(qty as listed) £70-100

 

560.	 A	BR	‘Black	Five’	Smoke	Box	
Number	Plate	45293, a cast iron plate with 
white lettering (repainted) cast into back 
H9279, from LMS locomotive built in 1936, 
withdrawn 1965, now preserved at the Colne 
Valley Railway and under restoration, 22” 
wide, 6” high, G £200-300
 
561.	 Cast	Iron	Bridge	Notices, two 
original notices inscribed ‘All Locomotives 
Motor Tractors Heavy Motor Cars and Motor 
Cars with seats for more than 7/8 Persons 
Prohibited’ some damage to fixing brackets 
otherwise good (2) £60-80
 

562.	 GWR	Finial, a cast iron post finial 
painted red and white (repainted), G £30-50
 
563.	 L&	S.W.R.	Boundary	Marker, a cast 
iron marker of tapering form stamped L& S.W. 
Rly Co, painted black and red, G £40-60
 

564.	 Railway	Ground	Signal, a cast iron 
and enamel signal (reputedly LMS), repainted 
and with areas of rust and some holes, lantern 
chamber inaccessible, F £50-80
 

565.	 Shunt	Limit	Signal, a black painted 
tin signal with glass panel inscribed Shunt 
Limit, lacks burner with areas of rust and 
some holes, F £40-60

The following 6 lots came from the family 
collection of James S Beeson, acknowledged 
master model-maker, and were previously 
sold in Trains Galore in 2015    

566.	 		A	‘James	Stanley	Beeson’	Book	
by	R	A	Ganderton	and	Framed	Print, the 
book produced in 1999 by Faculty Publishing 
as limited edition no 270, in blue imitation 
leather covers with slip case, G, most pages 
coming detached at spine, together with a 
framed print of JSB in his workshop, signed by 
artist M J Cousins, the print measuring approx 
11” x 15” and dated ‘07, frame 18” x 22” 
overall, VG-E (2) £80-120
 

567.	 Wooden	Casting	Patterns	by	
J	S	Beeson	and	a	Receipt	Book, a hand-
made wooden pattern for a 12” diameter 
locomotive driving wheel (possibly for a 
Stirling ‘Single’ or LNWR ‘Lady of the Lake’ at 
7¼” gauge), G, slight damage to centre boss 
at rear, a metal spring hanger pattern labelled 
‘T.1’, approx 4¾” across spring, VG, and an 
original Receipt Book printed for ‘J S Beeson 
& Co.’, dates appear to be circa 1934, clients 
receipted including V Hunt, F Hutton-Stott and 
Windsor Model Co, among others (3) £60-90
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571.	 A	Collection	of	Etched	Brass	Name	
and	Numberplates	in	Various	Scales	by	
JS	Beeson, mostly in 7mm scale, some in 
packeted sets including LNWR 3020 ‘Cornwall’, 
618 ‘Princess Alexandra’, 66 ‘Experiment’, 
2061 ‘Harpy’, 503 ‘Dreadnought’, South 
Western Railway no 702, together with an 
assortment of other plates including larger-
scale ‘Rainhill’ (pr), LNWR 5000 (pr), ‘LMS 
Derby 1928’ (pr) and many others from LNWR, 
LMS, GWR and other subjects, a few uncut 
from sheets, and a cabside number stencil for 
LMS no 6234, all G-VG (qty) £150-200

RAILWAY	PRINTS,	POSTERS	AND	PHOTOS
 
572.	 A	Framed	Colour	Photograph	of	
a	smokey	Märklin	Leipzig	Station	Scene, as 
used on the cover of the Christie’s sale of the 
‘Mariner’ Collection of Märklin Trains,  2 May 
1996, photograph by Hugo Marsh and Andy 
Johnson, gilded frame, 24” x 20”, VG, together 
with a copy of the auctio catalogue, F (2)
 £20-30
 
573.	 Two	Fine	Original	Albumen	Prints	
of	LSWR	Locomotives	and	Later	GWR	Prints, 
original photographs, approx 6” x 4”, circa 
1900, showing LSWR Adams T1 Class 0-4-4T 
no 4 and T3 Class 4-4-0 no 584, both period 
scenes including railway staff, and mounted in 
10” x 8” gilt/brown-edged frames, both VG, 
together with a batch of 50 litho sepia-on-
buff-paper poster prints of 6 different GWR 
subjects produced for Falcon Publications, 
possibly around GWR150 (1985), all G-VG (2 + 
50) £30-40
 
574.	 Two	‘Locomotive	Portfolio’	Period	
Colour	Print	Collections	by	The	Locomotive	
Publishing	Co	and	Others,  An original LPC 
folder containing 10 assorted prints, from 
paintings by ‘F Moore’, all published around 
1900, prints mostly G-VG, folder F, spine 
detached, together with a Bury Reference 
Library-bound set of similar prints, to which 
has been added a further series in similar style 
and others from the ‘Boys Own Paper’ and 
other sources, varying F-VG, several with old 
taped repairs (2 folders) £50-80
 

575.	 A	Collection	of	Framed	and	Other	
Railway	Prints, Four of a ‘Railway Magazine’ 
series approx 21” x 13” over frames, showing 
GER, NER, SE&CR and MR locomotives, a 
larger print of GWR ‘King George V’ (30” x 
17”) which was presented to the Birmingham 
MRC in 1928, a sectioned drawing of SR ‘Lord 
Nelson’ 4-6-0 dated 1927, four smaller framed 
prints from C Hamilton Ellis originals, and 
three modern unframed mounted prints, also 
from CHE paintings, mostly G-VG, frame to MR 
compound print broken at one corner (13)
 £50-80

 
576.	 A	Liverpool	Overhead	Railway	
Poster,  printed by The Liverpool Printing & 
Stationery Co Ltd, depicting the docks and 
railway by W.T., ‘Unrivalled Views of Dockland 
and Shipping’, original ticket prices amended 
with the addition of a printed label, First 
Class 1/8 Third Class 1/4, H Maxwell Rostron 
General Manager, previously folded some 
minor wear to edges, 25” wide x 40” high, G
 £400-600

 

577.	 A	Liverpool	Overhead	Railway	
Poster,  printed by The Liverpool Printing & 
Stationery Co Ltd, depicting the docks and 
railway by W.T., ‘ The Finest Docks in The 
World and The Giant Ocean Liners’, original 
ticket prices amended with the addition of a 
printed label, First Class 1/8 Third Class 1/4, H 
Maxwell Rostron General Manager, previously 
folded some minor wear to edges, 25” wide x 
40” high, G £400-600
 
578.	 A	Liverpool	Overhead	Railway	
Poster,  a text-only poster with red and 
blue lettering on a white ground, ‘When 
in Liverpool See The Docks and Liners’ H. 
Maxwell Rostron General Manager, previously 
folded, 20” wide x 28” high, G £150-200
 

Lot 572
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585.	 Terence	Cuneo	Signed	Prints, 
a group of five comprising Preparing For 
Departure, Snowhill Station and Out of the 
Night 9/500 all three framed and glazed and 
limited edition, together with Last of the 
Steam Workhorses 286/850 (framed) and 
Castle on the Coast 10/500 (unframed), F-G, 
the largest 36” wide x 25” high (5) £60-80
 
586.	 Railway	and	Other	Furnishing	
Prints, a group of eight including Giants 
at Camden signed David Weston, framed  
(signature faded), Queen of the Belgians, 
Evening Star and The Lickey Incline both  by 
Terence Cuneo, Final Farewell signed J W 
Petrie,  and three others all framed and glazed 
the largest 34” wide x 25” high, F-G (8)
 £50-80

HORNBY	O	GAUGE
 

587.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	1	Clockwork	
Locomotive	Tender	and	Brake	Rail, in 
uncommon green-lined Southern Railway 
black livery as no E509, fitted for ‘Control’ 
braking, with short splashers and small 
droplink couplers, complete with 15” brake 
rail, F, mech tested ok, general playwear, 
corrosion to bright parts and generally grubby
 £150-200
 
588.	 Boxed	Post-war	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	Locomotives	and	Rolling	Stock, 
No 50 locomotive 60199 and tender in BR 
black, No 40 Tank Locomotive 82011 also in 
black, with key and guarantee slip (this loco 
has unusual square-bossed wheels as used on 
older electric versions), with no 51 1st class 
coach, no 41 coaches (2) and passenger brake, 
No 50 goods brake, refrigerator van, cattle 
truck and lowfit wagon, No 1 Milk traffic van 
(BR crimson), cement wagon, rotary tipper, 
crane truck, wagon with sheet rail and flat 
truck, all G-E, slight paint loss to crane jib, 
rubbing to brake van lookouts, no 50 loco 
lacks key (17) £100-140
 
589.	 Unboxed	Hornby	and	Other	O	
Gauge	Trains, six early Hornby wagons 
comprising ‘Nut-and-bolt’ MR open wagon 
and LNW brake van, both F-G, ‘OAG’ Pratt’s 
tank wagon, blue McAlpine side-tipper, LMS 
and LNER bolster wagons, all G-VG, a post-war 
green MO locomotive and part of another, 
both working but lack tenders, a Bing carriage 
truck, G, with 4 Hornby and 3 Lionel  wagons 
overpainted in ‘WD’ khaki, all P-F, large-scale 
lead milk churns, various wagon loads and 
other items (qty) £60-80
 

590.	 A	Boxed	Post-war	Hornby	O	
Gauge	Clockwork	No	51	Train	Set	Track	
and	Accessories, the set containing green 
locomotive no 50153, tender, two coaches, 
brake van, oval of track with clips and key, 
all VG, box G, together with a boxed no 1 
footbridge, points, straight track (2 boxes), 
half-straights and half-curves, level crossing 
and turntable, with other unboxed track, 
Chad Valley (wooden) signal and other items, 
mostly VG (qty in set box + 1 other)  £80-120
 
591.	 Pre-war	Hornby	O	Gauge	Stock	and	
Accessories, Boxed No O LMS Banana Van and 
NE Fish Van, both G-VG, No 1 Crane Truck with 
blue jib, and blue buffer stops, G, boxes F-G, 
together with unboxed buff Esso tanker, GW 
brake van, LMS flat wagons with container and 
cable drum, a No 2 Water Tank and No 1 Level 
Crossing, mostly G-VG (9) £70-100
 
592.	 Post-war	Hornby	O	Gauge	Type	501	
Clockwork	Locomotive	Coach	and	Track, the 
locomotive and tender in LNER green as no 
1842, VG, with a non-original brass key, mech 
tested ok, together with a boxed No 1 coach 
in LMS crimson, G-VG, box F-G, and a modest 
quantity of clockwork track including 2 boxed 
points, G (qty) £50-70
 

593.	 Boxed	Original	Hornby	and	
Unboxed	Refinished	O	Gauge	Tank	Wagons, 
No 50 Shell Lubricating Oil tankers (4 boxed, 1 
unboxed), boxed pre-war Shell-BP Motor Spirit 
(buff), early post-war red Shell with rubber-
stamped lettering, all G-VG, boxes G, with 
repainted green ‘Castrol’, cream ‘Motor BP 
Spirit’, light grey ‘Royal Daylight’, yellow and 
orange versions of ‘Pratt’s High Test’ tankers, 
as repaints G-VG, together with six 40” lengths 
Lionel 3-rail straight track, VG-E (7 originals + 5 
repaints + track) £100-140
 
594.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	Special	LMS	
Tender	and	No	501	Clockwork	Locomotive, 
both in LMS crimson, the tender (suitable for 
‘Compound’ or ‘Royal Scot’ locos) with serif 
lettering, average playwear and paint loss, the 
501 post-war boxed locomotive in matt finish 
with ‘Brunofix’ rods and key, body F-G, slight 
distortion to cab, spring appears to be broken, 
in original box dated 4-52, box F (2)  £50-70
 

579.	 A	George	Heiron	Gouache	on	
Paper, a scene depicting the GT-3 gas turbine 
locomotive, and predecessors (electric, electro 
diesel and steam), signed George Heiron, 
used as a front cover of the Model Railway 
News July 1962, framed and glazed with brass 
plaque ‘Presented by The Model Railway 
News’ 14” square, E,  £100-120
 
580.	 A	Terry	Shelbourne	Oil	on	Board, 
framed, depicting a railway station with steam 
passenger train at the platform and A3 Pacific 
in the background, signed Terry Shelbourne, 
1983, 30” wide x 20” high, G £50-80
 

581.	 A	Terry	Shelbourne	Oil	on	Canvas, 
framed, depicting  engine sheds and a range 
of steam locomotives, including a V2 freight 
train and a figure carrying a bicycle, signed, 
Terry Shelbourne, 1982, and Reference Taff 
Evans, 41” wide x 24” high, G £80-100
 
582.	 Railway	Paintings	and	Prints, a 
framed collection including oil on canvas 
Bayardo signed M Franklin 1967, oil on board 
C.K. & P railway 1937 dated 1988, watercolour 
of streamlined Coronation Class locomotive 
under steam, signed J E Wigston, 1990, and 
various furnishing prints including A Duchess 
at Carlisle signed B Freeman, and one 
unframed print, F-G (9) £40-60
 
583.	 David	Shepherd	Signed	Print, a 
framed and glazed limited edition example 
163/850 Black Five Country signed David 
Shepherd published by Solomon and 
Whitehead 1978, 44” wide x 28” high, G
 £40-60
 
584.	 Don	Breckon	Signed	Prints, three 
framed limited edition examples (two glazed) 
comprising Much Wenlock 344/750, Riverside 
Local 233/650 and Beside the Pond 83/650  
(unglazed),all published by Solomon and 
Whitehead, each 34” wide x 27” high, F-G (3)
 £60-80
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599.	 A	Repainted	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	No	2	Special	‘Yorkshire’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, in LNER lined green 
as no 234, F, mech tested ok, loco and tender 
repainted in the original style, wheels appear 
to be replacements, with a non-original key 
(3) £150-250
 
600.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	
2	LNER	green	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	Later	
Tender, the locomotive in retouched and 
over-varnished LNER lined green with coat of 
arms to cabsides, F, mech tested ok, over-
varnished, front coupler broken, cab roof and 
control rods are replacements, together with 
a post-war LNER green 4-wheel tender and an 
original Hornby key (3) £60-80
 

601.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	
No	3	LMS	‘Royal	Scot’	4-4-2	Locomotive	
and	Repainted	Tender, in LMS crimson as 
no 6100 ‘Royal Scot’, a later example with 
smoke deflectors, loco G-VG, a few small spot 
retouches, a little more to front buffer beam, 
wheels all good quality replacements, mech 
tested ok, Tender F, an originally LNER tender 
sprayed into LMS unlined crimson with poor 
transfers, coach wheels fitted, together in a 
repro No E320 box £100-120
 
602.	 A	Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	No	4C	‘Eton’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in SR lined green as no 900, G-VG, 
mech tested ok, moderate playwear/chipping, 
two driving wheels fatigued, with an original 
key and 3 lamps, in original L481 and TE515 
boxes, boxes both F, some staining, old repair 
to loco box lid (2 boxes) £300-500

 

603.	 An	Early	Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	No	1	Tank	Locomotive, in LMS 
crimson as ‘0-4-0’, with non-coupled wheels, 
G-VG, mech tested ok forward but slips in 
reverse, very light playwear/chipping, slight 
bubbling under boiler paintwork, in original 
brown box with embossed lid, box F-G, some 
repairs to base and lid £60-90

595.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	
No	2	Special	LMS	Train	Set, including LMS 
crimson ‘Compound’ locomotive no 1185 and 
tender with serif lettering, F-G, mech tested 
ok and all original wheels appear sound, 
average playwear and minor damages, one 
control knob missing, two No 2 Pullman cars 
‘Loraine’ and brake ‘Verona’, both G-VG, with 
incomplete track set and incorrect key, in 
original set with ‘Royal Scot’ to lid, box and 
track P  £200-300
 
596.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	2	
Special	Tank	Locomotive	and	Metropolitan	
Coach, the locomotive in SR green as no 
2091, G, mech tested ok, driving wheels 
replaced, considerable retouching to tank 
sides and footplate, together with a tinprinted 
Metropolitan Railway coach, F, one side 
scratchy, the other grubby, wheels slightly 
rusty, and an OAG cement van in LMS grey, P
 £100-150
 

597.	 Four	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	Corridor	
Coaches,  all in SR green, comprising two 3rd 
class coaches, one G-VG, the other P-F, and 
two brake/composites, one G-VG, the other F, 
with light surface corrosion, all with repainted 
roofs (4)  £100-150
 
598.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	2	
Special	‘County	of	Bedford’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in ‘Great (crest) Western’ lined green 
as no 3821, F, mech tested ok, substantial 
retouching to loco body, cab roof soldered, 
wheels appear all original and sound though 
some slightly loose, tender F-G, both rear 
handrails missing, minor damages and 
playwear, with a non-original key (3)
 £150-250
 

 604.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	1	
Special	Tank	Locomotive, in LNER lined green 
as no 8123, with original lead wheels and 
small drop-link coupler to rear, G-VG, mech 
tested ok, slight scuffing to front of right-side 
tank, some black areas possibly retouched, 
with an original key and one lamp, in a repro 
box (3 in box) £70-100
 
605.	 Post-war	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	No	501	and	Type	50	Locomotives	
and	Tenders, the 501 in LNER matt green 
as no 1842, type 50 in BR lined black as no 
60199, both G-VG, mechs tested ok, tenders 
both G, slight discolouration to underframe of 
black example, 501 loco (only) in original box, 
box P (4 inc tenders) £80-120
 
606.	 British	and	French	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Freight	Stock, British wagons silver ‘Esso’, 
SR Milk Traffic and NE refrigerator, French 
‘STEF’ refrigerator van and SNCF yellow/black 
side-tipper, all G-VG in original boxes, with 
unboxed ‘Saint Freres’ tarpaulin wagon, SNCF 
blue/red open wagon, PLM green/red open 
wagon (missing vigie ‘box’), a brown open 
bogie wagon, 2 ‘M’ series footbridges and 3 
small packs of loco/rear lamps, mostly G-VG 
(14) £70-100
 
607.	 Hornby	O	Gauge	No	0	Series	Vans, 
LMS Meat Van no 19631 with cast spoked 
wheels, in export box with ‘Jugueteria 
Burlando’ label (Argentina), VG, box F, LMS 
crimson Fish van 7674 in 4-37 box, grey LMS 
Banana van 28862 with black ‘Avonmouth’ 
lettering, roof repainted, in undated original 
box, together with another Banana van with 
white ‘Avonmouth’ lettering and grey roof, 
and grey LMS Refrigerator van, both in repro 
boxes, all G-VG (5) £100-140
 

608.	 Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	Series	Rolling	
Stock, a No 2 Luggage Van in LMS grey with 
gold lettering, G-VG, in original box, box F-G, 
two LMS High Capacity wagons one with black 
wheels, the other with unpainted wheels, 
both VG-E in repro boxes, and a made-up “No 
2” passenger brake with body made from two 
No 1 brake vans with no 2 frames and roof, F 
(4) £100-140
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613.	 Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	Post-war	
Rolling	Stock, comprising No 51 1st, 2nd, 3rd 
class and passenger brake, two No 41 coaches 
and brake, rotary tip wagons (3), side-tip 
wagon, flat trucks (3, one with cable drum), 
BR cattle truck, BR refrigerator vans (2), 
LMS and BR guards vans, two open wagons 
and no 50 series Hopper wagon, Shell and 
Manchester Oil tankers, mostly G-VG, boxes 
G-VG, some with written prices or other 
markings (24)  £120-160
 
614.	 Hornby	O	Gauge	Post-war	
Clockwork	Locomotives	Stock	and	Track, 
Locomotives comprising No 501’s (2) in 
LMS crimson with tenders, No 51’s in BR 
green with tenders (one is incorrect no 30 
type), green M1 loco and tender, mostly in 
original boxes, varying F-VG, mechs tested 
ok, together with 12 assorted rolling stock 
items, varying P-VG, several with fading to one 
side, most in original or similar boxes, and a 
quantity of track (qty in 2 boxes) £120-160
 

615.	 An	Early	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	‘M’	Series	Set, with green fixed-key 
M1 locomotive 2728 and matching tender, 
original brown-roofed coach Marjorie, and 
slightly later coaches Aurelia, Marjorie and 
Viking with cream roofs, all G-VG, mech tested 
ok, with 8 curved rails (14) £70-100
 
616.	 Unboxed	Hornby	O	Gauge, including 
No 51 BR green clockwork locomotive (with 
no 30 tender), LNER green No 1 Special tender 
only, five No 1 coaches/passenger brake vans, 
two No 1 Spl Pullman cars, two No 50 Shell 
oil tankers and 5 others (two in incorrect 
boxes), varying P-VG, mech tested ok, one or 
two missing wheels or couplings, with a small 
quantity of track and buffers (qty) £70-100
 

617.	 Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	Trains, LMS 
matt crimson no 501 locomotive 5600 and 
matching tender with key, pre-war no 1 and 
no 2 lumber wagons, BR no 1 goods van, LMS 
passenger brake van, two open wagons and 
no 50 lowfit with cable drum, a Dinky No 5 
Train and Hotel Staff figures set and box of 5 
station hoardings, all in original boxes, mostly 
G-VG, together with a French Hornby SNCF 
green ‘Saucisson’ 1st/2nd class coach and 
a 1930’s no 2 Pullman with repainted roof, 
unboxed, both F-G (13) £100-140
 

618.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	Tank	Goods	
Set	Box	Only, showing LMS 4-4-0 no 2711 to 
lid decoration, circa 1927, with round crimson 
sticker marked ‘LMS’ to side, containing 
corrugated card roll and three card dividers, 
G-VG, 2 small areas lost at lower right front of 
lid, some wear to edges £40-60
 
619.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	
3	LNER	‘Flying	Scotsman’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in LNER green as no 4472, with key, 
overall F-G, mech tested ok, slight rusting to 
dome, general playwear, all wheels have been 
renewed, tender with B-L type (3 inc key)
 £70-100
 
620.	 Three	Pre-war	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	0-4-0	Locomotives, a No 1 Tank 
Locomotive in uncommon SR lined black livery 
as no E111, F-G, together with two early No 0 
locomotives only, both the ‘without cylinders’ 
type, as GWR green no 2251, G, and LMS 
red no 500 P-F, all mechs tested ok, all with 
degrees of playwear and damages (3)
 £70-100
 

621.	 Two	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	501	
Boxed	Sets	and	Additional	Items, one set 
in LMS crimson, the other LNER green loco/
tender and ‘teak’ coaches, each with a circle 
of track and two additional coaches, mostly G, 
mechs tested ok, set boxes F, together with a 
quantity of clockwork track including approx 9 
points and other pieces (qty) £70-100
 

609.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	3-rail	‘Princess	
Elizabeth’	Locomotive	and	Tender, the loco 
and tender in mostly-original LMS crimson 
finish, with good quality replacement 
driving wheels and tender axlebox castings 
fitted, well-matched retouching to tender 
underframe and some small areas of loco, one 
odd pair of wheels to front bogie, in original 
blue-covered box with Meccano Ltd repair 
label no 7277 to one end, outside of box 
appears over-varnished, together with a pony 
truck outside frame attachment made by G 
Selby, HRCA member 573 for optional fitting, 
overall VG, box G £900-1100
 

610.	 A	Professionally-refinished	and	
Modified	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	Special	
‘Compound’	Locomotive	and	Tender, an 
original clockwork loco no fitted with a JMP 
12v DC mechanism, the whole beautifully 
repainted by Larry Goddard in lined LMS 
black as no 1056, with etched builder’s plates 
added to splashers and rear of tender, VG-E, 
one very small paint chip to dome, another to 
front steps, loco and tender in separate repro 
Hornby boxes (2)  £250-350
 
611.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	
51	Passenger	Train	Set, containing No 51 
locomotive no 50153 and tender in BR green, 
with two red/cream coaches and passenger 
brake van, oval of track with clips, key, overall 
G-VG, loco tested ok, some wear to brake van 
duckets, a little surface rusting to track pieces, 
set box G, wear to edges and tear to one 
corner of lid £60-90
 
612.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Clockwork	No	
51	Passenger	Train	Set, containing no 51 
locomotive no 50153 and tender in BR green, 
with two red/cream coaches and passenger 
brake van, circle of track with clips, guarantee 
slips, key and pack of lamps, overall VG, loco 
tested ok, slight wear to brake van duckets, a 
little surface rusting to track clips, set box VG, 
slight rusting to staples £80-120

Lot 609
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622.	 Hornby	and	Other	O	Gauge	Trains	
and	Accessories, including a clockwork LMS 
no 101 tank locomotive (mech tested ok), a 
pre-war factory-overpaint ‘Mitropa’ coach, 
5 other coaches, 4 boxed wagons and 11 
unboxed, mostly post-war, together with a 
boxed signal box, unboxed Windsor station 
with ramps, M series stations and signals, 
3 Bing signals (one of which is very large), a 
home-made station, a collection of loco lamps 
and other items, varying P-VG, boxes mostly 
P-F with damp damage (qty) £90-120
 

623.	 A	Partly-restored	Hornby	O	Gauge	
Electric	No	E220	‘Yorkshire’	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, originally a clockwork loco now 
with 20v electric mechanism, in LNER green as 
no 234, G, right-side splasher and nameplate 
missing, smokebox door is a replacement, 
dome and other areas retouched, some 
retouching and coal added to tender (2)
 £250-350
 

624.	 A	Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	
Corridor	Coach, a 3rd class coach in Southern 
Railway green as no 1311, with corridor 
connector, VG, windows generally bright with 
one or two very small spots, in original box, 
box G-VG £150-200
 

625.	 A	Boxed	Hornby	O	Gauge	No	2	
Corridor	Coach, a Brake/1st/3rd composite 
coach in Southern Railway green as no 
3677, with corridor connector, VG, windows 
generally bright with one or two very small 
spots, in original box, box G-VG £150-200
 

626.	 A	Hornby	O	Gauge	Electric	No	
E220	‘Bramham	Moor’	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, with 20v electric mechanism, 
in LNER green as no 201, VG, left-side 
nameplate tarnished, loco wheels appear to 
be quality replacements, a little retouching 
to gold handrail knobs, supplied in a ‘Princess 
Elizabeth-style’ reproduction presentation box 
by ‘Train Time’, box G-VG £300-500
 
627.	 Hornby	O	Gauge	Pre-war	Rolling	
Stock	Clockwork	Mechanisms	and	3-rail	
Track, a LMS No 2 corridor coach, F-G, 
Metropolitan brake/3rd coach F, one end 
missing, a repainted LMS bogie crane wagon, 
a No 2 Special mechanism with control rods, 
a mechanism and other parts of a no 2 4-4-0 
locomotive, a modest quantity of straight and 
curved electric rails (some in original boxes), 
mostly G-VG, together with a OO Gauge 
Bachmann 31-300 ‘Dinmore Manor’ ex-GWR 
4-6-0 in BR green, G-VG (qty) £100-140

BASSETT-LOWKE	O	GAUGE
 

628.	 A	Boxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	3-rail	DC	5310/0	‘Flying	Scotsman’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, in early BR express 
dark blue livery as no 60103, VG, one small 
chip to dome and one or two very minor 
blemishes, box F, wear to corners of lid
 £800-1000
 

629.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	‘Flying	Scotsman’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in lithographed LNER green as no 
4472 with corridor tender and geared-wind 
mechanism, P-F, essentially complete but 
with substantial loss of green litho to loco 
and tender especially right side, mechanism 
works but governor drive gear stripped so 
unregulated, in a repro B-L box £150-200
 

630.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	‘Duke	of	York’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in tinprinted LMS crimson as no 1927, 
G, moderate playwear/scratches, front coupler 
broken, mech tested ok, with a non-original 
key (3 inc key) £100-140
 
631.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	‘Compound’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in tinprinted LMS crimson as no 1082 
with LMC bogie fitted and additional detailing, 
G, substantial and slightly mis-matched 
retouching to boiler, minor retouching to 
tender, mech tested ok but has an additional 
‘spiral’ governor fitted, runs noisily (2)
 £80-120
 

632.	 A	Repainted	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	Clockwork	‘Royal	Scot’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, refinished in sprayed LMS black 
with yellow lining and decals as 6100 ‘Royal 
Scot’, as repaint F-G, some creasing to cab 
roof and tender side, mechanism tested 
ok but governor requires some attention, 
includes appropriate ‘male’ key (3 inc key)
 £150-250
 
633.	 A	Repainted	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	Live	Steam	‘Mogul’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, repainted in BR gloss black as no 
42947 with late totem, number and lining 
neatly hand-painted, with original vapourising 
burner, whistle, lubricator to smokebox, safety 
valve and dome cover, overall as repaint G, 
couplers replaced with ‘scale’ type (2)
 £200-300
 

634.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	3-rail	LMS	
‘Compound’	Locomotive	and	Tender,  for 12v 
DC operation, finished in lithographed LMS 
crimson as no 1082, VG, moderate wear to 
pickups, some paint loss to front buffer beam, 
tiny scratch to smokebox and 2 or 3 very well-
matched small retouches, in a repro box, box 
VG   £250-350
 
635.	 A	Repainted	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	3-rail	LMS	‘2P’	Locomotive	and	Tender,  
for 12v DC operation, nicely refinished in 
red-lined LMS semi-gloss black as no 678 with 
sans-serif decals, G-VG, moderate wear to 
pickups, evidence of slight corrosion under 
loco paintwork, in a repro ‘Compound’ box, 
box VG   £150-250
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646.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	1st	Class	
Restaurant	Car, of type K6, in LMS maroon 
as no 40, G-VG, a few small chips to cantrail 
and other areas and some spots retouched 
(especially to ends of sides) with well-matched 
paint, in repro Exley box, box VG £200-300
 
647.	 A	Repainted	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	
Kitchen	Car, of type K5, nicely-refinished in 
LMS maroon as no 41115, with scale wheels 
fitted, as repaint VG, small paint ‘miss’ by one 
roof vent, in repro Exley box, box VG £70-100
 

648.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	6-wheeled	
‘Stove’	Van, in LMS crimson as no 32266, with 
replacement wheels and axleguards, roof 
appears resprayed, overall G, a few very small 
retouches to body, wheels in bright brass 
finish, in repro Exley box, box VG £100-150
 

649.	 An	Unboxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	3-rail	DC	‘Flying	Scotsman’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in lithographed BR lined green 
livery as no 60103, with 8-wheeled corridor 
tender, overall VG, very light wear to pick-up 
shoes, slight damage to front buffer beam and 
guard irons, a little dusty (2 inc tender)
 £300-400
 

636.	 A	‘Bassett-Lowke	Style’	O	Gauge	
3-rail	LMS	‘Royal	Scot’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender,  for 12v DC operation, with well-built 
scratchbuilt body (with smoke deflectors) and 
tender on original B-L mechanism with ‘Prince 
Charles’ type bogie, nicely finished in LMS 
crimson as no 6102 ‘Black Watch’, VG, right-
side nameplate missing, moderate wear to 
pickups, a few small paint chips, bogie appears 
slightly mis-matched, in a repro B-L Royal Scot 
box, box VG   £300-400
 
637.	 A	Repainted/Modified	Bassett-
Lowke	O	Gauge	3-rail	LMS	‘3P’	Locomotive	
and	Tender,  for 12v DC operation, refinished 
in LMS crimson as no 809, with modern 
worm-drive mechanism and large driving 
wheels, tender with Hornby ‘auto-coupler’ to 
rear, overall G, some blemishes to paintwork 
especially around old keyhole, some rusting to 
underside of tender, in a repro B-L box, box VG  
 £70-100
 

638.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	3-rail	
‘Standard’	0-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender,  
for 12v DC operation, finished in original 
lithographed/varnished red-lined LMS black 
as no 4256 with large gold sans-serif lettering 
to tender, G-VG, one driving wheel fatigued, 
moderate wear to pickups, front buffer beam 
repainted, one or two small chips to finish, in 
original box, box F   £250-350
 
639.	 Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	LMS	Grey	
Freight	Stock, two 5-plank open wagons, 
both no 24468, Carette-style short van no 
4132, cattle wagon 14548, single-ended brake 
van 152540 and double-ended brake 62306, 
overall G-VG, some with repainted roofs, van 
4132 with some fatigue to one wheelset, two 
in repro B-L boxes (6) £70-100
 

640.	 A	Boxed	Exley	for	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	LMS	1st	Class	Centre	Corridor	Coach, 
of type K6, in LMS maroon as no 7111, VG-E, 
in original B-L box, box F-G £150-200
 
641.	 A	Boxed	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	
Brake/3rd	Class	Side	Corridor	Coach, in LMS 
crimson as no 3486, VG-E, in original Exley 
box, box F-G, tear to end label £120-180
 

642.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	3rd	Class	
Sleeping	Car, of type K5/W1, in LMS maroon 
as no 777, VG, a few tiny chips to paintwork, 
in repro Exley box, box VG £200-300
 
643.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	1st/3rd	Class	
Sleeping	Car, of type K6, in LMS maroon as no 
714, F-G, several areas retouched with slight 
mis-match, plastic wheels fitted, in repro Exley 
box, box VG £120-180
 

644.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	3rd	Class	
Corridor	Coach, of type K5, in LMS maroon as 
no 2224, VG, a few well-matched retouches 
especially to window frames, two old dints to 
roof retouched, in repro Exley box, box VG
 £120-180
 
645.	 A	Late	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	Full	
Brake	Coach, in LMS crimson as no 31333, 
G-VG, light scratch to one side, slight damage 
to truss rods on other side, in repro Exley box, 
box VG £150-200
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655.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	3-rail	
LMS	‘Duchess	of	Montrose’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, in LMS maroon as no 6232, with DC 
motor, G-VG, very light wear to pickups, slight 
corrosion bubbles around boiler bands and 
fittings, very slight rusting under smokebox, 
unboxed £700-1000
 

656.	 Three	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
‘1931-series’	LMS	Coaches, comprising 
two 1st class, both no 3490, together with 
a brake/3rd coach no 9343, both VG with 
corridor connections, brake coach appears to 
have a little retouching and possibly over-
varnished, all in original-type boxes, boxes G 
(3) £120-160
 
657.	 An	Exley	for	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
LMS	Corridor	3rd	class	Coach, in LMS maroon, 
with embossed running no 6222, G-VG, some 
small chips to paintwork, significant but 
slightly mis-matched retouching especially to 
one side, in substantial modern box £70-100
 

658.	 A	Bing	for	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
Clockwork	LSWR	‘M7’	Class	0-4-4	Tank	
Locomotive, of circa 1912 production, in 
LSWR green with brown, black and white 
lining as no 109, with ‘Lowko’ transfer to 
bunker, G, mech tested ok, both couplers 
appear to be replacements, a fair amount of 
old retouching and a couple of more recent 
chips/flakes, to left side of boiler and right 
side of bunker £900-1200
 

659.	 Three	Märklin	/Carette	for	Bassett-
Lowke	O	Gauge	LSWR	Bogie	Coaching	Stock, 
comprising two tin-printed 1st/3rd composite 
coaches no 1328, in LSWR salmon pink and 
brown, with Carette/B-L couplers which 
appear original and curious Märklin transfers 
to underside, together with a matching full 
brake coach no 163, lacking couplings and 
maker’s transfer, all with Carette-style wheels, 
all G, roofs all well-matched repaints, a fair 
amount of retouching to all sides and a couple 
of more recent chips/flakes to each of the 
composites (3) £500-700
 

660.	 A	Boxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
Private	Owner	Open	Wagon, ref no 13413-
35, in light grey with ‘Bassett-Lowke Ltd flash 
in black lettering and ‘London Northampton 
& Edinburgh’, wagon no 6285 with Bing-type 
droplink couplers, VG-E, one coupling slightly 
bent, box G, minor damages £120-160
 
661.	 A	Pair	of	Boxed	Bing	for	Bassett-
Lowke	O	Gauge	Midland	Railway	‘1921	
Series’	Bogie	Coaches, comprising no 60/0 1st 
Class coach, and no 61/0 brake/3rd 2783, both 
in printed MR crimson livery, G-VG, customary 
crazing to varnish, roofs in original finish but 
with some chipping, one coupler missing 
from 1st class coach, boxes F, various splits to 
corners (2 £80-120
 
662.	 A	Pair	of	Boxed	Repainted	Bassett-
Lowke	O	Gauge	British	Railways	‘Blood	and	
Custard’	Bogie	Coaches, comprising no 110/0 
1st/3rd Class coach no 34756, and no 112/0 
brake/3rd 12908, both re-finished to a very 
good standard in BR red/cream livery, as 
repaints VG, 3-link couplings fitted, boxes F, 
various splits to corners (2) £60-80

FINESCALE	O	GAUGE
 
663.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	Stirling	GNR	
‘Single’	4-2-2	Locomotive	and	Tender, a 
finely-proportioned model finished in GNR 
green with crimson and red trim as No 5, 
appears to be 12v 2-rail operation, signwritten 
underneath ‘Built by French, Hefford & 
Littledale, Brighton’, overall F-G, one lamp iron 
missing, original fine finish sadly deteriorated 
by blistering/scabbing throughout both loco 
and tender (2) £150-200
 

650.	 A	Boxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	
3-rail	DC	‘Duchess	of	Montrose’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in LMS crimson livery as no 6232, 
G, tender drawbar detached, some rusting 
between loco frames, under boiler and to 
smokebox lamp bracket and chimney base, 
evidence of slight corrosion under paintwork 
throughout, in a similar but non-original box, 
box P, many taped repairs, label torn off, 
staining £600-800
 

651.	 An	Unboxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	3-rail	DC	‘Flying	Scotsman’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in lithographed BR lined green 
livery as no 60103, with 8-wheeled corridor 
tender, overall G-VG, light wear to pick-up 
shoes, one small retouch near dome, left 
cylinder front filed away slightly, presumably 
to improve bogie swing (2 inc tender)
 £300-400
 

652.	 An	Unboxed	Bassett-Lowke	O	
Gauge	3-rail	DC	‘Duchess	of	Montrose’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, in BR lined green 
livery as no 46232, with double chimney and 
smoke deflectors, VG-E, very light wear to 
pickup shoes, very small damage to left back 
corner of cab roof £800-1200
 
653.	 An	Uncommon	Bassett	Lowke	
O	Gauge	Clockwork	‘Standard’	0-4-0	Tank	
Locomotive, in lined LMS black as no 36, 
overall G, mech tested ok though all wheels 
loose, a few areas retouched, front coupler 
replaced, some damage to buffers/buffer 
beams £70-100
 
654.	 Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	Boxed	
Freight	Stock	and	Other	Items, boxed NE and 
LMS open wagons, LMS brake vans (2, both 
with modified buffers) and BR grey brake van, 
all G-VG, boxes F-G, unboxed LMS brown open 
wagon and van, and empty boxes for a 4308/0 
0-6-0 tender loco and 5305/0 0-6-0T, both 
boxes F, together with six single-arm Home 
signals with electric lighting and ribbed signal 
arms, F-G (15 inc empty loco boxes)  £70-100
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673.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	14xx	
Class	0-4-2T	Locomotive, from a Springside 
Models kit with Mashima motor, finished to a 
fair-good standard in GWR green as no 2101, 
G, some glue residue in construction and 
various blemishes to paintwork, body loose 
from chassis, cab roof detached, in original kit 
box £80-120
 
674.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	Fowler	
0-4-0	Diesel	Shunter	Locomotive, from 
an Eric Underhill kit with Vulcan motor, 
finished to a fair-good standard in GWR 
green, un-numbered, G, some glue residue 
in construction and various blemishes to 
paintwork, in original kit box lid £70-100
 

675.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	Dean	
Goods	Class	0-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified brass kit with Vulcan 
motor, finished to a good standard in matt 
GWR green as no 2448, G, some repaired 
damage to rear left side driving wheel (2)
 £150-200
 
676.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	43xx	
Class	2-6-0	‘Mogul’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified brass kit with Portescap 
motor/gearbox unit and original Churchward 
cab, painted to a fair standard in GWR green 
without numberplates, F, loco and tender 
chassis loose, several aspects unfinished (2)
 £80-120
 

669.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	12xx	
Class	Outside-framed	0-6-0PT	Locomotive, 
possibly scratchbuilt or from an unidentified 
kit, finished to a good standard in GWR green 
as no 1274, G, chassis mounting loose at front, 
slight damage to rear buffer beam £100-140
 
670.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
57xx	Class	0-6-0PT	Locomotive, from an 
unidentified kit, finished to a good standard 
in moderately-weathered GWR green as no 
5752, G, some glue residue to left side of cab, 
one bracket missing from rear £100-140
 

671.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
64xx	Class	0-6-0PT	Locomotive, from an 
unidentified kit, finished to a fair-good 
standard in semi-gloss GWR green as no 6412, 
G, some glue residue around numberplates
 £100-140
 
672.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
21xx	Class	0-6-0PT	Locomotive, from an 
unidentified brass kit, finished to a fair-good 
standard in gloss GWR green as no 2101, 
G, some rippling to footplate edges and left 
cabside £100-140
 

664.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	Kit-built	Ex-
LBSCR	‘Terrier’	0-6-0	Tank	Locomotive, from 
a Vulcan kit, well-detailed including cab and 
backhead, nicely made-up, finished in an 
industrial light green livery as no 3, G, lacks 
safety valve fittings to dome, one buffer head 
missing £70-100
 
665.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	4-2-2	
‘Single’	and	Tender	by	Lee	Marsh	Model	Co, 
made and finished to very fine standards, the 
locomotive representing GWR no 3018 ‘Racer’, 
with full inside motion and digital sound, 
manufacturer’s model no 37 of the 2012 
production, the tender with twin motors and 
‘script’ GWR insignia to the lined green livery, 
all E, in original packagings with instructions 
and handling gloves, packaging E £900-1200
 
666.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	57xx	
Class	0-6-0PT	Locomotive	by	Minerva	Model	
Railways, a r-t-r model made in China, DCC 
and sound-ready (though do not appear 
to be fitted), in GWR green, un-numbered, 
includes pack of detailing parts, fireirons etc, 
but without numberplates or instructions, 
otherwise VG-E, box VG-E £150-200
 

667.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	64xx	
Class	0-6-0PT	Locomotive	by	Lionheart	
‘Super	O’	Trains, a r-t-r model made in China, 
appears to be DCC and sound-fitted, finished 
in GWR green as no 6410, with instructions, E, 
box E £200-250
 
668.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Autocoach	by	Lionheart	‘Super	O’	Trains, a 
r-t-r model made in China, of a 1907-batch 
new-build finished in GWR chocolate and 
cream as no 41, with instructions, appears to 
be fitted with digital sound loudspeaker but 
not confirmed, E, box G-VG £90-120
 

Lot 663 Lot 665
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677.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Churchward	‘City’	Class	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, from a David Andrews brass 
kit with MSC ‘JH’ motor, painted and lined 
to a fair-good standard in GWR green with 
‘script’ tender motifs and brown underframes, 
Guilplates set for 3440 ‘City of Truro’ included, 
G, loco chassis loose, glue/solder residue 
in some areas, slight corrosion to backhead 
details, some aspects unfinished, in original kit 
box (3 inc nameplate set) £120-160
 
678.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Churchward	‘City’	Class	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, from a Gladiator Models brass kit 
with Portescap motor unit, inside motion and 
fine backhead detail, built, painted and lined 
to an excellent standard by F E Berry, 7/2006 
(maker’s plate under cab), in GWR green with 
‘Great () Western’ tender motifs and lined 
black underframes, as 3719 ‘City of Exeter’, 
VG-E, fall-plate loose at one side (2, coupled)
 £400-600
 

679.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	3252	
‘Duke’	Class	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified brass kit with Portescap 
motor unit and fine backhead detail, early 
short-wheelbase tender, built, painted and 
lined to a very good standard, finished in GWR 
green with ‘Great () Western’ tender motifs 
and lined black underframes, as 3258 ‘The 
Lizard’, VG, left-side sandbox needs re-fitting 
to footplate, and nameplate slightly loose (2)
 £350-550

680.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	‘Achilles’	
Class	4-2-2	Locomotive	and	Tender, from a 
DJB Engineering brass kit (LE no 94/100) with 
Portescap motor unit, fine backhead detail 
and crew, built, painted and lined to a very 
good standard, finished in GWR green with 
‘script’ GWR tender motifs and lined light 
brown underframes, as 3047 ‘Lorna Doone’, 
VG-E, in original kit box (2, coupled) £350-550

 681.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	78xx	
Class	4-6-0	‘Manor’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, from an unidentified kit, painted to 
a poor standard in GWR green as no 7827 
‘Lydham Manor’, P-F (2) £80-120
 

682.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	40xx	4-6-
0	‘Castle’	Class	Locomotive	and	Tender, from 
an unidentified kit with 3000 gallon tender, 
made and painted to a fair standard in GWR 
green as no 4088 ‘Dartmouth Castle’, F, boiler 
appears mounted at incorrect angle, various 
glue/solder blemishes under paintwork, one 
nameplate missing (2) £100-140
 

683.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	4-6-2	
‘The	Great	Bear’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an Acme Model Products kit with bogie 
tender, made and painted to a good standard 
in gloss GWR green as no 111, G-VG, a few 
small blemishes under paintwork, with kit 
instructions and other related papers (3)
 £250-350
 
684.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	Somerset	&	
Dorset	Joint	Railway	‘7F’	2-8-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, from a DJM or similar kit, with 
Portescap motor unit and compensated 
chassis, made and finished to a very good 
standard in SDJR black as no 82, VG, 
retouching to tender decals on left side, 
smokebox handrail missing (2, coupled)
 £250-350
 
685.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	LSWR	
‘O2’	Class	0-4-4	Tank	Locomotive, from a 
Roxey Mouldings kit with Mashima motor, 
reasonably well-made (as the standard 
‘Mainland’, not IoW version!) and painted in 
a rather GWR shade of green, without decals, 
F-G, cab roof loose, chassis loose in body, in 
original kit box £80-120
 

686.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	(Ex-
MSWJR)	0-4-4	Tank	Locomotive, from an 
unidentified kit or kit components, well-made 
and finished to a good standard in GWR green 
as no 23, with crew and detailed fire irons to 
rear, G-VG £120-160

 

687.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	45xx	
Class	‘Prairie’	2-6-2	Tank	Locomotive	with	
Sound, from an unidentified kit, nicely made 
and finished to a very good standard in GWR 
green as no 4539, with sound equipment 
fitted (operation mode not determined - 
possibly digital), footplate crew and cab 
detailing, VG, slight but consistent ‘orange-
peel’ effect to paint finish £150-200
 
688.	 An	Unfinished	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	4-6-0	‘Star’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, from an Oakville kit with Portescap 
motor unit and 3000 gallon tender, made 
up to a good standard, G-VG, loco chassis 
not fixed, some glue residue in places, slight 
damage to front of tender, together with a 
set of ‘Guilplates’ for no 4061 ‘Glastonbury 
Abbey’ (2) £160-200
 

689.	 An	Unfinished	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	42xx	Class	2-8-0	Tank	Locomotive, 
possibly from a Warren Shephard or similar kit 
with much very fine rivet detail, made up to a 
good standard, G-VG, underframe and wheels 
painted to a fair standard and boiler in grey 
primer, some small parts (safety valve bonnet, 
backhead casting and others supplied loose, 
buffer heads/springs and possibly some other 
small parts missing (qty) £100-150
 
690.	 An	Unmade	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	4-6-0	‘Saint’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender	Kit	by	Scorpio	Models, in original kit 
box with instructions, includes ‘Guilplates’ 
nameplates for ‘Knight of the Grand Cross’ 
(lacks numberplates), and requires motor, 
gears and wheels to complete, VG, not 
checked for completeness, box F, some paint 
overspray to exterior £80-120
 
691.	 An	Unmade	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	0-6-0PT	‘Buffalo’	Class	Tank	Locomotive	
Kit	by	Scorpio	Models, in original kit box with 
instructions with insulated driving wheels on 
extended axles with fly-cranks, requires motor 
and gears to complete, VG, not checked for 
completeness, box G-VG £70-100
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697.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Auto-Coaches	by	Western	Wagon	
Works,  both to GWR diagram A27, made to 
a very good standard, the bodies in plastic 
materials with metal bogies, both in brown/
cream as nos 159 and 168, both VG-E in 
original WWW boxes (2) £100-150
 
698.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Clerestory	Coaches	by	Western	Wagon	
Works,  a Corridor 1st/3rd Composite to 
diagram E73 as no 491, and brake 3rd no 3415 
to diagram D30, both VG-E (2) £120-160
 

699.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Clerestory	Coaches	by	Western	Wagon	
Works,  a Corridor 1st to diagram A7 as no 
320, and corridor 3rd no 229 to diagram C20, 
both VG-E (2) £120-160
 
700.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Clerestory	Coaches	by	Western	Wagon	
Works,  a Corridor 1st to diagram A7 as no 
8231, and corridor 3rd no 230 to diagram C20, 
both VG-E (2) £120-160
 

701.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Clerestory	Coaches	by	Western	Wagon	
Works,  a Dining Car to diagram H7 as no 
1580, and brake 3rd no 3430 to diagram 
D30, both VG-E, diner with one bogie step 
detached (2) £120-160

 

692.	 A	Part-made	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	57xx	Class	0-6-0	Pannier	Tank	
Locomotive	Kit	by	JLTRT, in original kit box, 
the chassis substantially completed with 
wheels and Portescap motor unit, body part-
assembled with one-piece resin casting for 
boiler and tanks, many smaller parts in box 
but lacking instructions, F-G, not checked for 
completeness, box G-VG £60-90
 

693.	 An	Exley	Type	K5	Finescale	O	
Gauge	GWR	Brake/3rd	Class	Coach, in GWR 
chocolate/cream as no 2222, with white-
metal bogies and some additional detailing 
to underframe, VG, a little retouching to 
underframe £70-100
 
694.	 Three	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Corridor	Coaches,  in the Exley style 
of construction, two finished in GWR dark 
chocolate and cream with ‘shirtbutton’ 
roundels, as corridor third no 123 and corridor 
brake/1st no 40, the other in lighter brown 
with ‘GWR’ to sides as corridor 1st no 12, all 
G-VG, white-metal bogies fitted (3) £120-160
 

695.	 Three	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	B-set	Suburban/Branch	Line	Coaches,  
built and painted to earlier standards, in 
various shades of chocolate and cream, as 
brake/3rd no 6083, brake 1st/3rd composite 
no 6895 (both in matt finish) and another 
brake/3rd overpainted in glossier finish, all 
with white-metal bogies, all F, discolouring to 
window glazings, generally scruffy (3)
 £70-100
 
696.	 Two	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
GWR	Auto-Coaches,  built and painted to 
earlier standards, in chocolate and cream, 
as clerestory driving brake/1st no 16 (from 
Mallard models kit or similar), and Collett 
Autocoach no 231, both with interior detailing 
and passengers, G and F respectively, 
Collett has several window glazings loose, 
some damage to truss rods and brake gear, 
paintwork a little scruffy (2) £70-100

 

702.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Saloon	Coach	by	Western	Wagon	Works,  an 
Inspection Saloon coach in GWR brown/cream 
as no 6479, with open observation saloon to 
each with tables and seating, VG-E 
£80-120
 
703.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Bogie	Freight	Stock,  a Siphon G no 1447, 
from a CCW wooden kit or similar, with a 
Monster packing van no 486 from an etched 
brass kit, possibly Mallard Models, both 
finished in GWR brown with buff lettering, 
both G-VG (2) £120-160
 
704.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Breakdown	Crane	and	Van,  A bogie-mounted 
steam breakdown crane, approx 12” to end of 
jib, with crane runner/tool wagon and match 
truck, all finished in battleship grey with white 
lettering, together with a breakdown/mobile 
workshop van no 131 by Western Wagon 
Works, finished in brown with red ends, all VG 
(4)  £120-160

705.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	
Operating	LSWR	Breakdown	Crane	and	Bogie	
Match	Truck,  a model of a 1921-built Cowans 
Sheldon 36-ton steam crane, appears to be 
from a DJB Engineering kit, well-made and 
finished in battleship grey, with four functions 
operated by individual motors and switches, 
together with bogie match truck/tool wagon, 
both VG, ‘Match’ mis-spelt on one side (2)
 £100-140
 

Lot 705
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706.	 Unpainted	Kit-built	Finescale	O	
Gauge	GWR	Breakdown	Van	and	Freight	
Stock,  the breakdown van neatly-constructed 
from a brass kit, G-VG, slight rusting to 
underframe, with a Scorpio models brass 
‘Open C’ wagon in grey primer, together with 
plastic kit-built Cooper-Craft 4-plank wagon, 
Cattle wagon and Peco 3-axle brake van, 
unpainted, G-VG (5) £100-140

707.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Passenger	and	Express	Freight	Stock,  a four-
wheeled 3rd class coach no 934 in brown/
cream, lettered for Barmouth-Ruabon service, 
a 6-wheeled ‘Siphon’ van no 1870 in brown 
with Mansell wheels, a 10-ton ‘Python’ van 
also in brown, and a 6-wheeled ‘United 
Dairies’ Milk tanker in blue from a Slater’s kit 
with original kit box, all VG (4) £100-140
 
708.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Freight	Stock,  the majority from brass kits, 
including ‘Crocodile’ bogie well wagon, 
‘Loriot’ small well wagon, ‘Rectank’ bogie 
flat wagon, two ‘ Macaw’ bogie wagons, a 
Shunter’s wagon marked for Truro, Conflat 
with container, and two others without decals, 
mostly G-VG (9) £120-160
 
709.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
Freight	Stock,  the majority from brass kits, 
including bogie bolster wagon, open ‘C’, 
Signal van, Workshop van, Iron ‘Mink’, P.Way 
dept open wagon and 6-wheeled brake van 
(Kingsbridge allocated), and a ‘Toad’ brake van 
marked ‘Reading’ to one side and ‘Banbury’ 
to the other, in various shades of grey/black, 
G-VG (8) £120-160
 

710.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
4-wheeled	Freight	Stock,  the majority from 
plastic kits, including 7-plank open wagon, 
5-plank (2), 4-plank, and 4 steel LoCo-Coal 
wagons, two Cattle wagons, a flat wagon, a 
ballast wagon and a ‘Toad’ brake van marked 
‘Oak Common’ to one side and ‘Banbury’ to 
the other, in various shades of grey, F-VG, 
some minor damages (13) £120-160
 

715.	 A	Large	Assortment	of	Finescale	
O	Gauge	Locomotive	and	Rolling	Stock	
Components,  including a ‘County Tank’ (4-
4-2T) loco body, made to earlier standards, a 
spare brass kit-built tender (G), two 16-drawer 
units containing motors, wheels, buffers, 
couplers, etched and cast components, a small 
group of etched ‘plates, an incomplete JLTRT 
class 52xx kit, a MetalSmith wire-bending jig, 
a part-made Javelin models ‘Bulldog’ body kit, 
boiler fittings, coupling rods and many other 
7mm modelling parts, with a small group of 
OO gauge items (qty in 2 boxes) £150-200
 

716.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	LMS	‘Black	
Five’	Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender	
by	Victor	Green	of	Reading, (born 1930), 
beautifully made and finished in finely-lined 
LMS satin black as the preserved No. 5305 
‘Alderman A E Draper’, with substantial ‘can’ 
motor and gear drive, good backhead detail 
and etched plates, including 53A shed plate to 
smokebox and Victor Green’s builder’s plate 
under footplate, VG-E (2) £1200-1800
 

717.	 A	Finescale	Kit-built	O	Gauge	
GWR	‘Castle’	Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, from an unidentified etched brass kit, 
beautifully made and finished in finely-lined 
‘Great (crest) Western’ green as no 5015 
‘Kingswear Castle’, with Portescap motor unit 
and gears, good backhead detail, VG, right 
side cab handrail missing, two or three small 
paint rubs/chips (2) £350-500

718.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
‘King’	Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified kit, well-made and with 
substantial motor/gearbox unit, well-detailed 
cab, reasonably finished in late-totem BR 
green as no 6019 ‘King Henry V’, G-VG, one 
tender buffer head loose in box, old totem 
positions show under paintwork, various 
other minor blemishes, in card box £300-500
 

711.	 Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
4-wheeled	Freight	Stock,  the majority from 
plastic kits, including 7-plank open wagons 
(1 GW and 3 Private Owners), 5-plank (2), 
4-plank, 3-plank, Banana van and Vent vans 
(2), a ballast wagon with load, water tank, 
shunter’s truck ‘Exeter’, 6-wheel brake 
‘Taunton/Truro’ and a ‘Toad’ brake van 
marked ‘Aberdare’ to both sides, in various 
shades of grey, F-VG, some minor damages 
(16) £120-160
 

712.	 Scratch-	and	Kit-built	Finescale	
O	Gauge	Buildings	and	Scenic	Accessories,  
including two station buildings, one in 
red-brick finish, the other timber-framed 
and rendered, both with GWR and other 
adverts, a very fine GWR coaling stage (in 
the style of that at Didcot), a stone-based 
signal box, resin-cast ‘pagoda’ and arc-roofed 
iron shelters, a boxed ‘stone’ goods shed by 
Highland Architectural Castings, and unmade 
plastic kit Factory by Top Link (ref 1414), 
unchecked, various unpainted figures by 
Slater’s, a US army half-track vehicle by Hart 
models and other items, mostly G-VG, made-
up buildings with some minor damages (qty in 
3 boxes) £100-140
 
713.	 Finescale	O	Gauge	Track	Controllers	
and	Layout	Equipment, Track by Peco 
including 5 turnouts and approx 6 lengths 
flexitrack in ex-layout condition, 8 lengths 
new/unused SL-700BH in box, a Gaugemaster 
‘D.O.’ dual controller, ‘On-Track’ controller, 
Nentone 13.8v/3A power supply unit, Boxed 
NCE (American) Digital hand controller and 
SB5 Smart Booster, a Lima class 33 diesel 
locomotive converted for track-cleaning 
(appears to now be battery-powered), an 
Omni battery charger and other items, varying 
F-VG £70-100
 
714.	 A	Large	Collection	of	Soldering	and	
Finishing	Tools	with	Paint	Transfers	and	Other	
Materials, the majority not gauge-specific, 
includes several electric soldering irons with 
many alternative bits and stands, assortment 
of solder reels, tins/bottles of various fluxes, 
together with a large box of lining and other 
transfers (mostly 7mm scale), Humbrol, 
Railmatch and other paint tinlets (approx 20+ 
appear unopened), a Dremel rotary tool with 
several attachments, sculpting knife set and 
‘Master’ lining pen (appears unused), varying 
F-VG £80-120
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719.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
‘King’	Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified kit, well-made and with 
Portescap motor/gearbox unit, reasonably 
finished in ‘Great (crest) Western’ green 
as no 6013 ‘King Henry VIII’, G, one loco 
brake hanger missing and other damage to 
brake rigging, centre driver balance weights 
detached (one missing), damage to tender 
front handrail and handles, other minor 
blemishes (2) £200-300
 
720.	 A	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	‘King’	
Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender	with	
Sound	by	Masterpiece	Models, Masterpiece 
product no 026, superbly finished with 
intricate inside motion and backhead/cab 
detail, in ‘Great (crest) Western’ green as 
no 6026 ‘King John’, E, unboxed and lacking 
instructions (2) £1000-1500
 
721.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
‘Hawksworth’	Tender	only, to the flat-sided 
post-war design, well made and reasonably 
well finished in G (crest) W green, G-VG, a few 
small blemishes to paintwork £50-80
 

On30	GAUGE
 
723.	 Bachmann	Spectrum	25663	0n30	
Gauge	Two	Truck	Shay	Locomotive, in Little 
River Logging Co black, in original box, E, box 
VG £80-120
 
724.	 Bachmann	Spectrum	25799	0n30	
Gauge	28-Ton	Two	Truck	Class	B	Climax	
Locomotive, in black, in original box, E, box VG
 £80-120

722.	 A	Kit-built	Finescale	O	Gauge	GWR	
‘Mogul’	Class	2-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
from an unidentified kit, well-made and with 
Portescap motor/gearbox unit, finished in 
plain GWR ‘shirtbutton’ green as no 9302, G, 
loco rear brake hangers slightly loose, motor 
unit loosely-mounted, one washout plug 
missing from left side of firebox, right-side 
steam pipe missing, tender body detaching 
from underframe, other minor blemishes (2)
 £150-250

Lot 723 Lot 724

Lot 720
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MODERN	O	GAUGE

THE	PROPERTY	OF	A	LADY
Lot	725	to	Lot	747

 
725.	 						ACE	Trains	E4	0	Gauge	Class	
A4	LNER	garter	blue	without	valances	No	
13	‘Dominion	of	New	Zealand’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, AC/DC, with instructions and 
protective cloth, in original box, E, appears 
test run only, box VG £600-800
 

726.	 ACE	Trains	E4	0	Gauge	Class	A4	
LNER	garter	blue	without	valances	No	12	
‘Commonwealth	of	Australia’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, AC/DC, unboxed, E, appears test 
run only £600-800
 

727.	 ACE	Trains	E27	0	Gauge	Britannia	
Class	BR	green	70037	‘Hereward	The	Wake’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, DC, with instructions 
and protective cloth, in original box, E-M, 
appears unrun, box VG-E £650-850
 

728.	 ACE	Trains	E7/2	0	Gauge	(revised	
version)	Castle	Class	BR	apple	green	7011	
‘Banbury	Castle’	Locomotive	and	Tender, DC, 
with instructions, Great Western Map, Red 
Dragon, Torbay Express, Cornish Riviera and 
The Bristolian Headboards and protective 
cloth, in original box, E-M, appears unrun, box 
VG-E £500-700
 

729.	 ACE	Trains	E6	0	Gauge	Class	A3	BR		
green	banjo-dome	60103	‘Flying	Scotsman’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, AC/DC, with 
instructions and protective cloth, in original 
box, E-M, appears unrun, box VG-E £650-800
 

730.	 ACE	Trains	E6	0	Gauge	Class	A3	
LNER		green	banjo-dome	2500	‘Windsor	
Lad’	Locomotive	and	Tender, AC/DC, with 
instructions and protective cloth, in original 
box, VG-E, minor marks to one side of tender, 
appears unrun, box VG-E £500-700
 

731.	 ACE	Trains	E9	0	Gauge	Battle	of	
Britain	Class	BR	lined	malachite	green	34090	
‘Sir	Eustace	Missenden’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, DC, with protective cloth, in original 
box, E, appears test run only, box E £450-550
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732.	 ACE	Trains	E7	0	Gauge	Castle	Class	
BR	green	5011	‘Tintagel	Castle’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, DC, with instructions, Great 
Western Map and protective cloth, in original 
box, E-M, appears test/lightly run only, box 
VG-E £450-550
 

733.	 ACE	Trains	E10	0	Gauge	Schools	
Class	SR	sage	green	919	‘Harrow’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, DC, with instructions and 
protective cloth, in original box, E, appears 
lightly run, box VG-E £400-500
 

734.	 ACE	Trains	E7	0	Gauge	Castle	
Class	GWR	green	4081	‘Warwick	Castle’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, DC,  Red Dragon, 
Torbay Express, Cornish Riviera and The 
Bristolian Headboards and protective cloth, in 
original box, E-M, appears test run only, box 
VG-E £400-500
 

735.	 ACE	Trains	E28	0	Gauge	Class	9F	BR	
gloss	blue	92214	‘Leicester	City	FC	Premier	
Champions	2016’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
DC, with instructions and protective cloth, in 
original box with outer plain white box, E-M, 
appears test run only, box E £400-500
 

736.	 ACE	Trains	E8	0	Gauge	Stanier	Class	
BR	green	42546	2-6-4	Tank	Locomotive, DC, 
with instructions and protective cloth, in 
original box, E-M, appears test run only, box E
 £400-500
 

737.	 ACE	Trains	E8	0	Gauge	Stanier	Class		
LMS	maroon	2465	2-6-4	Tank	Locomotive, 
DC, with instructions and protective cloth, in 
original box, VG, left side front buffer beam 
slightly pushed in, minor paint damage,  
appears test run only, box E £400-500

738.	 ACE	Trains	E3	0	Gauge	Celebration		
Class	GWR	green	2006	4-4-0Locomotive	and	
Tender, DC, with instructions and protective 
cloth, in original box, E, appears test run only, 
box VG £250-350
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739.	 ACE	Trains	E3	0	Gauge	Celebration	
Class	LMS	maroon	2006	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, DC, with tender protective cloth 
only, in original box, VG, appears test run only, 
minor paint loss to bottom of both steps, box 
VG £230-300
 

740.	 ACE	Trains	E21	0	Gauge	Class	57XX	
GWR	satin	black	5701	0-6-0	Pannier	Tank	
Locomotive, DC, with instructions, alternative 
chimney and lamps, in original box, E-M, 
appears unrun, box E £350-450
 

741.	 ACE	Trains	E26	0	Gauge	Class	2P	
LMS	maroon	15267	0-4-4	Tank	Locomotive, 
DC, with instructions and lamps, in original 
box, E-M, appears unrun, box E £350-450
 

742.	 Bassett-Lowke/Corgi	0	Gauge	
Special	Limited	Release	Princess	Class	
Pacific	4-6-2	LMS	maroon	6201	‘Princess	
Elizabeth’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 2-rail, with 
instructions, protection cloth and Guarantee 
card, plaque No 222, in original box, E-M, 
appears unrun, box VG, scuffing to top of lid
 £500-600

743.	 Bassett-Lowke/Corgi	0	Gauge	
Maunsell	N	Class	2-6-0	SR	green	1864	
Locomotive	and	Tender, 2-rail, with 
instructions, protection cloth and lamps, 
plaque No 469, in original box, E-M, appears 
unrun, box VG-E £400-500

744.	 Heljan	52801	0	Gauge	BR	green	
D1003	‘Western	Pioneer’	Diesel	Locomotive, 
2-rail, with instructions, in original box, E-M, 
appears unrun, box E £300-400
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745.	 Red	Tree	Models	in	Association	
with	ACE	Trains	BR	blue	Warship	Class	875	
‘Illustrious’	Diesel	Locomotive, DC, with 
instructions, in original box, E-M, appears 
unrun, box E £400-500
 

746.	 Unmarked	kit/scratchbuilt	brass	
unpainted	Finescale	0	Gauge	2-Rail	Class	A3	
‘Flying	Scotsman’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
built to an excellent standard, unknown 
maker, in base of original box, E, one smoke 
deflector unattached £450-550
 

747.	 An	ACE	Trains	O	Gauge	Type	E12A	
‘Coronation’	Streamlined	Pacific	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in silver-lined LMS blue livery 
as no 6220 ‘Coronation’, VG-E, pickups show 
never more than test run, box VG in original 
outer sleeve £800-1000

748.	 An	ACE	Trains	O	Gauge	LMS	Electric	
Multiple	Unit	Set, a 3-car set in LMS crimson 
livery, for the Broad St-Richmond service, E, 
pickups show minimal wear, in original box 
with instructions, box VG, a few small marks 
to lid £250-350
 
749.	 An	ACE	Trains	O	Gauge	Type	E8	
Stanier	2-6-4	Tank	Locomotive, the 2-cylinder 
variant in lined LMS satin black as no 2546, 
E, one tiny scratch to left side of cab, pickups 
show minimal wear, in original box with 
instructions, box VG-E, with packing sleeve
 £400-600
 

750.	 An	ACE	Trains	O	Gauge	Type	E12B1	
‘Coronation’	Streamlined	Pacific	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in gold-lined LMS crimson livery 
as no 6229 ‘Duchess of Hamilton’, E, pickups 
show minimal wear, in original box with 
instructions, box E in original outer sleeve
 £500-600
 

751.	 A	Darstaed	O	Gauge	Fowler	0-6-0	
‘Jinty’	Tank	Locomotive, in unlined LMS satin 
black as no 16554, E, pickups show minimal 
wear, in original box with instructions, box 
VG-E £300-400

752.	 An	O	Gauge	2/3	Rail	ex-L&Y	0-4-0	
Saddle	Tank	Locomotive	by	‘Along	Classic	
Lines’, of a limited edition series no 47/50, 
in BR black livery as no 51222, VG-E, pickups 
show no wear, in original box with instructions 
and LE certificate, box G-VG £100-140

OTHER	O	GAUGE
 
753.	 An	Exley	O	Gauge	LMS	1st/3rd	
Composite	Sleeping	Car, in LMS crimson with 
gold transferred numbers 2056, G-VG, one 
truss rod part-detached, some retouching 
spots to roof, one or two minor scratches to 
sides £70-100

 
754.	 Vintage	Lionel	O	Gauge	3-rail	
American	Trains, Pennsylvania RR 6-8-6 
turbine locomotive no 6200/681 and tender 
in black, an incomplete ‘Lionel Jr’ locomotive 
1681 (missing wheels, tender and some other 
parts), Airslide tank wagon 20122, timber 
wagon 6361, crane wagon 6560, gondola 
6462, caboose 6007 all G and a well wagon P, 
together with a Lima 2-rail BR 4-wheel diesel 
shunter D2852, G (10) £80-120
 
755.	 Later	Lionel	and	Other	O	Gauge	
3-rail	American	Diesel	Locomotives	and	
Stock, a boxed Lionel Conrail GP-9 Bo-Bo 
locomotive with matching blue box car, 
unboxed Canadian National dummy loco no 
8258 in black/orange, an Erie Lackawanna 
Co-Co no 3658 in grey/maroon by unknown 
maker, and three boxed K-line ‘heavyweight’ 
coaches in Norfolk & Western colours, 
comprising ‘Island Rose’, ‘Lowry’ and ‘Roanoke 
County’ observation car, all VG, with three 
1990’s catalogues (10) £80-120
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763.	 Two	Bub	Post-war	O	Gauge	
Stations, both brightly-printed with buff walls, 
florid window boxes, printed clocks showing 
2.00 and other details, red-brown striped 
roofs, one having a goods shed to right side 
with sliding door, ‘BUB’ posters to both ends, 
cut-out windows, all on a low grey platform, G, 
main building partly detached from platform, 
moderate playwear and minor damages, 
the other a similar building with printed-in 
windows, refreshment kiosk and fenced area 
under canopy, ‘Bub Made in US Zone’ to left 
end and other details, G-VG (2) £70-100
 
764.	 A	Group	of	Tinplate	Advertising	
Signs	for	O	Gauge	or	Larger, including an 
uncommon Macfarlane Lang biscuits, KLG 
spark plugs, Beefex, ‘Call at 112 High Holborn 
B-L’s London Showroom’, ENO’s, Bovril, Brasso, 
Schweppes and others, G-VG (19) £100-140
 

765.	 A	Scratchbuilt	O	Gauge	Clockwork	
4-4-2	Tank	Locomotive,  a home-made 
tinplate body finished in SR malachite green as 
no 492, fitted with Van Reimsdijk ‘controlled 
clockwork’ motor, G, mech tested ok, a little 
paint loss to right side of footplate £60-80
 

766.	 A	Boxed	Williams	‘Crown	Edition’	
O	Gauge	3-rail	American	4-8-8-4	‘Big	Boy’	
Steam	Locomotive	and	Tender, ref 7001, in 
Union Pacific black/silver-grey as no 4020, 
Korean-made in brass, with twin smoke units, 
flywheel-coasting drive train to all driving 
wheels and other features, with 14-wheel 
tender, overall VG, small damage to rear 
corner of tender, box VG £300-500
 
767.	 Bing	and	Märklin	O	Gauge	Stations, 
comprising a partially-repainted Bing (BW) 
English-market station with double buildings 
and connecting veranda, P-F, platform and 
roofs repainted, printed areas somewhat 
faded, together with an incomplete Märklin 
1930s-style German station in buff with 
two opening doors to platform side, Gepack 
(baggage) counter and embossed platform 
machines, detachable green roof and interior 
light, F-G, additional tower/turret to roof 
missing, moderate playwear (2)  £70-100
 

756.	 A	Boxed	Williams	‘Crown	Edition’	
O	Gauge	3-rail	American	4-8-4	Steam	
Locomotive	and	Tender, of Norfolk & Western 
class J in black with crimson band as no 
611, Korean-made in brass, with smoke 
unit, flywheel-coasting drive train and other 
features, overall VG, some paint loss to 
smokebox front castings, box VG £200-300
 

757.	 Two	German-market	O	Gauge	(or	
larger)	Platform	Train	Indicators, by Fischer or 
similar with finely-printed greenery to bases, 
both of similar pattern, destinations Berlin/
Leipzig/Stuttgart on both, one with Hamburg 
and the other Dresden, one with additional 
arms to each end (possibly added), F-G, each 
missing one pull-handle, one unit missing its 
embossed roof (2) £50-80
 
758.	 An	Early	Bing	(GBN)	O	Gauge	
French-market	Station, with overhung 
embossed red-tiled roof, white-rendered walls 
with delicate pink detailing and yellow doors 
to ‘Telephon’ and ‘Telegraph’ offices to one 
side and I/II class and III class waiting rooms to 
the other, with raised embossed platform and 
typical fence to platform side, printed steam 
locomotive and ‘Billets’ ticket office visible 
through ‘arch’ from outside, GBN motifs 
printed to both end gables and embossed 
to platform front, overall G, one sliding gate 
missing from fence £70-100
 

759.	 A	Later	Bing	(BW)	O	Gauge	‘Clock-
tower’	Station, in stone colour with orange-
shuttered windows and canopy to platform 
side, BW trademark to platform side under 
booking office window, printed view through 
arch showing German-style loco and 2nd 
class coach, view from platform side showing 
departing couple and 1920’s car/taxi outside, 
mottled red-tiled roof with clock tower to 
centre, clocks showing 11.38 to front and rear, 
with locations for 3 flagpoles (one mounting 
boss and all flagpoles missing), overall G-VG, 
slight playwear and minor damage to roof/
tower £70-100

 760.	 Smaller	O	Gauge	Stations	by	
Bing	(BW)	and	Hafner	(USA), two similar 
Bing wayside stations for British market, 
building centrally positioned on an 18” 
long platform, printed red-brick walls with 
various advertisements to building and side 
fences, with provision for candle-holder, 
one G, slight rusting to one roof section, the 
other F, considerable fading to red areas and 
roof slightly loose, together with a Hafner 
American ‘Glen Ellyn’ station with red signal, 
G-VG (4 inc signal) £70-100
 

761.	 Two	Bub	O	Gauge	Stations, the 
older with mottled green-flecked walls 
and green window shutters, KB to left side, 
embossed grey roof with clock tower, green 
goods shed marked ‘KBN Made in Germany’, 
with sliding door to platform side, all on a 
low platform finished in mid-brown, G, goods 
shed roof appears over-painted, together with 
a post-war ‘Made in US Zone’ Station with 
peach-rendered walls, opening doors to both 
sides, red-tiled hipped roof with single clock 
gable to platform side (clock showing 1.28), all 
on a low grey platform, ‘Station’ signs to each 
end of building, ‘Telefon-Telegraf’ sign to road 
side, G, telegraph insulator rack missing from 
roof, other minor damages (2) £70-100
 

762.	 Two	Bub	O	Gauge	Stations, one 
without trademark in buff with dark green 
doors and shutters, low grey platform, 
‘grained’ brown roof with grey/green clock 
tower showing 4.38, G, slight creasing to both 
end walls, surface corrosion to platform and 
roof, together with a mottled brown example 
with brown doors and shutters, ‘KB Made in 
Germany’ to left-hand end, on low r-brown 
platform, with hipped grey roof and double 
clock gables, each clock with poseable hands, 
G, some scuffing to platform, light corrosion to 
one side of roof (2) £70-100
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768.	 A	Group	of	Lineside	Accessories	
for	O	Gauge	or	Larger	by	Various	Makers, 
comprising an early Kibri ‘Newspapers’ 
platform trolley in yellow with red wheels, 
Bing ‘upright’ Train Indicator (missing 
destination plates and base), a Wells signal, 
a 4-aspect SEL colour light signal with rotary 
switch, some battery leak damage, a small 
2-aspect SEL signal, 8 LGB telegraph poles and 
a small wooden building with some interior 
detailing, varying F-VG (qty) £40-60
 
769.	 Bassett-Lowke	O	Gauge	3-rail	Track	
and	Lineside	Accessories	by	Various	Makers, 
track with brass rails and B-L ‘raised third’ 
pattern comprising 9 curved pieces, one RH 
turnout and 6 assorted straight lengths (one 
missing 3rd rail), together with a Bing tinplate 
signal box, three pieces Hornby 3-rail track 
and an assortment of old buffers by Bassett-
Lowke and Hornby, F-G, some modified or 
repainted (qty)  £40-60
 

770.	 A	Westdale	O	Gauge	LNER	‘Tourist’	
Coach	Buffet	Car, with reasonably finescale 
wheels and tinplate-style droplink couplers, 
finished in unlettered green/cream with 
white roof and interior detail, VG-E, in original 
Westdale box £150-200
 
771.	 A	Westdale	O	Gauge	LNER	‘Tourist’	
Coach	Buffet	Car, with reasonably finescale 
wheels and tinplate-style droplink couplers, 
finished in unlettered green/cream with 
white roof and interior detail, VG-E, in original 
Westdale box £150-200
 
772.	 A	Maurlyn	(Australia)	O	Gauge	
3-rail	Electric	4-6-2	Locomotive	Tender	and	
Coach, representing the Victorian Railways 
‘Matthew Flinders’ type streamlined pacific, 
repainted in white-lined Royal blue as no 300, 
for 20v AC operation with reversing lever to 
cab, the bogie coach from pressed aluminium 
with brass buffers and Hornby-style 
autocouplers, as repaints VG, poor retouching 
to tender number on one side (3)  £50-80

VINTAGE	GAUGE	1
 
773.	 An	Uncommon	Gauge	I	Electric	
‘International	Express’	Train	Set	and	
Illuminated	Accessories	by	Kraus	(Fandor), 
appears to be (but not verified) a High-Voltage 
set, the 0-4-0 locomotive with ac motor 
and reversing switch, tender with wired 
connection to coaches, two coaches with 
interior lights and in matchboarded crimson 
‘International Express’ livery, all G-VG, loco 
appears partly-rewired, missing lighting cable 
to tender, together with an oval of 3-rail 
track, 21” long viaduct with ramps and lights 
to each corner, a high 3-section footbridge 
with three illuminated signals (one signal 
mounting bracket missing), an illuminated 
junction signal, station platform with ramps,  
incomplete parts of control/switch gear, and 
an O Gauge Bing footbridge, mostly F-G, most 
electrics rewired, various areas of corrosion 
and playwear, all in a period trunk (qty)
 £150-200
 
774.	 A	Märklin	Gauge	I	3-rail	Electric	
German	2-car	‘Flying	Hamburger’	Diesel	
Train, ref TW 12971, for 20 volt AC operation 
with manual reversing switch to brushgear, 
finished in DR lined purple/cream, with head/
tail lights, G, moderate chipping/playwear
 £300-500

775.	 A	Bing	(BW)	Gauge	I	3-rail	Electric	
Continental	0-4-0	Locomotive	and	Märklin	
‘Mitropa’	Coach, the locomotive in lined black 
with nickelled domes as no 3548, for 18 volt 
AC operation with manual reversing switch to 
cab, finished in DR lined purple/cream, with 
wiring connections for coach lighting, G, lacks 
tender, moderate chipping/playwear, together 
with a Märklin bogie coach in Mitropa red 
with interior detailed kitchen and ‘spiky’ 
seats, F-G, various damages to roof and sides 
varnish, general playwear (2) £140-200
 

776.	 A	Märklin	Gauge	I	Trolley	Wagon	
with	Cable	Drums	and	Cement	Wagon, the 
trolley wagon in green/black marked 10000K, 
with two cable drums marked ‘Cassirer Kabel’ 
(to be kept in sealed bag), together with a 
grey open wagon lettered ‘Cement’ to each 
side, both F-G, cement wagon lacking buffers, 
both with general playwear (3 inc bag of cable 
drums) £80-100
 
777.	 A	Collection	of	Märklin	and	Other	
Gauge	I	Continental-Style	Signals	Lamps	
3-rail	Track	and	Accessories, remote-operated 
signals including semaphore 13945B, disc 
signal 13757 with variable-gauge rails, 
4-aspect light signal 13962, 4 double lamp 
columns ref 13453/2, , two delicate double 
lamps by unknown maker, various other 
incomplete units, a bag of bulbs for the above, 
Märklin switch units and connecting blocks, 
and a box of track items including 3-rail 
turntable with electric motor and housing 
(lacks base), two electric ‘Y’ points, left and 
right turnouts, various curves and straights by 
Märklin and Bing, varying F-VG, track items 
mostly rusty, some accessories with damages, 
some incomplete (qty in 2 boxes) £100-150
 

778.	 A	Märklin	Gauge	I	3-rail	Electric	
High	Voltage	4-4-0	Locomotive	Only, in red-
lined black livery in the LNWR style, for 110-
220 volt AC operation with manual reversing 
switch to brushgear, with head lights, G, 
lacks tender, damage to chimney, moderate 
chipping/playwear with some old retouching, 
two old labels attached to cab, one in French 
language from ‘La Maison de Trains’, Paris; ex-
Sotheby’s Belgravia auction, 1979 £100-150
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779.	 An	Uncommon	Carette	Gauge	I	
Clerestory-Roofed	Coach, in crimson, with 
yellow lining to panels and off-white to 
window surrounds, grey opening roof to 
reveal interior seating in 4 banks, fine Carette 
motifs to side panels, original wheels and 
couplers fitted, overall G, 2 door handles 
missing, two steps damaged, wheels/couplers 
rusty, otherwise moderate playwear
 £80-120
 

780.	 Three	Bing	Gauge	I	Four-wheeled	
3rd	Class	Coaches, all in lined blue with detail 
differences - the earliest with green lining 
and tab/loop couplers, a later example with 
light blue/yellow lining and tab couplers, the 
third similar but with droplink couplers, F-VG, 
moderate playwear, some axlebox covers 
missing £120-160
 

781.	 Five	Early	Gauge	I	Four-wheeled	
Rolling	Stock	by	Various	Makers, comprising 
Märklin 1st Class coach no 61 in printed 
yellow-lined crimson, Carette 2nd Class coach 
in green, Märklin closed van and cattle/
menagerie wagon both in brown with green 
underframes, and a printed Bing van in 
brown/yellow, marked ‘Rev 31.1.03’ to sides, 
mostly G, moderate playwear and some minor 
damages (5) £120-160
 
782.	 Two	Gauge	I	German	Bier	Wagons, 
in similar blue-lined off-white livery with a 
recipe book-waving Monk to the sliding doors, 
both with no 200 as running number, the 
older (GBN-motif-ed) being approx 6” over 
buffers with two raised ‘vents’ to roof, the 
later example approx 8” long with ‘BW’ motif 
to base, G-VG, early example missing two 
axle-covers, buffers to later version possibly 
replaced or retouched (2) £120-160
 

783.	 An	Early	Bing	for	Bassett-Lowke	
Gauge	I	Clockwork	GWR	4-4-0	‘Sydney’	
Locomotive	and	Tender,  appears to be 
substantially restored/re-finished in original-
style GWR green as no 3410, clearly an 
older restoration and competently done, the 
mechanism with 2-speed governor, overall as 
restoration VG, mech tested ok (2) £600-800

 
789.	 Gauge	I	and	Other	Lineside	
Accessories	by	Various	Makers, including 2 
high-level folding footbridges by Bing (one 
overpainted), a Bassett-Lowke water tower 
(part-repainted), B-L Mail pick-up apparatus 
and home-made catching net, a Hornby O 
Gauge electric signal cabin, Märklin gauge 1 
buffer stop and two overpainted signals (9)
 £70-100

FINESCALE	GAUGE	1

The following 121 lots of Gauge I Locomotives 
and Rolling Stock were intended for use on 
a Garden railway using Battery power, many 
built Jim Wheaton, to an excellent standard 
from brass kits with Bühler motors or similar, 
which, from a random sample tested, appear 
to operate on 6-12 volts DC. Most of the 
locomotive samples tested have insulated 
wheels and would be suitable for 2-rail 
conversion, though there do appear to be 
some exceptions. All have been in storage for 
some time, consequently the effectiveness of 
rechargeable batteries (where fitted) is not 
assured. Practically all have cab detailing and 
footplate crews. 

 All are subject to Import VAT at 20% of the 
Hammer Price.     
 
790.	 														A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Midland	Railway	4-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender	by	Cherry	Scale	Models	of	
Langham, beautifully finished and lined in 
MR crimson lake livery as no 1757 ‘Beatrice’, 
Cherry’s model no 55 with plaque under 
footplate, arranged for battery pack in tender, 
E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 
791.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Midland	Railway	4-4-0	‘Compound’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, beautifully finished 
and lined in MR crimson lake livery as no 
1036, inscribed under footplate ‘A Hardwick/D 
Studley, 12/94’,  battery arrangement appears 
incomplete, VG-E, slight corrosion to wheel 
treads, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

 

784.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	(Carette-style)	
Gauge	I	Clockwork	0-4-0	‘Peckett’	Saddle	
Tank	Locomotive,  in original lined green livery 
as no 810, overall VG, mech tested ok, a few 
small areas of retouching, moderate playwear, 
modern crew added (2) £350-500
 
785.	 Three	Carette	Gauge	I	‘Shortie’	
GWR	Clerestory-roofed	Bogie	Coaches, all 
substantially restored with some paper/
card copied doors and clerestory detailing, 
comprising two 1st/3rd composite coaches 
and one full brake van, one coach with 
replacement bogies/wheels, overall F (3)
 £150-200
 

786.	 Bing	and	Bassett-Lowke	Gauge	I	
Tinplate	Passenger	and	Freight	Stock, two 
Bing 4-wheel LNWR coaches, comprising a 
1st/3rd coach with replacement roof and full 
brake van,  both in brown/ivory, together 
with a GW vent van in grey with replacement 
roof and a heavily re-touched GW Mica B 
refrigerator van, most with replacement 
couplings and (scale) wheels, P-G (4)
 £100-140
 
787.	 Two	Uncommon	Bassett-Lowke	
Gauge	I	Printed	Wood	Open	Wagons, 
comprising Caledonian open wagon no 
73302 in red-brown livery, G-VG, one coupler 
replaced, removable modern load inside, 
together with grey GWR open wagon no 
34004 with GW 1922 tarpaulin cover, also 
G-VG, wheels replaced with coarse-scale 
plastic type (2) £80-120
 
788.	 Gauge	I	Wooden	Freight	Stock, 
possibly commercial or scratchbuilt, 
comprising grey GWR open wagon no 67590 
with tube load, MSWJR 3-plank wagon  with 
GW 1922 tarpaulin cover, a GW ‘Toad’ Brake 
Van (lacking footboards), and a more recent 
GW van, all with semi-scale wheels, G (4)
 £70-100

Lot 790
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796.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-GWR)	0-6-0	2251	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, beautifully made, apparently by 
Kenard Models, and finished in BR weathered 
black livery as no 3205 with early motif, 
arranged for external power source, wiring 
appears incomplete, VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

797.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-GWR)	2-6-0	43xx	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made and finished in BR 
weathered black livery as no 4362 with early 
motif, arranged for external power source, 
wiring appears incomplete, VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £250-400
 
798.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
GWR	4-6-0	29xx	‘Saint’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, beautifully made by Alan Curtis 
(1987), and finished in GWR lined green livery 
as no 2902 ‘Lady of the Lake’, arranged for 
external power source in adjacent coach/
van (not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

799.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
GWR	4-6-0	40xx	‘Star’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, beautifully made and finished in 
GWR lined green livery as no 4010 ‘Western 
Star’, arranged for external power source 
in adjacent coach/van (not included), VG-E, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

800.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
GWR	4-6-0	40xx	‘Star’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made and finished in GWR 
lined green livery as no 4018 ‘Knight of the 
Grand Cross’ with a representation of the 
inside motion, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, a small retouch at back of smokebox, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600

792.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Southern	Railway	(Ex-SECR)	0-4-4	H	Class	
Tank	Locomotive, beautifully made and 
finished in SR black livery as no 1523 with 
‘sunshine’ lettering, arranged for external 
power source in adjacent coach/van (not 
included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

793.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-LSWR)	0-4-4	M7	Class	Tank	
Locomotive, beautifully made and finished in 
BR weathered lined black livery as no 30128 
with early motif, arranged with internal 
rechargeable battery, VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £250-400
 

794.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-GWR)	0-4-2	14xx	Class	Tank	
Locomotive, beautifully made and finished in 
BR weathered lined green livery as no 1405 
with late totem, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 
795.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-GWR)	0-6-0	36xx	Class	Pannier	Tank	
Locomotive, beautifully made and finished 
in BR weathered black livery as no 3670 with 
early motif, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

 801.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
GWR	4-6-0	‘Castle’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made by Alan Curtis (no 
3206911), and finished in GWR lined green 
livery as no 5042 ‘Winchester Castle’, arranged 
for external power source in adjacent coach/
van (not included), VG-E, left-side nameplate 
detached, in bespoke wooden carrying case 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

802.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	4-4-0	‘T9’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, beautifully made by Alan Curtis 
(1988) with ‘watercart’ tender, and finished 
in lined BR black livery as no 30289 with early 
emblem, arranged for battery pack in tender 
or adjacent coach/van (not included), wiring 
beyond footplate incomplete, VG-E, smokebox 
numberplate missing, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE  £300-500
 
803.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	4-4-0	‘D15’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, of largely plastic construction, 
nicely made and finished in lined BR black 
livery as no 30465 with early emblem, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

804.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-LBSCR)	4-4-2	‘H2’	Class	
Atlantic	Locomotive	and	Tender, finely made 
and finished in lined BR black livery as no 
32424 ‘Beachy Head’ with early emblem, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, smokebox numberplate 
detached but included, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 
805.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	4-6-0	‘S15’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, finely made and finished in 
weathered BR black livery as no 30508 with 
early emblem and bogie tender, with battery 
pack in tender, VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £300-500
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806.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	4-6-0	N15	‘King	Arthur’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, finely made and 
finished in lined BR green livery as no 30750 
with early emblem and bogie tender, with 
battery pack in tender, VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £300-500
 
807.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-SR)	2-6-0	‘N’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, finely made and finished in 
weathered BR black livery as no 31838 with 
late totem, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
808.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-SR)	0-6-0	‘Q’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in weathered 
BR black livery as no 30545 with late totem, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

809.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	0-6-0	‘700’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, largely of plastic construction, 
finely made and finished in heavily weathered 
‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ black livery as no 30694, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, one footstep broken off 
but included, slight damage to left side cab 
handrail, in bespoke wooden carrying case 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400

 

810.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-LSWR)	0-4-0	‘B4’	Class	Tank	
Locomotive, from a Tenmille kit based on 
Playmobil chassis, finely made and finished in 
weathered BR black livery as no 30089 with 
early emblem, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £120-160

 811.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	0-8-0	‘Z’	Class	Tank	Locomotive, 
beautifully made and finished in BR 
weathered black livery as no 30950 with early 
motif, arranged with internal rechargeable 
battery, VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

812.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-LBSCR)	0-6-0	‘A1X’	Class	Tank	
Locomotive, finely made and finished in 
lightly-weathered BR lined black livery as no 
32662 with late totem, arranged for external 
power source in adjacent coach/van (not 
included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

813.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	(Ex-LMS)	2-6-2	‘Ivatt’	Class	Tank	
Locomotive, finely made and finished in 
lightly-weathered BR lined black livery as no 
41241 with late totem, arranged for external 
power source in adjacent coach/van (not 
included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

814.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LMS)	0-6-0	4F	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made and finished in 
BR plain black livery as no 44272 with late 
totem, arranged for external power source 
in adjacent coach/van (not included), VG-E, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-400

815.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-LMS)	4-4-0	2P	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made and finished in BR 
lined black livery as no 40697 with early motif, 
arranged with internal rechargeable battery, 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

816.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
LMS	4-6-0	‘Royal	Scot’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made by Alan Curtis (1989, no 
350290.3)and finished in pristine LMS lined 
crimson livery as no 6100 ‘Royal Scot’ in 
original parallel-boilered condition,  arranged 
for external power source in adjacent coach/
van (not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £350-500
 

817.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
LMS	4-6-2	‘Princess’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in BR lined 
crimson livery as no 46204 ‘Princess Louise’, 
with weathering to black areas, arranged for 
battery pack in tender (battery not included), 
VG-E, slight damage to front buffer beam, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600

818.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
LMS	4-6-2	‘Duchess’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in lightly-
weathered BR lined green livery as no 46230 
‘Duchess of Buccleuch’, arranged for battery 
pack in tender (battery not included), VG-E, 
slight damage to cab roof, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
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819.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
LMS	4-6-2	‘Coronation’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, finely made by Alan Curtis (1989) 
and finished in pristine LMS silver-lined blue 
livery as no 6220 ‘Coronation’ in original 
streamlined condition, arranged for radio-
controlled operation with built in rechargeable 
battery pack, VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-700
 

820.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-S&DJR	2-8-0	‘7F’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in BR plain 
black livery as no 53804 with early motif, 
arranged for radio-controlled operation with 
built in rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 
821.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	(Ex-GWR)	4-6-0	‘Hall’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, beautifully made and finished in 
weathered BR lined green livery as no 6924 
‘Grantley Hall’ with early motif, arranged 
for external power source, wiring appears 
incomplete, VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £350-500
 

822.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘West	Country’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, finely made by Alan Curtis and 
finished in early ‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ malachite 
green livery as no 21C102 ‘Salisbury’, arranged 
for radio-controlled operation with built in 
rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £400-600

827.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘West	Country’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender	by	Buxton	Model	Works, as 
rebuilt, finely made and finished in BR green 
livery as no 34034 ‘Honiton’, with late totem, 
arranged for radio-controlled operation with 
built in rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, some 
slight damages to footsteps and one pipe 
loose, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £350-500
 
828.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-LNER	2-6-2	‘V2’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in BR green 
livery as no 60835 ‘The Green Howards’, with 
late totem, arranged for battery pack in tender 
(battery not included), VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £350-500
 

829.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-LNER	4-6-0	‘B1’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in BR lined 
black livery as no 61032 ‘Stembok’, with early 
emblem, arranged for battery pack in tender 
(battery not included), VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £350-500
 
830.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-LNER	4-6-2	‘A3’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, beautifully made and finished in early 
‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ lined apple green livery 
as no 60043 ‘Brown Jack’, with 8-wheeled 
coal-rail tender, arranged for external power 
source in adjacent coach/van (not included), 
VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 
831.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-LNER	4-6-2	‘A2’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and well-finished in BR 
lined green livery as no 60532 ‘Blue Peter’, 
with non-corridor tender and late totem, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, two small re-touches to 
top of boiler, in bespoke wooden carrying case 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

 
823.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘West	Country’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, finely made and finished in 
heavily-weathered BR green livery as no 
34043 ‘Combe Martin’, with early emblem, 
arranged for radio-controlled operation with 
built in rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, 
in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £350-500
 
824.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘Battle	of	Britain’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, finely made and 
finished in weathered BR green livery as no 
34055 ‘Fighter Pilot’, with early emblem, 
arranged for battery pack in tender (battery 
not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £350-500
 

825.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘Merchant	Navy’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, an ‘unrebuilt’ 
example, finely made by Cherry Scale Models 
(No 17), and finished in BR green livery as no 
35028 ‘Clan Line’, with late totem, arranged 
for radio-controlled operation with built 
in rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, minor 
damage to front buffer beam, one footstep 
and one vacuum pipe detached, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £350-500
 

826.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Ex-SR	4-6-2	‘Merchant	Navy’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, as rebuilt, finely 
made and finished in BR green livery as no 
35005 ‘Canadian Pacific’, with late totem, 
arranged for radio-controlled operation with 
built in rechargeable battery pack, VG, front 
buffer beam detached and bent, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £350-500
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832.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	Ex-LNER	4-6-2	‘A4’	Class	Streamlined	
Locomotive	and	Tender, beautifully made 
and finished in early BR ‘Express’ lined blue 
livery as no 60010 ‘Dominion of Canada’, with 
corridor-fitted tender, arranged for external 
power source in adjacent coach/van (not 
included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden carrying 
case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-700
 
833.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	4-6-0	Standard	Class	4	Locomotive	and	
Tender, finely made and finished in weathered 
BR lined black livery as no 75069, with late 
totem, arranged for radio-controlled operation 
with built in rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, 
one crew member damaged, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £350-500
 

834.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	4-6-2	Standard	Class	7	‘Britannia’	
Locomotive	and	Tender, nicely made and 
finished in early-emblem BR lined green livery 
as no 70009 ‘Alfred the Great’, arranged for 
external power source in adjacent coach/
van (not included), VG-E, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

835.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	or	
Battery-electric	BR	4-6-2	Standard	Class	
8	‘Duke	of	Gloucester’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, nicely made and finished in late-
totem BR lined green livery as no 71000 
‘Duke of Gloucester’, with switchable 2-rail/
external power source in adjacent coach/van 
(not included) and operating Caprotti valve 
gear (tested okay), VG-E, some cab fittings 
loose, in bespoke wooden carrying case THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 

 
841.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	Electric	
Ex-LMS	0-6-0T	‘Jinty’	Class	Tank	Locomotive	
by	Bachmann	Brassworks	(SanCheng), finely 
made and finished in weathered BR early-
emblem plain black as no 47356, E, in original 
card box THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

842.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	Electric	
Ex-LMS	4-6-0	‘Jubilee’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender	by	Finescale	Brass	(SanCheng), finely 
made and finished in LMS crimson lake as no 
5690 ‘Leander’, E, in original card boxes with 
instructions (2) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-700
 

843.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	Electric	
LNER	4-6-2	‘A3’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender	by	L	H	Loveless, made in Korea by 
F M Models, finished in lined LNER apple 
green as no 2750 ‘Papyrus’, featuring 
working representation of inside motion and 
conjugated valve gear, with corridor tender, E, 
in original box, box G-VG, one split to top edge 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £1800-2500
 
844.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	Electric	
LNER	4-6-2	‘A4’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender	by	L	H	Loveless, made in Korea by 
F M Models, finished in LNER garter blue 
as no 4489 ‘Dominion of Canada’, featuring 
working representation of inside motion 
and conjugated valve gear, Canadian bell 
and opening smokebox front, with corridor 
tender and various detailing parts, VG-E, 
some tarnishing to tender baseplate edges, in 
substantial original wooden case, box G-VG, 
one split to top edge THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £1800-2500
 

836.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-WD	2-8-0	Class	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finely made and finished in heavily-weathered 
BR plain black livery as no 90362 with early 
emblem, arranged for battery pack in tender 
(battery not included), VG-E, one guard iron 
missing from pony truck, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £400-600
 
837.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
Ex-LNER	4-4-0	D16/2	‘Claud	Hamilton’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, possibly scratch-built, 
representing the loco as rebuilt with round-
topped firebox, and finished in BR lined black 
livery as no 62570, with late totem, arranged 
for external power source (tender wiring 
incomplete), VG, firebox wrapper appears 
slightly mis-shaped, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 

838.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-electric	
BR	‘Deltic’	Class	Co-Co	Diesel	Locomotive, 
finely made and finished in BR 2-tone green 
livery as no D9013 The Black Watch’, arranged 
for radio-controlled operation with built in 
rechargeable battery pack, VG-E, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £250-400
 
839.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Battery-
electric	BR	Class	02	0-4-0	Diesel	Shunting	
Locomotive, finely made and finished in BR 
green livery as no D2867, based on an LGB 
chassis, arranged for external battery pack 
in adjacent vehicle (not supplied), VG-E, in 
bespoke wooden carrying case THIS LOT 
ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £100-150
 
840.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-rail	Electric	
GWR	2-8-0	‘47xx’	Class	Locomotive	and	
Tender	by	Finescale	Model	Co, finely made 
and finished in GWR plain green livery as no 
4707, VG-E, slight damage to one cab handrail, 
in original card boxes (2) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £600-900
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845.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Radio-Control	
or	2-rail	Electric	5-car	‘Brighton	Belle’	
Pullman	Train	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made 
in Korea by F C Models, limited edition set 
110, finished in traditional Pullman Umber/
Cream livery, representing set 3052 with 
Motor Cars no 90 and 91, Kitchen 1st’s ‘Vera’ 
and ‘Audrey’, and Parlour 3rd Car no 87, all 
E (appear never run) in original boxes and 
complete with Peter Spoerer R/C control unit, 
instructions and smart charger unit, also E, 
unused (5 coaches + bag) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £3000-5000
 

846.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Radio-Control	
or	2-rail	Electric	5-car	‘Brighton	Belle’	
Pullman	Train	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made 
in Korea by F C Models, limited edition set 
106, finished in traditional Pullman Umber/
Cream livery, representing set 3053 with 
Motor Cars no 92 and 93, Kitchen 1st’s ‘Mona’ 
and ‘Gwen’, and Parlour 3rd Car no 85, all 
E (appear never run) in original boxes and 
complete with Peter Spoerer R/C control unit, 
instructions and smart charger unit, also E, 
unused (5 coaches + bag) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £3000-5000
 
847.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘Lucille’	(1a)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

848.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘Zena’	(1a)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
849.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘No	73’	(1d)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
850.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘No	74’	(1d)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

851.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘No	77’	(1e)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500

 

852.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘No	78’	(1e)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
853.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘Cynthia’	(2b)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made 
in Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

854.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘Fingall’	(2b)	by	Golden	Age	Models, Made in 
Korea by F M Models, finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detail and working table lamps, E (appears 
never run) in original box, box VG- E, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
855.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘The	New	Century	Bar’	(2d)	by	Golden	Age	
Models, Made in Korea by F M Models, 
finished in traditional Pullman Umber/Cream 
livery, with interior detail and working table 
lamps, E (appears never run) in original box, 
box VG- E, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 
856.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
‘Devon	Belle	Observation	Car’	(3b)	by	Golden	
Age	Models, Made in Korea by F M Models, 
finished in traditional Pullman Umber/Cream 
livery, with interior detail and working table 
lamps, E (appears never run) in original box, 
box VG- E, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

Lot 856
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857.	 A	9-coach	Rake	of	Gauge	I	Finescale	
‘Coronation	Scot’	Coaches, by unknown 
maker, finished in silver-lined blue livery, with 
interior detail and passengers, comprising 
brake/1st no 5052, Corridor 1st no 1069, 1st 
Restaurant no 7507, Kitchen Car no 30086, 
Open 3rd no 8961, Open 3rd no 8993, 
Kitchen Car no 30084, 3rd class Restaurant 
car no 8996 and brake 3rd no 5812, all VG-E, 
slight tarnishing/discolouration to silver 
roofs, in original boxes, boxes G-VG (9) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £600-900
 
858.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	‘Perseus’	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, VG-E in original box, 
box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
859.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	‘Cygnus’	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, VG-E in original box, 
box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

860.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	Kitchen	‘Audrey’	by	J	&	
M	Models	(Dorset), finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detailing and buckeye couplers, VG-E in 
original box, box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
861.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	‘Zena’	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, VG-E in original box, 
box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
862.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	‘Ann’	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, VG-E in original box, 
box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

869.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Midland	
Railway	Clerestory-roof	Brake/1st/3rd	
Composite	Coach	by	Lawrence	Scale	Models, 
finished in MR lined crimson lake livery as 
no 3301, with interior detailing, plaque to 
underside indicates completion 30/1/95, 
VG-E, faint rusting to wheel treads, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

870.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	LMS	Brake/1st	
Coach	by	Lawrence	Scale	Models, finished 
by D Studley in LMS lined crimson lake livery 
as no 18503, with interior detailing, plaque 
to underside indicates completion 19/1/95, 
VG-E, faint rusting to wheel treads, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

871.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	LMS	3rd	Class	
Dining	Car	by	Finescale	Locomotive	Co, 
finished in LMS lined crimson lake livery as 
no 8998, with interior detailing and tables 
laid for dinner, plaque to underside indicates 
construction no 729, VG-E, faint rusting to 
wheel treads, some tiny paint chips around 
cantrail fixings, in original box, box G, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

872.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	GWR	‘Super	
Saloon’	Dining	Car	by	Finescale	Locomotive	
Co, finished in GWR chocolate and cream 
livery as no 9117 ‘Princess Royal’, with interior 
detailing and tables laid for dinner, plaque to 
underside indicates construction no 810, E, 
in original box, box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 

863.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	1st	
Class	Parlour	Car	Kitchen	‘Lydia’	by	J	&	
M	Models	(Dorset), finished in traditional 
Pullman Umber/Cream livery, with interior 
detailing and buckeye couplers, VG-E in 
original box, box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
864.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	
Brake/3rd	Class	Car	No	41	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing, 
6-wheel bogies and buckeye couplers, VG-E 
in original box, box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
865.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	Car	
No	68	Third	Class	by	J	&	M	Models	(Dorset), 
finished in traditional Pullman Umber/Cream 
livery, with interior detailing and buckeye 
couplers, VG-E in original box, box F, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
866.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	
Brake/3rd	Class	Car	No	54	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, VG-E in original box, 
box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

867.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Pullman	
Brake/3rd	Class	Car	No	27	by	J	&	M	Models	
(Dorset), finished in traditional Pullman 
Umber/Cream livery, with interior detailing 
and buckeye couplers, appears to have lighting 
from R/C batteries, VG-E, roof securing 
screws missing, in original box, box F, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300

868.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	2-Car	BR	
Southern	Region	2-BIL	Electric	Unit	No	2090, 
finished in SR green, with rechargeable battery 
pack to brake/3rd unit S10656S, and driving 
trailer S12123S, both with detailed interiors 
and passengers, both VG, wheels indicate 
considerable running, in bespoke wooden 
carrying box, box F, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £400-600
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873.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	Ex-GWR	Postal	
Stowage	Van	by	Finescale	Locomotive	Co, 
finished in BR (WR) crimson as no W1170W 
(W117W to opposite side!) and lettered for 
the Paddington-Penzance service, plaque 
to underside indicates construction no 795, 
VG-E, faint rusting to wheel treads and axles, 
in original box, box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300

874.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	Mk	1	BG	
Van	by	SanCheng	(China)	for	Tower	Models, 
finished in BR (LMR) ‘blood & custard’ livery 
as no M80531, E, in original box, box VG, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
875.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	Mk	1	First	
Class	Sleeping	Car	by	David	J	Parkins, finished 
in BR (LMR) crimson as no M2109, VG, some 
small damp marks to paintwork and window 
glazings, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

876.	 A	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(EX-LSWR)	
Two-car	Pull-Push	Set, finished in BR (SR) 
green as driving brake/3rd no S3070S and 
1st/3rd composite trailer no S4752S, with 
interior detailing and passengers, both 
VG-E, some small marks to roofs (2) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-400
 
877.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(EX-
LSWR)	Non-Corridor	Coaches, possibly by 
J&M Models, finished in BR (SR) green as 
3rd class no S5048 and brake/3rd no S2948, 
with interior detailing and passengers (one 
or two loose inside), both VG-E (2) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £300-400

882.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(WR)	
Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	Makers, all in 
BR ‘blood & custard’ red/cream, comprising 
brake/3rd no W4915, 1st/3rd composite 
W6065, brake/3rd W618, and BR Mark 1 full 
brake (BG) no W80658 with provision for 
battery feed to locos (battery not included), 
all with excellent interior detailing and 
passengers, some fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ 
couplers, all VG, 2 with corridor connections 
detached and supplied in box (4, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £500-800
 
883.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(LMR)	
Mark	1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	
Makers, two in BR ‘blood & custard’ red/
cream, comprising brake 3rd’s nos M5769M 
and M21063, together with crimson 1st class 
M7555M and 3rd class M1668M, all with 
excellent interior detailing and passengers, all 
except two ends fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ 
couplers, all VG-E (4, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 

884.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	
Mark	1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	
Makers, all in Southern Region green, 
comprising brake/3rd’s nos S4001S, S4305S 
and S4342S, together with 1st/3rd composite 
S5860S, all with excellent interior detailing 
and passengers, all except three ends 
fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ couplers, all 
VG, some damages to corridor connections 
(4, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 
885.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	Mark	
1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	Makers, 
all in Southern Region green, comprising 
brake/3rd no S3975S, brake 1st/3rd 
composites no’s S6709S and S6712S, together 
with 3rd class S72S, all with excellent interior 
detailing and passengers, all except three 
ends fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ couplers, 
all VG, some damage to corridor connections 
(4, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 

 
878.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(EX-
LSWR)	Non-Corridor	Coaches, possibly 
by J&M Models, finished in BR (SR) green 
as 1st/3rd class composite no S605 and 
brake/3rd no S2971, with interior detailing 
and passengers (one or two loose inside), 
both VG-E (2) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £300-400
 

879.	 A	Rake	of	Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	
GWR	Churchward	‘Toplight’	Corridor	
Coaches	by	Badger	Coaches, actually built by 
Stevenson Carriages, comprising diagram K18 
Passenger Luggage Van no 248, D47 brake/3rd 
no 2346, E88 1st/3rd composite no 7561, and 
similar no 7569, all in chocolate/cream livery 
with extensive lining, interior detailing and 
passengers, all fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ 
couplers, all VG-E (4, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 
880.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	GWR	
Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	Makers, 
comprising ‘Dreadnought’ brake/1st/3rd 
composite no 7672 and Restaurant Car 
no 9561, with clerestory-roofed Luggage/
Brake/3rd no 3453, all in GWR 1908-21 era 
crimson lake livery, together with clerestory 
3rd class no 3245 in chocolate/cream livery 
with extensive lining, all with excellent interior 
detailing and passengers, all fitted with Kadee 
‘buckeye’ couplers, all VG-E (4, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £500-800

881.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(WR)	
Mark	1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	
Makers, all in BR ‘blood & custard’ red/
cream, comprising Restaurant Car W1014, 
Kitchen Car W8007, 3rd/restaurant W1012, 
and 1st/3rd composite no W15611, all with 
excellent interior detailing and passengers, all 
fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ couplers, all VG-E 
(4, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £500-800
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886.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	Mark	
1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Unknown	Makers, 
all in Southern Region green, comprising 
brake/3rd’s nos S34263 and S4342S, 1st/3rd 
composite no S5768S and all-3rd no S1506, 
all with excellent interior detailing and 
passengers, all except one end fitted with 
Kadee ‘buckeye’ couplers, all VG, some 
damage to corridor connections (4, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £500-800
 
887.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	Mark	
1	Corridor	Coaches	by	Various	Makers, all in 
Southern Region green, a Buffet Car no S1851 
by David J Parkins, together with unknown 
builder suburban stock comprising all-1st no 
S7230S, all-3rd no S2356S and brake/3rd no 
S3796S, all with excellent interior detailing 
and passengers, all except one end fitted 
with Kadee ‘buckeye’ couplers, all VG-E 
(4, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 

888.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	
Corridor	Coaches	by	Various	Makers, three 
in Southern Region green, mark 1 all-3rd 
no S68S, Maunsell 1st Class Restaurant Car 
S7943S and open 3rd no S1374S, together 
with ‘blood & custard’ brake/1st/3rd 
composite no S212S, all with excellent interior 
detailing and passengers, all fitted with Kadee 
‘buckeye’ couplers, all VG-E (4, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £500-800
 

893.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR(SR)	Post	
Office	Mail	Sorting	Vans, both in Southern 
Region green, as nos S4919S and S4957S, with 
off-set corridor connections, both VG-E, both 
fitted with screw-link couplers (2, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £300-400
 
894.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR(LMR)	
Passenger	Brake	(BG)	Vans, both in LMR 
crimson, as nos M81537 and M80726, both 
with corridor connections and the former 
with provision for battery power unit to drive 
locomotives (no batteries included), both 
VG-E, both fitted with screw-link couplers 
(2, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
895.	 Three	Gauge	I	Finescale	Southern	
Railway	4-wheel	Coaches, all in lined SR 
green, as ‘birdcage’ brake/3rd’s nos 130 and 
149, with 1st/3rd composite no 768, all with 
interior detailing and passengers, VG-E, fitted 
with screw-link couplers (3, in two card boxes) 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £150-250
 

896.	 Three	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	
(Southern	Region)	4-wheel	PMV/CCT	Vans, all 
in weathered BR(SR) green, PMV’s nos S1607 
and S1284S, together with CCT no S2500S, all 
with ‘chalked’ inscriptions, VG-E, fitted with 
screw-link couplers (3, in two card boxes) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £150-250
 
897.	 Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(Southern	
Region)	Non-corridor	Coach	and	GWR	Bullion	
Van, the coach in weathered BR(SR) red as no 
S625, with interior detailing and passengers, 
together with GWR crimson ‘Bullion Van’ 
no 820, fitted with battery compartment for 
adjoining locomotive (battery not included), 
both VG-E, fitted with screw-link couplers (2, 
in card boxes) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £150-250
 

889.	 Four	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	(SR)	
Corridor	Coaches	by	Various	Makers, three in 
Southern Region green, brake/3rd no S6523S, 
Maunsell Brake/3rd S3182S and matchboard-
sided corridor 3rd no S1015, together with 
‘blood & custard’ brake/1st/3rd composite no 
S6629 with ‘birdcage’ roof, all with excellent 
interior detailing and passengers, all except 
two brake ends fitted with Kadee ‘buckeye’ 
couplers, all VG-E (4, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £500-800
 

890.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	Coaching	
Stock, a GUV van in Western Region crimson 
as no W86470, VG-E, one small chip to 
each side, and Gresley Brake/3rd E1480E in 
weathered ‘blood & custard’ livery, G-VG, both 
fitted with screw-link couplers (2, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300

891.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR(SR)	Utility	
Vans, both in Southern Region green, as no 
S2370 with corridor connections and provision 
for battery power unit to drive locomotives 
(no batteries included), together with GUV van 
S4583S in weathered condition with ‘chalked’ 
destination inscriptions, both VG-E, one with 
belt-drive (dummy) generator detached, both 
fitted with screw-link couplers (2, in bespoke 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
892.	 Two	Gauge	I	Finescale	BR	‘Coaching	
Stock’	Vans, both in weathered crimson, ex-
LMS BG as M31239M a and ex-GWR ‘Siphon 
G’, both with corridor connections, the latter 
with ‘chalked’ destination inscriptions, both 
VG-E, both fitted with screw-link couplers 
(2, in bespoke wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
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898.	 Gauge	I	Finescale	Kit-built	6-wheel	
Milk	Tankers, comprising two in Express Dairy 
black, no 44191 clean and S4176 weathered, 
together with United Dairies silver no 44002 
and Independent Milk Supplies brown no 
44276, all VG-E, fitted with screw-link couplers 
(4, in 2 card boxes) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
899.	 Five	Gauge	I	Finescale	Oil	Tankers	
by	SanCheng	for	Fine	Scale	Brass/Tower	
Brass, all in weathered state, comprising two 
in Shell/BP black, two Esso black, and one 
Admiralty Naval Store Dept, all VG-E, fitted 
with 3-link couplers, in original boxes (5) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 
900.	 Five	Gauge	I	Finescale	Oil	Tankers	
by	SanCheng	for	Fine	Scale	Brass/Tower	
Brass, all in weathered state, comprising two 
in Shell/BP black, one Esso black and one 
yellow, and one Admiralty Naval Store Dept, 
all VG-E, fitted with 3-link couplers, in original 
boxes (5) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
 

901.	 Gauge	I	Finescale	Oil	Tankers	and	
Mineral	Wagons	by	The	Gauge	1	Model	
Company, all in weathered state, comprising 
one Shell, one BP and one Esso tank wagons 
(all in silver), together with three weathered 
grey BR 16T mineral wagons, all VG-E, fitted 
with 3-link couplers, in original boxes (6) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-350
 
902.	 Gauge	I	Finescale	Mineral	Wagons	
by	The	Gauge	1	Model	Company, all in 
weathered state, six grey BR 16T mineral 
wagons, all VG-E, fitted with 3-link couplers, in 
original boxes (6) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £250-350
 

903.	 Sixteen	Finely-built	Gauge	I	BR-era	
Freight	wagons, all in weathered condition 
and most in BR grey, including one 16T 
mineral wagon and three 21T minerals, five 
7-plank open wagons, two 5-plank and one 
3-plank, one ‘Tube’ wagon, one 30T bogie 
bolster, together with Private Owner coal/coke 
wagons in Manners and Coalite liveries, both 
heavily weathered with excellent detailing, all 
VG-E (16, in one large wooden carrying case) 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

904.	 Twelve	Finely-built	Gauge	I	BR-era	
Freight	wagons, all in weathered condition 
and most in BR bauxite-brown, including four 
‘Conflat’ wagons (each with different type of 
container), four wooden vent vans and one 
steel-bodied, a ‘Fruit D’ passenger van (in red 
livery), a double-ended brake van, and a long 
wheelbase flat wagon with two Morris Minor 
pickups as load, all VG-E (12, in one large 
wooden carrying case) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £300-500
 
905.	 Eleven	Finely-built	Gauge	I	BR-era	
Freight	wagons, all in weathered condition 
and most in BR bauxite-brown, including 
two 5-plank open wagons with hoods, two 
meat vans, two white refrigerator vans, 
two other vent vans, a long wheelbase van, 
an ex-LMS double-ended brake van, and a 
crimson 4-wheeled CCT van M94291, all VG-E 
(11, in one large wooden carrying case) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £250-400
 
906.	 Five	Kit-built	Gauge	I	Finescale	
Wagons,  all in weathered condition, 
comprising ex-GWR ‘Toad’ brake van W56831 
and BR double-ended brake van B951480 in 
grey, vent vans S45583 in grey and B768450 in 
bauxite, these two fitted for battery-carrying, 
and a Lowmac wagon S61090 with finely-
made Aveling & Porter Steam Roller as load, 
all VG-E (5 in 2 card boxes) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £120-180
 
907.	 Four	Kit-built	Gauge	I	Finescale	
Wagons,  all in weathered condition, 
comprising ex-GWR ‘Toad’ brake van W56449 
and ex-SR double-ended brake van S55842 in 
grey, a Shell/BP oil tanker no 126 in grubby 
black, and a Weltrol wagon W41973 in grey 
with a Lancashire Boiler as load, all VG-E (4 in 
2 card boxes) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £120-180
 

908.	 A	Box	of	Assorted	Gauge	1	Carriage	
Destination	and	Locomotive	Headboards, 
coach boards including Devon Belle, 
Bournemouth Belle, The Cunarder in brown, 
Ocean Liner Express, Bournemouth Belle, 
Bournemouth Limited and others in green, 
various others on crimson plates and more 
on white, together with ‘The Devon Belle’ 
loco headboard and smokebox ‘wings’ (for a 
Bulleid Pacific) in red/brass and two different 
green ‘Bournemouth Belle’ headboards, all 
VG-E (qty) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £70-100

MODERN	GAUGE	1
 

909.	 A	Bockholt/Fulgurex	Gauge	I	ÖBB	
Class	214	2-8-4	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
finished in plain black as no 214.10, a Wien-
Floridsdorf product of 1936, the model 
designed for 12v DC operation and is serial 
no 21 of a batch to the order of Fulgurex, 
and supplied in 1986; with  a purpose-made 
wooden carrying case - useful as the model 
weighs 11kg, VG-E  £5000-6000
 

910.	 A	Limited	Edition	Bockholt	Gauge	
I	Danish	State	Railways	4-6-2	Locomotive	
and	Tender, LE no 136, a very finely-detailed 
model of a Frichs-built Pacific of the 4-cylinder 
1948 series, DSB Nr 994 E, in Prussian Blue 
livery, complete with inside and outside 
motion, backhead details, compensated 
suspension, brake pump, lubricators and 
pipework, the locomotive appears to be 
arranged for battery operation, the bogie 
tender having a charging socket and three 
control switches, overall G-VG, has seen 
moderate use, some minor bending to some 
handrails and smaller parts (2) £2000-3000
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911.	 A	Bockholt	Gauge	I	SNCF	4-8-2	
class	241A	Locomotive	and	Tender, a very 
finely-detailed model of a Fives-Lille 4-cylinder 
‘Mountain’ class built 1931, as SNCF N0 
241.A.65 ‘Chaumont’, in red-lined green livery, 
complete with inside and outside motion, 
backhead details, compensated suspension, 
brake pump, lubricators and pipework, the 
locomotive appears to be arranged for battery 
operation, the bogie tender no 35C 41 having 
a charging socket and two control switches, 
overall G-VG, has seen moderate use, some 
minor bending to some handrails, steps and 
smaller parts, some modifications made to 
wiring, coupling pin to tender and small link 
from left side rear driving wheel missing (2)
 £3000-5000
 

912.	 A	Limited	Edition	Bockholt	for	
Fulgurex	Gauge	I	SNCF	2-8-2	class	141R	
Locomotive	and	Tender, LE no 4, a very 
finely-detailed model of a Lima Locomotive 
Works (USA) oil-fired ‘Mikado’, as SNCF 
N0 141.R.1115, in red-lined green livery, 
complete with outside motion, backhead 
details, compensated suspension, brake pump 
and pipework, the locomotive appears to 
be arranged for battery operation, the bogie 
tender no 30R 1115 having a charging socket 
and two control switches, overall G-VG, has 
seen moderate use, some minor bending 
to handrails, steps and smaller parts, some 
modifications made to wiring, slight paint loss 
to edges of smoke deflectors and chimney (2)
 £2000-3000

913.	 An	Aristocraft	American	Gauge	I	
GE	U25-B	Diesel	Locomotive, ref ART 22113, 
Bo-Bo no 638 in Union Pacific yellow/red/grey 
livery, VG-E in original box, box G £100-140
 

914.	 Aristocraft	American	Gauge	I	
Freight	Stock, three tank cars, ref 41603 in 
AT&SF colours, 41604 UP, 41607 Esso, with 
UP Stock Car ref 41603 and UP Caboose ref 
42113, all VG-E, boxes G-VG, with an unboxed 
short AT&SF box car by Scientific Toys Ltd, F (6)
 £100-140
 
915.	 An	Aristocraft	American	Gauge	
I	USRA	‘Mallet’	2-8-8-2	Locomotive	and	
Tender, ref ART 21603, the locomotive in 
Union Pacific black livery with running number 
3670, with 12-wheel Vanderbilt tender, both 
VG-E in original boxes, boxes VG in original 
mailing cartons (2) £350-500
 

916.	 A	Bachmann	American	Gauge	I	
4-6-0	Baldwin	Steam	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
in Durango & Silverton yellow/black livery as 
no 179, with bogie tender, for 2-rail operation, 
VG, rear tender coupler missing, in non-
original boxes (2) £80-120
 

917.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	
Restaurant	First	Open	Coach	by	Bowande, in 
BR red/cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as no 
W7, made 2014, unused, E, box VG £300-400
 
918.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	
Brake/2nd	Corridor	Coach	by	Bowande, in 
BR red/cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as no 
E35239, made 2014, unused, E, box VG
 £300-400
 
919.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	2nd	
Class	Corridor	Coach	by	Bowande, in BR red/
cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as no E25347, 
made 2014, unused, E, box G, faded £300-400
 

920.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	1st	
Class	Corridor	Coach	by	Bowande, in BR red/
cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as no E13181, 
made 2014, unused, E, box G, faded £300-400
 
921.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	2nd	
Class	Open	Coach	by	Bowande, in BR red/
cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as E4686, made 
2014, unused, E, box G, faded £300-400
 

922.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	BR	Mk1	2nd	
Class	Open	Coach	by	Bowande, in BR red/
cream ‘blood & custard’ livery as E4686, made 
2014, unused, E, box G, faded £300-400
 

923.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	2-rail	Rebuilt	
‘Royal	Scot’	Class	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, built by Mike Danby from a brass 
or nickel-silver kit, and finely finished in 
late-totem BR green as no 46107 ‘Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlander’, with double chimney, 
overall VG, right-side rear tender steps 
detached £1000-1500
 

924.	 A	Finescale	Gauge	I	Radio-
Controlled	‘Peppercorn’	A1	Class	4-6-2	
Locomotive	and	Tender, with control gear by 
Peter Spoerer, the locomotive from a brass or 
nickel-silver kit, and nicely finished in early-
totem BR green as no 60139 ‘Sea Eagle’, with 
double chimney and ‘Banjo’ dome, eight-
wheeled non-corridor tender with battery and 
charging socket, with R/C control unit, overall 
G-VG, both cylinders with paintwork damaged 
by old wrapping residue (2 inc R/C controller)
 £600-800
 
925.	 A	Gauge	I	Kit-built	(Lasercraft)	LNER	
Gresley	3rd-Class	Coach, in LNER ‘teak’ livery 
as no 5509, with detachable roof and fine 
interior detailing, fitted with buckeye couplers, 
VG, corridor connections missing £150-250
 
926.	 A	Märklin	Gauge	I	‘Rolling	Road’	
Test	Unit	and	Crest	Power	Supply, Märklin 
ref 59931 test bed with two additional roller 
units, in original box mit instructions, VG, box 
G-VG, together with a Crest Electronics (USA) 
Power supply with switchable outputs of 
13.8V at 20 A or 22.0v at 13A, and a matching 
controller for up to 10amp control, both G, 
includes UK-type mains cable (4)   £60-80
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927.	 Gauge	I	Straight	Track	by	Tenmille	
Products, a dozen 3-foot lengths with brass 
rail on brown sleepers, VG-E, appears unused, 
requires fishplates (12) £50-70
 
928.	 Märklin	Gauge	I	Continental	
4-wheeled	Freight	Stock, comprising ref 5894 
Avia and 5898 Texaco tank wagons, 58203 
open wagon with green ‘glass’ load, in original 
boxes, and a RIV van in brown possibly in non-
original but similar box, all VG, boxes VG (4) 
 £100-150

929.	 An	Aristocraft	Trains	Gauge	I	
American	FA-1	Diesel	Locomotive, ref 22006, 
in Pennsylvania RR ‘5-stripe’ Tuscan red as No 
9626, E, complete with operating instructions 
in original box, box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £70-100
 
930.	 A	USA	Trains	Gauge	I	American	
NW-2	Diesel	Shunting	Locomotive, ref 
R22007, in Union Pacific yellow/red/grey 
as No 1026, E, complete with operating 
instructions and alternative couplers in 
original box, box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £70-100
 

931.	 A	Railway	Express	Agency	Gauge	
I	American	FA-1	Diesel	Locomotive, ref 
REA22003, in Baltimore & Ohio blue/grey/
black as No 2003, E, complete with operating 
instructions in original box, box VG, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £70-100
 

932.	 A	Modified	SanCheng	Gauge	
1	Finescale	GWR	0-6-0	Pannier	Tank	
Locomotive, in GWR green as no 3651, 
appears modified for radio control operation, 
but lacking hand controller, otherwise G-VG, 
unboxed (should readily restore to standard 
2-rail operation) £150-200

933.	 A	Kit-built	Gauge	1	Finescale	GWR	
2-4-0	Tank	Locomotive, from a brass kit, 
finished in GWR green as no 343, appears 
arranged for battery power with radio control 
operation of speed and front (buckeye) 
coupler, includes battery pack in boiler but 
lacking hand controller, otherwise G, unboxed
 £150-200
 
934.	 Two	Freelance	Gauge	1	Finescale	
‘GWR’	Diesel	Locomotives, comprising a 
green 0-4-0DS No 6, on Playmobil chassis, and 
a single-ended track maintenance vehicle with 
streamlined cab to one end and open body to 
the other, finished in grey as GWR no 24, both 
incorporating battery packs and radio control 
equipment, both G, both lack hand controllers 
(2) £120-160
 

935.	 A	Scratchbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	
GWR	Streamlined	Diesel	Parcels	Railcar, in 
the original streamlined style and finished 
in chocolate and cream as no 17, fitted with 
radio control equipment for battery operation, 
motor drive to one axle only, G, lacks hand 
controller and battery pack £120-160
 
936.	 A	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	GWR	
Autocoach, made and finished to a very good 
standard in chocolate and cream as no 179, 
fitted with battery lighting, interior detailing 
and passengers, VG £100-140
 

937.	 Another	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	
GWR	Autocoach, made and finished to a very 
good standard in chocolate and cream as 
no 163, fitted with battery lighting, interior 
detailing and passengers, VG £100-140
 

938.	 Two	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	
GWR	Coaches, made and finished to a very 
good standard in chocolate and cream, 
comprising 1st/3rd corridor composite no 
7812, and Slip Coach no 8900, both fitted 
with interior detailing and passengers, the 
Slip coach with radio-operated slip coupling, 
both VG but lacking R/C controller (2, in useful 
carrying box) £150-200
 
939.	 Two	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	
GWR	Coaches, made and finished to a very 
good standard in chocolate and cream, 
comprising 1st/3rd corridor composites nos 
7234 and 7823, both fitted with interior 
detailing and passengers, one with battery 
lighting, both VG (2, in useful carrying box)
 £150-200
 

940.	 Two	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	
GWR	Coaches, made and finished to a very 
good standard in chocolate and cream, 
comprising 1st/3rd corridor composite no 
7812, with brake/3rd no 3406, both fitted with 
interior detailing and battery lighting, both VG 
(2, in card boxes) £150-200
 
941.	 Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	GWR	
Freight	Stock, made and finished to a very 
good standard in shades of grey, comprising 
cattle wagon with 4 cows (one with horns), 
vent van, Toad brake van, two open coal 
wagons with track cleaning pads fitted, a 
shunter’s truck (marked ‘Exeter St David’s’ to 
one side and ‘Buggleskelly’ to the other), and 
a ‘Macaw’ bogie van, fitted internally with a 
radio-controlled ‘Regner’ pump, fluid tank 
and other equipment, possibly for water or 
methylated spirit replenishment, but lacks R/C 
controller, otherwise all VG (7) £150-200
 
942.	 A	Kitbuilt	Gauge	1	Finescale	GWR	
Operating	TPO	Mail	Coach	Accessories	and	
Track, made and finished to a very good 
standard in chocolate and cream as no 814, 
with R/C servos to open doors and open 
catching net, control equipment appears 
incomplete and missing hand controller, 
together with the trackside mailbag support, 
a double signal, telephone box, various figures 
and other lineside/platform accessories, and a 
box containing approx 6 metre-lengths gauge 
I flexitrack by Tenmille Products, all G-VG (qty 
in 3 boxes) £150-200
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943.	 A	Gauge	1	Battery-powered	
Radio-controlled	GWR	2-4-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, rebuilt from an older clockwork 
locomotive, refinished in GWR green as 
no 213, now arranged for battery power 
with Peter Spoerer radio control operation, 
includes battery pack, speed controller and 
recharge point in tender, and including hand 
controller, G-VG, tested ok (3) £150-200
 

944.	 A	Kit-built	Gauge	1	Battery-
powered	Radio-controlled	GWR	0-6-0	
Pannier	Tank	Locomotive, well made and 
finished in GWR green as no 2794, with 
built-in rechargeable battery pack and Peter 
Spoerer radio control operation, including 
hand controller, VG, tested ok (2, in plastic 
carry-case) £200-250
 
945.	 An	Unpowered	Kit-built	Gauge	1	
Finescale	GWR	Sharp	Stewart	2-4-0	Tank	
Locomotive, from a brass kit, painted in green 
with GWR-type numberplate 1384 and open-
sided cab, F-G, lacks motor or other running 
gear, unboxed £70-100

G	SCALE
 
946.	 A	LGB	G	Scale	Krauss	0-4-0	Tank	
Locomotive, ref 2120D, in red-lined green 
and black livery as No 2 ‘Stainz’, VG, very light 
wear to pick-up shoes, small part of whistle 
detached, in non-original box £60-80
 

947.	 A	Bachmann	Spectrum	Series	
G	Scale	2-truck	36-ton	‘Shay’	Logging	
Locomotive, ref 81198, in black Ely-Thomas 
Lumber Co livery as No 5, E, complete with 
instructions and VHS video in original box, box 
VG THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £120-160

 948.	 A	Bachmann	Spectrum	Series	G	
Scale	2-truck	‘Climax’	Logging	Locomotive, 
ref 81180, in black Pardee & Curtin Lumber Co 
livery as No 6, E, complete with instructions 
and VHS video in original box, box VG THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 

949.	 A	Bachmann	Spectrum	Series	G	
Scale	2-4-4T	‘Forney’		Tank	Locomotive, ref 
80999, in un-decalled black, E, complete with 
detailing and operating instructions in original 
box, box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 
950.	 A	Bachmann	Spectrum	Series	G	
Scale	4-4-0	‘Centennial’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, ref 81394, in un-decalled black, E, 
complete with operating instructions and 
VHS video in original box, box VG, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 

951.	 A	Bachmann	Spectrum	Series	G	
Scale	2-6-0	‘Mogul’	Locomotive	and	Tender, 
ref 81496, in Yellow Pine Lumber Co black, 
E, complete with operating instructions 
and VHS video in original box, box VG, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 
952.	 Another	Bachmann	Spectrum	
Series	G	Scale	2-6-0	‘Mogul’	Locomotive	and	
Tender, ref 81496, in Yellow Pine Lumber Co 
black, E, complete with operating instructions 
in original box, box G, a little grubby, THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 
953.	 A	Berlyn	Locomotive	Works	
‘Premier	Series’	G	Scale	4-6-0	Locomotive	
and	Tender, class T-19, solidly built in brass 
and finished in Rio Grande Southern black 
with green boiler as no 20, appears fitted with 
sound (with user’s manual), E, complete with 
builders plaque dated 2000 in original box, 
box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £300-500
 

954.	 A	LGB	G	Scale	Porter	American	
0-4-0	Tank	Locomotive, ref 2177D, in Iron 
Mountain Co black with white detailing as no 
2 ‘Helena’, E, appears unused, in original box, 
box VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £60-90
 

955.	 An	Accucraft	Trains	G	Scale	2-8-0	
Locomotive	and	Tender, ref AL88 - 119A, 
with serial no 015, solidly built and finished 
in DSP&P black/brown as no 191, G-VG, 
evidence of fatigue to left side of die-cast 
gear case, otherwise unused, complete with 
instructions and carrying frame in original 
boxes, boxes  VG (2) THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 
956.	 An	Accucraft	Trains	‘Silver	Stream’	
Series	G	Scale	2-8-2	‘Mudhen’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, solidly built and finished in Rio 
Grande black/silver as no 463, VG, never more 
than test-run, complete with carrying frame 
in original boxes with instructions, boxes 
VG, together with a boxed Accucraft 11-720 
‘Mudhen’ Snowplough, VG-E, and two LGB 
containers, all within the tender box (2+ items 
inside) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 
20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300

957.	 An	Accucraft	Trains	G	Scale	2-8-0	
Locomotive	and	Tender, limited edition no 
076/100, solidly built and finished in D&RGW 
yellow/black/silver as no 268, VG, never 
more than test-run, one small plate detached 
from tender,  in metal carrying case with 
instructions, case VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE
 £200-300
 

958.	 An	Accucraft	Trains	G	Scale	
‘Galloping	Goose’	Railcar, ref 8130, in Rio 
Grande Southern silver as No 2, E, complete 
with operating instructions in original box, box 
VG, THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% 
OF THE HAMMER PRICE £200-300
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 959.	 American	Model	Supply	G	Scale	
Narrow	Gauge	‘Jackson	Sharp’	Coaching	
Stock, two cars, both ref AM54-010G, in un-
lettered green livery, both E, in original boxes, 
boxes VG (2) THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT 
AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE £120-160
 
960.	 American	G	Scale	Narrow	Gauge	
Rolling	Stock	by	Bachmann	AMS	and	Others, 
comprising Bachmann Spectrum 88397 
D&RGW flat car, 98490 log car, an AMS 
40’ Steel Reefer and short Flat Car, and an 
Aristocraft caboose in Shelter Bay brown, 
all VG-E, in original boxes, boxes VG (5) THIS 
LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE 
HAMMER PRICE £100-140
 

961.	 A	Delton	Locomotive	Works	G	Scale	
Mack	Railcar, stock ref 2264-R, in un-lettered 
red/black livery, VG-E, in original box, box G, 
THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF 
THE HAMMER PRICE £150-200

WIDE	GAUGES	LIVE	STEAM	
AND	LARGER	MODELS

 
962.	 An	Incomplete	3½”	Gauge	Hornby	
Live	Steam	‘Rocket’	Set	G104	Coach	and	
Points, the G100 set containing ‘Rocket’ 
Locomotive and tender, with approximately 
half of the original track, F-G, generally grubby 
lacks gas bottle, spanner and other small 
accessories, together with a G104 coach with 
‘Traveller’ transfers applied (others included in 
box), G, generally dusty, and G103 box of two 
‘Y’ points, G-VG, boxes F-G, some fading and 
tears (3 boxes) £100-140
 

963.	 An	Early	(circa	1905-8)	Bing	Gauge	
I	0-4-0	Live	Steam	Locomotive	and	Tender, in 
uncommon LSWR light green livery as no 595, 
with twin piston-valve cylinders and reversing 
from cab or track, whistle, safety valve and 
original 3-wick burner, overall P-F, one front 
buffer missing and one tender buffer broken, 
front coupler broken, chimney top and oil filler 
cap missing, one axle-set and coupler drop-
link missing from tender, general scorching/
heat damage to loco splashers/footplate and 
distortion to cab roof (2) £300-500
 

964.	 An	Early	Schoenner	Gauge	II	(2”	
gauge)	4-4-0	Live	Steam	Locomotive	and	
Tender, actually a 4-2-2-0 with non-coupled 
driving wheels, featuring brass boiler and 
wheels, twin outside cylinders with eccentric-
driven piston valves, steam regulator/
reverser in dome with rod operation from 
cab, complete with whistle, safety valve and 
original 5-wick burner, glass water gauge to 
backhead, and cylinder drain cocks to the 
front of each cylinder, with tender, finished 
in 2-tone green with red lining (possibly 
representing SE&CR livery but not lettered 
as such), overall F, dent to boiler around 
whistle mounting, some damage to top of 
smokebox and chimney mounting possibly 
repaired, general paint loss to many areas, 
especially tender, some polish residue around 
footplate, splashers and flameguards, one 
axle-set missing from tender and other minor 
damages, together with a single piece of 
tinplate Gauge II rail (3) £800-1200
 

965.	 A	Classic	Stuart	Turner	Live	Steam	
Beam	Engine, complete and mounted on a 
pinewood base 13” x 5”, with Watt’s parallel 
link motion, and slide valve to vertical cylinder, 
7” diameter flywheel, probably made-up from 
a kit, nicely machined and left unpainted, 
G-VG, a little dusty £150-250
 

966.	 A	Single-Cylinder	Horizontal	
‘Table	Engine’, the cylinder mounted on a 
cast brass frame, supported on 6 legs from a 
walnut-veneered base approx 20” x 11”, the 
engine with 6-spoked cast iron flywheel 8½” 
diameter, brass cross-head guides, slide valve, 
oil cock to top of cylinder, regulator valve and 
cylinder drain cock, G-VG, dusty  £100-140
 

967.	 An	Incomplete	but	Early	Bing	
Vertical	Oscillating	Steam	Engine, measuring 
approx 12” over chimney with 3” diameter 
flywheel, the brass boiler carries the early c. 
1890’s oval shield motif, and what appears to 
be original safety valve (seized) and chimney, 
possibly cut-down, mounted on a cast iron 
base 5½” diameter, the fire surround repaired 
with ‘pop’ rivets to the rear, the fly-crank 
appears replaced with a Mamod example 
or similar, though the shaft may be original, 
cylinder and mounting possibly replaced and 
steam pipe currently detached, overall F, 
missing spirit burner, some parts have been 
highly polished including the Bing badge, 
generally dusty £80-120
 

968.	 A	Scratch-built	Live	Steam	Traction	
Engine, overall length approx 12” with boiler 
apparently based on two former food cans, 
soldered construction with safety valve, 
water filler and drain plugs fitted, with single 
brass oscillating cylinder driving a built-up 
crankshaft, with solid brass flywheel approx 
2¼” diameter, 4” diameter cast iron rear 
wheels each with 5 curved spokes, provision 
for drive chain to rear wheel, fore-carriage 
rather primitively attached, P-F, overall rusty, 
lacks drive chain and ‘second shaft’, no burner 
or boiler history £50-100
 

969.	 An	Unpowered	Approx	1”	Scale	
Tasker	Steam	Wagon	Model, with a dummy 
boiler, nicely-finished wheels, cab and body 
with considerable rivet and other detail, 
worm-operated steering, single-cylinder 
double-acting engine unit appears probably 
commercially-made (or from kit), with piston 
valve and pipe attachment to operate from 
compressed air or external steam source, 
painted in black and maroon, ‘Tasker’ to front 
of smokebox and ‘D Russell’ to cab side plates, 
F-G, steering chains need attention £140-200
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970.	 Mamod	Live	Steam	Wagon	
Roadster	and	Caravan, the steam wagon 
(SW1) in green with spirit burner and a spare, 
complete with drive belts, whistle, safety 
valve and filler plug, F, corrosion to several 
areas, with a steam roadster in white with red 
‘artillery’ wheels, spirit burner, safety valve 
and drive belts, F, very grubby some minor 
damages and driver’s seat missing, together 
with a Mamod-badged caravan in green by 
Paper ‘n Steam Galore, opening tool box 
added to rear, G, a little grubby (3)
 £120-180
 
971.	 A	Single-Cylinder	Horizontal	
Steam	Engine, with brass cylinder approx 1” 
diameter x 2” stroke, built-up crankshaft, 3½” 
diameter flywheel, all slightly skew-mounted 
on a steel baseplate with wooden mount 
approx 14” x 4”, G, dusty £100-150
 
972.	 A	Markie	Models	1”	Scale	Live	
Steam	Traction	Engine, finished in crimson 
and black, with single cylinder, slide valve, 
solid flywheel 3½” diameter, steam regulator, 
water and pressure gauges, spirit tank with 
flow valve and burner, and with a loose-fitting 
canopy (possibly home-made), overall G, very 
dusty, split to front offside ‘tyre’, no boiler 
certificate £300-500

 

973.	 A	Part-built	3½”	Gauge	LBSC	‘Tich’	
0-4-0T	Locomotive	Project, including frames 
with axles and axle pump, completed copper 
boiler (unused) of silver-soldered construction 
with reference number .1249.6.87. to back of 
firebox, appears made to a very good standard 
and may be commercially-made, with mostly-
machined cylinders/valve blocks, connecting 
rods, reversing lever unit, part-finished 
lubricator unit and other parts, rough castings 
for smokebox front and door, dome and other 
components, together with the 1968 book on 
building ‘Tich’, mostly G, no boiler certificate 
(qty) £100-150
 

974.	 An	O	Gauge	Live	Steam	Bowman	
Model	234	Locomotive	Only, in LMS crimson, 
with safety valve, level plug and original 
6-wick burner, in original box base with funnel 
and original tube of Bowman cylinder oil, F, 
usual paint loss to boiler and cab sides, lacks 
tender, box lacks lid £80-120
 

975.	 A	Maxitrak	¾”	Scale	Live	Steam	
Gas-fired	Allchin	Traction	Engine,  in crimson 
and black with brass trim, serial no 094, 
featuring single double-acting cylinder with 
lever reversing, pressure and water gauges, 
fitted gas tank with regulator, complete in 
wooden case with filling syringes, tools, 
instructions and maker’s certificates for boiler 
and gas tank, both dated 15.2.16, E, never 
steamed  £600-800
 
976.	 A	MSS	(Mamod)	O	Gauge	Live	
Steam	Locomotive	Tender	and	Track, the 
loco supplied by ‘Dream Steam’, ref 909005, 
in green, with instructions, DS catalogue and 
gas-firing conversion kit, matching tender ref 
911406, two boxes curved rails and one of 
straight, all brand new and unused, E-M (5 
boxes) £150-200
 

977.	 An	‘Improved’	Mamod	TE1A	
Traction	Engine, re-finished in polished brass 
with black detailing and gold lining, additional 
fittings including belly tank with dummy 
steering chain, brass chimney extension and 
roof mountings, complete with drive belt, 
vaporising spirit burner, scuttle and steering 
rod, overall VG, a little gold lining to smokebox 
coming detached £60-80
 
978.	 A	Model	Live	Steam	Traction	Engine	
‘Old	Timer’	by	Mercer	(DRM)	of	Birmingham, 
to approx ¾” scale and finished in black/brass, 
featuring single double-acting cylinder with 
adjustable link motion, regulator and gear 
engagement all controlled from footplate, 
with pressure gauge, lubricator, and straked 
rear wheels, fitted with a gas-firing burner and 
gas tank, lot includes the original spirit burner 
and funnel, and instructions for the engine as 
supplied and for the gas burner, overall VG-E, 
appears never steamed, steering chains need 
adjustment, no boiler or gas tank certificate
 £100-200
 

Lot 972

Lot 978
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979.	 A	Small	Stationary	Steam	Pump	
by	Stevens’s	Model	Dockyard, mounted on a 
cast brass bed 6½” long with Stevens’s mark to 
underside and finished in red/polished brass, 
the single cylinder driving a 2” brass flywheel 
through a sliding crank arrangement, with a 
small pump loosely-mounted to the opposite 
end, F, connecting rod to valve missing and 
pump-rod missing, bed slightly distorted, 
together with a modern gas burner for 
unspecified boiler and a brass displacement 
lubricator unit, G (3) £70-100
 

980.	 A	1.5cc	‘Kiwi’	Petrol	Aero	Engine	
by	Edgar	Westbury, made circa 1935, with 
outside valve pushrods, contact points and 
carburettor, overall G-VG, slightly grubby
 £200-300

 
981.	 A	Finely-Engineered	Gauge	1	Early	
Open	Carriage, of the 1830’s style, made in 
wood with brass and other metal underframe 
and fittings, possibly from a kit, with sprung 
buffers and axleboxes, made to a good 
standard but unpainted, G £40-60
 
982.	 A	Substantially-Complete	3½”	
Gauge	Live	Steam	‘Jenny	Lind’	2-2-2	
Locomotive	and	Tender, to LBSC design with a 
set of Reeves drawings (in 6 sheets published 
after 1942), the locomotive frame and motion 
essentially complete and evidently run-in 
from an external boiler (transparencies of 
this are included), with an unused copper 
boiler of riveted/silver-soldered construction 
apparently built by Gordon Wells, complete 
with ashpan and firebars, loosely-mounted in 
frame with other loose parts of loco including 
weatherboard, cab sides, dome and safety 
valve covers, superheater unit, smokebox/
chimney and various small brass fittings, the 
6-wheeled tender with functioning brakes 
to all wheels, water tank, hand pump and 
connecting pipes, finished in red-lined black 
livery as Great Eastern Railway No 103, neatly-
cast plates to cab sides, overall G, front buffers 
appear to be missing and possibly some other 
parts, No Boiler Certificate, considerable 
reassembly required, together with a framed 
print showing the original ‘Jenny Lind’ 
locomotive (qty) £1500-2000
 

983.	 A	Stuart	Turner	No	9	Single-cylinder	
Horizontal	Steam	Engine, the cylinder 
approx 1½” bore x 1½” stroke, nicely made 
and finished in cherry red and black, with 5” 
diameter flywheel, water feed pump, dummy 
Watt-type governor and manual cylinder 
drains, all mounted on a polished oak plinth, 
VG-E £400-600
 

984.	 A	Finely-Engineered	Twin-Cylinder	
‘Flame	Gulper’	Hot	Air	Engine, for spirit-
firing, with twin 3” flywheels, lever-operated 
valve flaps, spirit burner and cooling water 
tank, finished in Brunswick green and black, 
all mounted on a wooden-framed plinth 
representing off-white tiled floor, VG-E
 £200-300
 

985.	 A	Substantially-completed	Stuart	
‘Victoria’	Horizontal	Steam	Engine, almost 
completed to an excellent standard, the 
works mounted on a cast iron bed approx 
13½” long, with cylinder approx 1” bore x 2” 
stroke, driving a 7” flywheel, designed to sit 
on a steel base plate with wooden plinth (both 
included) though an additional plate needed 
for the crankshaft support, overall VG-E, some 
additional work required to complete 
£300-500

 

986.	 A	1”	Scale	(1/12th)	Model	Tangye	
Twin-Cylinder	Mill	Engine, the two approx 
1” x 1½” cylinders mounted on handed cast 
frames, in turn onto a solid cast base and 
hardwood plinth, the cylinders driving via 
external disc cranks (set at 90°) to a central 
5½” diameter flywheel, with oilpots to each 
cylinder and slidebars, and twin (independent) 
functional Watt-type governors, the castings 
finished in dark green, with an engraved 
plaque, the design dating from 1895, model 
believed scratch-built in the 1950s, G-VG, 
some paint loss to castings, slight surface 
rusting to cylinder covers   £500-800
 

987.	 An	Older	Stuart	‘Victoria’	
Horizontal	Steam	Engine, an earlier and 
probably pre-war example, made to a good 
standard and painted in green and black, 
on a cast iron bed approx 12½” long, with 
cylinder approx 1” bore x 2” stroke, driving 
a 5” flywheel, in turn mounted on a wooden 
plinth, the engine with hand-operated 
cylinder drains, cottered connecting rod joints 
and three-size driving pulleys, overall F-G, 
oilpots missing from cylinder and slide bars, 
valve chest loose, steam regulator appears to 
be missing some parts (possibly once fitted 
with a governor), additional base needed to 
support outer crankshaft mount £150-200
 

Lot 982
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988.	 An	Uncommon	Stuart	‘Sirius’	
High-Speed	Marine	Engine	and	Dynamo, 
the enclosed engine with 1¾” flywheel, 
oscillating valve and displacement lubricator 
to cylinders, the crankcase forming an oil bath 
complete with dip-stick, painted in mid-green, 
mounted on a cast base together with (but 
not presently linked to) a Stuart 4-volt 1 amp 
generator, engine VG, generator G, one side of 
brush-gear missing, general wear to paintwork
 £500-800
 

989.	 A	Single-Cylinder	Twin-Crank	
Horizontal	‘Workshop’	Steam	Engine	by	
Brunel	Models, the cylinder approx 1” bore 
x 1½” stroke, driving a heavy 5” diameter x 
1¼” flywheel via return cranks passing either 
side, valve operated by off-set eccentric and 
surmounted by a dummy Watt-type governor, 
main components finished in red with 
black frame, supported by pillars on a cast 
aluminium base, VG, flywheel and drive pulley 
slightly loose on crankshaft £400-600

 
990.	 An	Early	Twin-Cylinder	Vertically-
mounted	Marine	Engine, possibly Victorian, 
featuring many cast brass components in 
the ‘Model Dockyard’ style, the twin (approx 
1” bore x 2” stroke) cylinders mounted on 
cast frames with turned pillar supports, 
Stephenson-type eccentric-driven valve gear 
to centre, the cylinders lagged with wood and 
brass retaining bands, overall height of engine 
12” to brass base, plus a 3” high hardwood 
mount, overall F, flywheel and one bearing 
cap missing, one radius link pin missing, one 
reversing link previously repaired, generally 
grubby (missing flywheel would appear to 
have been approx 5” diameter) £600-800

994.	 An	Incomplete	Early	Single-Cylinder	
Steam	Engine, with cast cylinder approx 
¾” x 1½”, slidebars and crankshaft on pillar 
mountings from steel base, Stephenson-type 
motion to slide valve with lever reverse, 
approx 4½ diameter flywheel, finished in dark 
red, F, valve spindle detached from linkage, 
flywheel detached with securing keys missing, 
reverse lever latch missing £100-150
 
995.	 A	Vertically-mounted	Distillation	
Vessel	by	Thomas	Wyatt	of	Manchester, 
with cast brass maker’s plate stating ‘Massey 
Series’ and maker’s address 279 Deansgate, 
Manchester (exact purpose unknown but 
Wyatt’s were a publishing/stationery house), 
the unit approx 14” high mounted on a cast-
iron/steel tripod approx 8” high to allow space 
for burner, outside diameter of unit approx 
5½” over wooden lagging, with a multi-tubular 
core and heavy brass fittings to top, G-VG
 £100-150
 

996.	 A	Clarkson	Twin-Cylinder	
(Compound)	Horizontal	Mill-type	Engine	with	
Drum	Flywheel, with twin cylinders approx 
1” bore x 2” stroke, each with sleeve-type 
slidebars and disc cranks, with reversing lever 
valve linkage to one side and slip-eccentric to 
the other which also drives the mechanical 
lubricator (this appears to be a compound 
engine but with externally equal-sized 
cylinders, HP is possibly lined to give a smaller 
diameter) both cylinders with separate lever-
operated drain cocks, the whole finished 
in mid-green and dark red, mounted on a 
hardwood base approx 13” x 10”, G-VG, some 
nuts missing from cylinder heads £200-300
 
997.	 A	2”	Scale	Live	Steam	Clayton	
Articulated	Steam	Wagon, to the Model 
Engineer design published in the 1970’s, 
with Cheddar Steam Models boiler and 
certificate, tractor unit approx 32” long, length 
overall 61”, built to an excellent standard 
and restored, the tractor unit featuring 
twin cylinders, lever reversing from cab, 
mechanical lubricator and water pump driven 
from crankshaft, injector, whistle, pressure 
and water gauges, and with a chain drive to 
the solid-tyred cast wheels, nicely finished in 
maroon and red with a wooden-bodied semi-
trailer, overall VG-E £2000-3000
 

 

991.	 A	Modern	Smithies-type	Boiler	by	
Ateliers	Petitdemange	-	G	(France), built in 
2002, the double fire-tube boiler approx 12” 
long, 6½” diameter over cladding and 18” high 
over chimney, brass makers and specification 
plates to one side stating ‘P.E. 15 bars, P.S. 5 
bars, S.C.20 dm²’, clad in decorative light/dark 
wood lagging with substantial copper chimney 
and brass fittings including water gauge (glass 
needs refitting/replacement), pressure gauge, 
clack valve, twin safety valves venting to 
chimney and other fittings, overall  VG, one 
drain plug appears to be missing, lacks burner 
(presumably intended for gas firing), no boiler 
certificate £200-300

 
992.	 An	Unfinished	Brunel	Models	
Return-crank	Single-cylinder	Steam	Engine, 
the cylinder approx ¾” x 1¼”, with brass valve 
chest above, driving a 3¼” diameter steel 
flywheel, all mounted on a steel plate base 
with wooden plinth approx 8” x 3½”, with 
steam valve and cylinder drain cock, overall G, 
both connecting rods require finishing at ‘big’ 
ends £100-150

993.	 A	Late-Nineteenth	Century	
British-made	Twin-Cylinder	Oscillating	
Engine, appears to be double-acting, with 
two brass cylinders on adjustable mounts, 
twin 3” flywheels to ‘overhead’ crankshaft, 
all mounted on a base approx 7” x 3” x 1½” 
including hardwood plinth, finished in green 
and polished brass, G-VG, one flywheel loose 
on shaft, some old pitting to steel elements
 £70-100
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998.	 A	5”	Gauge	LB&SCR	Stroudley	A1	
Class	0-6-0	Tank	Locomotive	‘Brighton’, of 
the famous ‘Terrier’ class, finely engineered 
and exquisitely finished in fully-lined 
Stroudley ‘Improved Engine Green’, as No 
40 ‘Brighton’, essentially in ‘as-built’ 1878 
condition with smokebox wingplates, ‘Salter’ 
safety valves and other original features, the 
model incorporating twin inside cylinders 
with lever-operated Stephenson motion, 
pressure and water gauges, regulator, blower, 
whistle, transverse-mounted injector (below 
footplate), steam-operated water pump 
neatly concealed in toolbox behind bunker, 
removable cab roof and rear section, finely 
etched number and builder’s plates, overall 
E, appears never fired, motion turns ok but is 
a little stiff, No Boiler History, supplied with 
2004 Midland ME Exhibition plaque, wooden 
carrying board with card box lid and tube-
cleaning brushes £6000-7000
 
999.	 A	5”	Gauge	Bogie	Ride-on	Goods	
Van, designed for a driver and up to 2 
passengers, adaptable for ground level or 
raised-track use, the body closely resembling 
a c.1900 NER Parcels Van and finished in grey, 
the van has compensated bogies, hand-lever 
operated brakes to all wheels, wheel-operated 
parking brake, simple vacuum fittings, DRSA 
axle bearings and EN8 profile steel wheels, VG 
(3 inc footboards) £400-600
 
1000.	 A	5”	Gauge	4-wheeled	Driving	
Trolley, essentially for ground level operation, 
with red-painted box body, padded seat 
with tool space inside, coal space to front, 
lever-operated brakes to all four wheels, and 
adjustable buffers to front for different gauge 
locomotive haulage, G-VG £100-150

 
1001.	 A	Boxed	3½”	Gauge	Hornby	G104	
‘Rocket’	Coach, with original name transfers 
unapplied, VG, roof a little dusty from display, 
box F-G £50-80

1002.	 An	Early	(circa	1905-8)	Bing	Gauge	
I	4-4-0	Live	Steam	Locomotive	Only, quite 
neatly re-finished GNR lined green livery as 
no 7094, with brass boiler and fittings, twin 
piston-valve cylinders and regulator/reversing 
from cab, lubricator inside removable 
chimney, whistle, safety valve and what 
appears to be a replacement 4-wick burner in 
the original style, overall G, water gauge glass 
missing, slight surface rusting to cab roof, 
lacks tender £500-800

 1003.	 A	Bing	Gauge	I	Six-Wheeled	GWR	
Tender	Only, in original ‘Great Western’ lined 
green with Indian red underframe, post-1908 
rear coupling, overall G, two axlebox covers 
missing, some deterioration/paint loss to 
green areas, particularly right side, and some 
retouching to rear buffer beam £70-100
 
1004.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	
LMS	‘Compound’	and	Tender, in retouched 
LMS crimson livery, un-numbered, with twin 
piston-valve cylinders and reversing from 
cab or track (track-operating ‘tag’ missing), 
lubricator inside smokebox, regulator and 
whistle in cab, safety valve under cast 
brass dome and original slightly modified 
vapourising burner, overall G, considerable 
retouching to cab and footplate, some 
retouching to tender and paint loss to rear, 
water gauge removed/covered over, steam 
pipes to valve chests repaired with ‘Araldite’ 
or similar, both with robust modern carrying 
boxes (2) £250-350
 

Lot 997

Lot 998
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1005.	 An	Early	(circa	1905-8)	Bing	Gauge	
I	0-4-0	Live	Steam	‘Storkleg’	Locomotive	
and	Tender, in LNWR lined black livery as no 
1902, with lacquered boiler, twin slide-valve 
cylinders exhausting to track and slip-eccentric 
reversing, whistle, safety valve and original 
vapourising burner with ‘DRGM’ panel to top 
of tank, lubricator inside removable chimney, 
post-1908 front coupler (missing droplink) and 
‘T-slot’ coupler to tender, locomotive G-VG, 
upper part of chimney is replacement, all five 
loco transfers good, tender F-G, crease to left 
side, some corrosion and paint loss (2)
 £300-500

 
1006.	 A	Mamod	SE3	Spirit-fired	Twin-
cylinder	Stationary	Engine, with brass boiler, 
regulator, twin oscillating cylinders exhausting 
to chimney, complete with safety valve, level 
plug, whistle and ‘super’ vaporising burner, 
the base attached to a plywood panel, overall 
G, grubby, slight corrosion to level plug end of 
boiler and minor damage to chimney £60-80
 
1007.	 Mamod	and	Meccano	Stationary	
Engines	and	Workshop	Accessories, A 
Mamod SE1 engine with exhaust regulator, 
F, repainted with dark green base and red 
fittings, lacks burner, a Mamod-for-Meccano 
engine on yellow base, G, with brass-finish 
vaporising burner, some scorching to firebox 
surround, and a Mamod ‘Workshop’ with 
lineshaft and 4 workshop tools in blue on red 
base, G, cast hammer missing, a separate 
older (green) vertical punching machine (F), 3 
spring wire drive belts in packets, funnel and 
oil bottle £70-100
 
1008.	 A	SEL	Model	‘Major	1550’	Spirit-
fired	Twin-cylinder	Stationary	Engine	and	
Accessories, with brass boiler, lubricator, 
twin oscillating cylinder, complete with safety 
valve, level plug, whistle and two-wick burner 
(one wick tube missing), complete with 
photocopy of original 1955 sale receipt and 
instructions, together with bench grinder, 
circular saw and fan, all on Bakelite bases, 
overall G, a little grubby, boiler soldering 
appears to have been repaired at some time 
at whistle end (6 inc receipt and burner)
 £60-80
 

1009.	 A	Scratchbuilt	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	
LMS	Beyer-Garratt	2-6-6-2	Locomotive, with 
120 psi pressure gauge inscribed ‘A.W.Conrad, 
G1MRA’, a remarkable and probably unique 
model which may be well known to G1MRA 
members, with twin cylinders to each power 
bogie, axle-driven water pump to front bogie 
and lubricator driven from rear one, outside 
Walschaerts valve motion appears set to 
permanent ‘forward’ position (i.e.chimney 
first), with water tank and hand pump to 
forward unit, rotary coal hopper to rear, 
footplate including water gauge, pressure 
gauge, regulator, blower valve and whistle 
valve, boiler appears to be gas-fired from an 
external tank piped from rear buffer beam, 
the whole finished in plain black with yellow 
LMS and 4985 numbers applied, supplied on 
a carrying frame with let-down end ramps 
for ease of railing, overall G-VG, oily in parts, 
no boiler certificate (may not be required, 
dependent on boiler capacity) or instructions
 £1500-2000

1010.	 A	Vintage	American-style	Gauge	
I	Live	Steam	Coal-fired	2-6-2	Locomotive	
and	Tender, designed and built by Victor 
B Harrison and published in 1914-1916 in 
‘Models, Railways & Locomotives’ magazine 
(photocopies included), the locomotive 
featuring twin outside cylinders with modified 
Walschaerts gear, cab with water gauge, 
pressure gauge, blower valve and regulator, 
the bogie tender including a manual water 
pump concealed beneath dome, the whole 
finished in white-lined black as L S & M S RR 
No 5, overall F-G, general wear and paint loss 
in places, this loco appears to have been well-
used! complete with firing shovel and coal in 
tender, all in original carrying box; Harrison 
was a friend and important client of Wenman 
Bassett-Lowke £1500-2500

1011.	 A	Re-furbished	Gauge	III	Bassett-
Lowke	Special	Order	Live	Steam	Ex-Midland	
Railway	‘Compound’	4-4-0	Locomotive	and	
Tender, believed originally built circa 1925 
arranged for coal-firing, having twin outside 
cylinders with inside valve gear and lever 
reversing from cab, axle-driven water pump, 
regulator, blower, water and pressure gauges 
(latter appears to be a replacement as not 
marked B-L), the whole ensemble having 
been reconditioned, re-boilered, re-piped 
and repainted to a very high standard in LMS 
crimson as no 1000 with Bassett-Lowke plaque 
to rear of tender, together with a Gauge 3 
Society hydraulic boiler test certificate (to 150 
psi) for the new boiler dated 2005, appears 
never to have been steamed since renovation, 
as repaint VG-E, with firing shovel and 
certificate (4) £2000-3000
 

1012.	 A	Gauge	I	Wada	Works	‘Live	Diesel’	
3-car	Burlington	Flyer	Articulated	Train, with 
diesel-electric drive to 4 coreless axle-hung 
motors, provision for radio control, works 
no 002304, with centre baggage/express 
coach and streamlined lounge/observation 
coach, all in original boxes, motor coach F, 
diesel engine appears seized, some corrosion 
to engine compartment and small areas of 
filiform corrosion to exterior bodywork, trailer 
coaches both G-VG, lacks R/C control unit 
and English instructions (Japanese version 
included!), boxes F-G (3)  £1200-1800
 

1013.	 A	Gauge	I	Wada	Works	‘Live	
Diesel’	EMD	Model	GP9	Locomotive, with 
diesel-electric drive to 4 coreless axle-hung 
motors, provision for radio control, finished 
in Union Pacific yellow/grey livery with red 
lining as no 323, G, diesel engine turns, engine 
compartment generally ‘oily’ with small areas 
of green corrosion to bottom edge of body, 
one cab roof securing clip missing, paintwork/
decals smudged/worn to one side, lot includes 
English instructions but lacks R/C control unit 
 £1000-1500
 

1014.	 An	Approx	2½”	Gauge	Travel	
Agent’s	Demonstration	Model	SNCF	
Couchette	Car, in SNCF green showing 1st 
and 2nd class couchette accommodation 
by a cutaway section, overall length of car 
48”, mounted on a wooden base, F-G, some 
damage to roof ends, three buffers missing, a 
little dusty £50-80
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1015.	 A	Wilesco	D24	Stationary	Steam	
Plant	and	M66	Dynamo, the engine with 
polished boiler, single horizontal cylinder 
with piston valve, dummy governor, control 
panel incorporating regulator, pressure gauge 
and oiler, the boiler with water gauge glass, 
spring safety valve and lever valve/whistle 
unit, with original tablet burner tray, overall 
VG-E, very lightly used, together with pressed 
metal chimney, plastic drip tray, Esbit fuel 
tablets, and a boxed M66 dynamo VG, box G, 
together with the operating instructions and  
a contemporary trade catalogue circa 1990 
(qty as listed) £150-250
 
1016.	 Boxed	Accessories	for	Stationary	
Engines	by	Signalling	Equipment	Ltd	(SEL), 
comprising Model Fan, Circular Saw and 
Grinder, all with Bakelite frames and in 
original boxes, VG, boxes F-VG, together with 
an SEL products leaflet, a Gyroscope and stand 
by unknown maker, all contained in an original 
SEL no 1540 engine box, box F, grubby, NB no 
engine included (6 in box) £40-60
 
1017.	 An	Aster	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	Spirit-
fired	GWR	0-6-0	Pannier	Tank	Locomotive, 
carrying a bunker plaque reading ‘Aster 
Hobby ‘92 Pannier Tank 271/GW300’, finished 
in GWR green as no 6752, with twin inside 
cylinders and slip-eccentric reversing, water 
and pressure gauges, regulator and blower, 
lubricator filler to left side tank, suspension to 
all wheels, hinged cab roof to access controls, 
built-in spirit tank, 3-wick burner and flow 
regulator, overall G-VG, appears lightly used 
but motion turns freely, small paint chips to 
cab roof, generally oily - would benefit from 
cleaning, unboxed and without instructions or 
accessories £900-1200
 

1018.	 A	Boxed	Aster	Gauge	I	Live	
Steam	Spirit-fired	GWR	0-6-0	Pannier	Tank	
Locomotive, carrying an under-tank plaque 
reading ‘Aster Hobby ‘92 Pannier Tank 195/
GW300’, finished in GWR green as no 6752, 
with twin inside cylinders and slip-eccentric 
reversing, water and pressure gauges, 
regulator and blower, lubricator filler to left 
side tank, suspension to all wheels, hinged 
cab roof to access controls, built-in spirit tank, 
3-wick burner and flow regulator, E, appears 
never fired, motion turns rather stiffly, in 
original box with instructions, accessories, 
1998-9 catalogue and original sale receipt also 
dated 1999, box VG, slight chafing to corners
 £1200-1600
 

1019.	 A	Fine	and	Early	Live	Steam	approx	
4¼”	Gauge	‘Piddler’	2-2-2	Locomotive	
by	Stevens’s	Model	Dockyard	or	Similar, 
featuring twin outside cylinders with inside 
valves, slip-eccentric reversing, piston-
rod extension supports, cast brass frames 
and wheels, boiler 3” diameter x 8” long 
with ‘flame recess’ below, whistle, dome, 
pedestal safety valve and square-based 
original chimney, two water-level test cocks 
to backhead, lever-operated speed regulator 
from footplate, substantial hardwood front 
buffer beam with brass buffers to both ends, 
overall length 14½”, with fitted 3-wick spirit 
burner with brass tank and filler cap, all in 
plain brass finish with some evidence of 
blackening to cylinders and wheels, G-VG
 £1000-1500

 

1020.	 A	Restored	Gauge	II	(54mm)	
Live	Steam	GNR	‘Large	Atlantic’	4-4-2	and	
Tender, believed to be by Carette for Bassett-
Lowke, with twin outside cylinders, inside 
valve motion with straight sliding links and 
lever-from-cab reversing, the backhead with 
regulator, pressure gauge, fittings for water 
gauge (glass missing) and un-connected clack 
valve for water feed, with 6-wheeled tender, 
all renovated and repainted to professional 
standards in GNR green as no 251, with 
carefully conserved blue-on-gold Bassett-
Lowke transfers to leading splashers, as 
restored VG, spirit burner missing (2)
 £700-1000
 

1021.	 A	1”	Scale	(1/12th)	Model	Coal-
fired	Traction	Engine	to	the	‘Minnie’	design, 
made essentially to the designs published in 
‘Model Engineer’ circa 1970, the valve chest 
inscribed ‘Minnie 1977-1981’, and finished 
to a very high standard with additional 
detailing. The engine a double-acting single 
cylinder with slide valve, lever reversing from 
the footplate, with water gauge, pressure 
gauge, 2-speed gears, mechanical lubricator, 
contracting drum brake to off side wheel and 
winch drum behind nearside wheel, polished 
brass hub caps and bearing oiler caps, worm 
steering, operating ashpan damper and 
crankshaft-driven water pump, finely finished 
in yellow-lined maroon with lined vermilion 
wheels and details and grey wheel treads, VG-
E, never fired, rear nearside wheel loose on 
axle, no boiler history £1000-1300
 

Lot 1017 Lot 1018
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1022.	 A	1”	Scale	(1/12th)	Gas-fired	Model	
Traction	Engine	by	Maxwell	Hemmens, to a 
generally similar specification as the Model 
Engineer ‘Minnie’ engine, and finished to a 
commercial standard in yellow-lined dark 
green. The engine a double-acting single 
cylinder with slide valve, lever reversing from 
the footplate, with water gauge, pressure 
gauge, 2-speed gears, mechanical lubricator, 
contracting drum brake to off side wheel, 
polished brass hub caps, worm steering, 
operating ashpan damper and crankshaft-
driven water pump, fitted with gas burner but 
without pipework or gas tank, VG-E, lightly 
used, motion turns smoothly with some slack 
in reversing links, no boiler history
 £1200-1500
 
1023.	 A	Collection	of	Gauge	II	(2”)	
Rolling	Stock	for	Spares	or	Restoration,  
including bogie LNWR 1st/3rd composite no 
1322, P-F, GWR clerestory-roofed 1st/3rd 
composite 1324 and full brake 1334, all by 
Märklin, together with three ‘Cleminson’ 
6-wheeled coaches (2 repainted/modified 
and one lacking wheels), four incomplete 
wooden wagons, and an assortment of spare 
bogie parts, wheels, axleguards, buffers and 
other fittings, the majority P, some with 
considerable rusting or parts missing (qty in 2 
boxes)  £100-150
 
1024.	 An	Uncommon	but	Incomplete	
Gauge	II	(2”)	3-rail	Electric	4-6-2	Tank	
Locomotive	by	C	Butcher	and	Co	of	Watford, 
believed made circa 1913-1914, incorporating 
a boiler-mounted ‘Ibbe’ motor (for unknown 
voltage), the remaining paint finish in lined 
green with Butcher transfer to rear of bunker, 
overall P-F, partially dismantled, missing 
dome, safety valve, right side tank and various 
small fittings, generally rusty £100-150

 

1025.	 An	Uncommon	but	Incomplete	
3½”	Gauge	Live	Steam	4-2-2	‘Stirling	Single’	
Locomotive	Restoration	Project	by	Stevens’s	
Model	Dockyard		and	Gauge	III	(2½”)	Tender, 
the locomotive in the later Stirling style with 
‘solid’ driving splashers, carrying the remains 
of its GNR green livery as No 21, featuring a 
distinctive ‘mid-feather’ boiler with whistle 
and original pressure gauge, engraved ‘GNR 
No -’ oval plaques to each splasher, but sadly 
lacking cylinders, motion, regulator and 
various other parts, together with a GNR 
green tender of unknown commercial make 
and smaller gauge, missing one axle and 5 
axlebox castings, both items P-F as found (2)
 £400-600
 

1026.	 A	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	Radio-
Controlled	BR	Standard	Class	4	2-6-4	Tank	
Locomotive	by	Bowande	(Wuhu)	and	Display	
Case, designed for gas firing with built-in tank 
and burner, finely engineered and finished in 
BR lined black as no 80100 with late totem, 
E, never steamed, complete with instructions 
and radio control unit, in a wooden-framed 
glass display case 26” x 7” x 11” high, VG-E (4 
inc R/C unit and instructions) £1000-1500
 

1027.	 A	Well-engineered	3½”	Gauge	
Live	Steam	4-6-2	‘Britannia’	Locomotive	and	
Tender	and	Related	Items, completed in 1992 
and exhibited at the Model Engineer and 
other Exhibitions, with commercially-made 
boiler by Stuart Models (supplied in 1988, 
with certificate and receipt), the twin-cylinder 
loco featuring screw operated valve gear, 
water and pressure gauges, injector, axle-
driven water pump, mechanical lubricator, 
Cartazzi pony truck, hand-pump to tender, 
and painted in BR early-emblem green as 
no 70000, overall G-VG, motion reluctant to 
turn, with original boiler certificate to August 
1995 (from Bristol SMEE), box of tools and 
accessories, photographs of test-running and 
other related documents, the loco and tender 
also having their own carrying boxes (6 items 
inc cases) £2000-3000
 

1028.	 A	Finely-Engineered	5”	Gauge	Live	
Steam	Coal-fired	Ex-GWR	14xx	Class	0-4-2	
Tank	Locomotive, to designs of Neville Evans, 
built by the vendor and finished in plain BR 
black with early motifs as no 1403, featuring 
twin inside cylinders, screw-operated 
reversing, pressure and water gauges, 
regulator, blower, mechanical lubricator, twin 
injectors, whistle, hand-pump to bunker, 
removable cab back and roof section, overall 
VG, smokebox shedplate detached and 
supplied with carrying case, cab back, current 
Southern Federation (Pimlico) boiler test 
certificate (hydraulic to 105 psi) valid to March 
2021, and past certificates £3500-5000
 

Lot 1027
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1029.	 A	Finely	Engineered	and	Finished	
3½”	Gauge	Live	Steam	Coal-Fired	GNR	Ivatt	
Atlantic	Locomotive	and	Tender, evidently 
built by Mr J Halligan of Torquay circa 1975 to 
LBSC’s ‘Maisie’ design, featuring twin outside 
cylinders with inside Stephenson’s valve gear, 
lever-reversing from cab, cylinder drains, 
mechanical lubricator, axle-driven water 
pump, pressure and water gauges, whistle, 
regulator, and screw-adjusted ashpan damper, 
the tender having hand-pump and operating 
brakes, all nicely finished in lined GNR green 
as no 4077 with polished wheel rims and 
handrails, fine red lining to black frames, 
overall VG, a little retouching to boiler bands, 
has clearly been operated, two sets of steps 
for loco supplied loose (attached to tender 
rail), no boiler history (2) 
£2000-3000
 
1030.	 A	Finely	Engineered	5”	Gauge	Live	
Steam	Coal-Fired	GNR	Stirling	‘8-foot	Single’	
4-2-2	Locomotive	and	Tender, featuring twin 
outside cylinders with inside Stephenson’s 
valve gear, lever-reversing from cab, cylinder 
drains, mechanical lubricator, axle-driven 
water pump, pressure and water gauges, 
whistle, regulator, and steam brake cylinder 
below cab (operating pin missing), the tender 
with hand-pump and operating brakes, 
painted in lined GNR green as no 95, with 
GNR Doncaster builder’s plates for no 285 of 
1880, overall G, motion appears seized, cab 
floor missing, some paint flaking especially 
to driving wheels, loco has clearly been 
operated, no boiler history (2) 
£1500-2500
 

1031.	 A	Near-Complete	and	Well-
Engineered	3½”	Gauge	Liverpool		and	
Manchester	Railway	0-4-2	Locomotive	‘Lion’	
and	Tender, with twin inside cylinders and 
‘Gab’-type valve gear, appears mechanically 
complete but lacking various fittings essential 
for operation, lacking water gauge fittings, 
water pumps or injectors, but including 
turned wooden buffers, brass ‘haystack’ cover 
to firebox, and operating brakes to tender, 
painted in green with polished brass trim, and 
supplied with a display track with carrying 
handles and information plaque, no boiler 
history (3) £300-500
 

1032.	 An	Early	Static	Model	Approx	6¾”	
Gauge	of	GWR	Broad	Gauge	2-2-2	‘North	
Star’	Locomotive	of	1837	and	Plinth, a 
nicely-executed vintage model with extensive 
polished brass, red handrails, brown frames 
and green wheels, displayed on a length of 
‘Brunel’s Baulk Road’ track, VG, safety valve 
lever loose, without tender 
£500-800
 

Lot 1030

Lot 1031

Lot 1032
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1033.	 A	Finely	Engineered	5”	Gauge	
(Narrow	Gauge)	Live	Steam	Coal-Fired	Beyer	
Peacock	2-4-0	Tank	Locomotive, finished in 
lined Isle of Man Railway Indian red livery as 
no 6 ‘Peveril’, featuring twin outside cylinders 
with lever-operated link motion, twin 
injectors, twin mechanical lubricators, cylinder 
drains, regulator, blower, whistle, water and 
pressure gauges, operating screw handbrake, 
with firebars, dummy lamps and irons in bag, 
overall G-VG, loco has clearly been well-used, 
with consequent ‘weathering’ and minor 
damages to livery, motion turns smoothly, 
regulator stiff to turn, no boiler history
 £1000-1500
 
1034.	 A	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	Spirit-fired	
BR	(Ex-LSWR)	4-4-0	‘T9’	Class	Locomotive	
and	Tender, nicely made by unknown maker, 
possibly from kit, with 6-wheeled tender, and 
finished in lined BR black livery as no 30300 
with early emblem, a twin-inside cylinder 
engine with slip-eccentric reversing, fitted 
with lubricator, regulator and blower, water 
and pressure gauges, axle-driven pump under 
footplate and hand pump in tender, fitted 
four-wick burner with spirit tank and flow 
regulator in tender, overall VG, has clearly 
seen some use but motion and controls all 
stiff to turn, in bespoke wooden carrying case 
with water pump handle and ‘Jimro’ boiler 
test report dated 2002,  THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE 
 £700-1000
 
1035.	 A	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	Spirit-fired	
BR	(Ex-SR)	4-6-2	‘West	Country’	Class	
Locomotive	and	Tender, nicely made, 
apparently by Barrett Engineering, Walsall, 
and finished in lined BR green livery as no 
34046 ‘Braunton’ with early emblem, twin 
outside cylinders with slip-eccentric inside 
valves, lubricator, fitted with regulator and 
blower, water and pressure gauges, axle-
driven pump and hand pump in tender, fitted 
five-wick burner to the internal-flue boiler 
with spirit tank and flow regulator in tender, 
overall VG, has clearly seen some use, motion 
free but controls seized, oily, slight corrosion 
to some pipe connections, in bespoke wooden 
carrying case,  THIS LOT ATTRACTS IMPORT 
VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE 
 £1000-1500
 

1036.	 An	Aster	Factory-assembled	Gauge	
I	Live	Steam	Spirit-fired	LMS	4-6-2	‘Duchess’	
Class	Locomotive	and	Tender, limited edition 
no 020/230, finished in lined LMS crimson 
livery as no 6233 ‘Duchess of Sutherland’ 
with four cylinders, Walschaerts motion and 
screw-operated reversing from cab, lubricator, 
fitted with regulator and blower, water and 
pressure gauges, axle-driven pump and hand 
pump in tender, fitted three-wick burner to 
the internal-flue boiler with spirit tank and 
flow regulator in tender, VG-E, has never been 
steamed, a small scratch and little paint loss to 
top edge of tender, in original heavy card case, 
with instructions, display track and original 
accessories unused, THIS LOT ATTRACTS 
IMPORT VAT AT 20% OF THE HAMMER PRICE 
 £3000-5000
 
1037.	 A	3½”	Gauge	Live	Steam	Coal-fired	
LMS	‘Black	5’	4-6-0	Locomotive	and	Tender,  
a well-engineered example, finished in gloss 
LMS black as no 5156 ‘Ayrshire Yeomanry’, 
to the LBSC ‘Doris’ design, featuring twin 
cylinders with outside Walschaerts gear, screw 
reversing, cylinder drains, water and pressure 
gauges, regulator, blower, mechanical 
lubricator, axle-driven water pump, injector, 
steam brake, detachable cab roof and tender 
front, with hand-pump and operating brakes 
to tender, VG-E, complete with Northern 
Association (Derby SMEE) boiler certificate 
valid for steam to 23/10/20, together with 
an electric blower, speed controller for same, 
firing irons, flue brushes and other tools (qty)
 £2500-3500

 1038.	 A	Batch	of	Four	Partly-built	Coal-
fired	Live	Steam	5”	Gauge	GWR	0-6-0	Pannier	
Tank	Locomotives	and	Various	3½”	Gauge	
Britannia	Castings	or	Similar, three ‘Panniers’ 
largely complete with rolling chassis, copper 
boilers, brass tanks and many other parts 
(marked A, B and C), with boiler, wheels and 
other components for a fourth (no frames), 
including some machined and some rough 
castings for chimneys, firebars and many other 
fittings, fabricated splashers and multifarious 
parts, firebox formers and other tools for a 
batch of 3-4 similar locomotives, believed to 
the well-known LBSC ‘Pansy’ design, together 
with assorted castings including wheels and 
cylinders (mostly in ‘rough’ form), for a 3½” 
gauge locomotive, from appearance of parts 
likely to be a BR 4-6-2 ‘Britannia’ or similar, 
mostly VG, construction so far to a very good 
standard, but all require substantial work to 
complete (qty) £2500-3500

 1039.	 A	Mamod	SL1	Live	Steam	Train	
Set, with green SL1 locomotive, two wagons 
and oval of cast metal track, P-F, considerable 
corrosion to all wheels and other areas, 
especially left side of loco, motion turns ok, 
missing cab back, in original box, box P
 £60-80
 
1040.	 A	Bassett-Lowke	Gauge	III	(2½”)	
LNWR	Full	Brake	Coach, in tin-printed LNWR 
‘plum and spilt milk’ livery as no 1332, F-G, 
one buffer supplied loose, various minor 
damages/playwear £120-160
 
1041.	 An	Uncommon	Bassett-Lowke	
Gauge	III	(2½”)	North	Eastern	Railway	Full	
Brake	Coach, in tin-printed NER lined crimson 
livery as no 1335, G-VG, roof repainted, some 
deterioration and retouching to one side, very 
minor playwear £200-300
 
1042.	 A	Bing	for	Bassett-Lowke	Gauge	
1	Live	Steam	Midland	Railway	4-4-0	
Locomotive	Only, in original crimson lake 
livery as no 2631, a twin-cylinder engine 
with piston valves, complete with original 
vapourising spirit burner, safety valve, whistle, 
reversing from cab, lubricator to smokebox, 
water gauge and regulator, overall G-VG, some 
chipping/flaking to boiler paintwork, paint loss 
to cylinders and crazing to other areas, lacks 
tender £300-500
 
1043.	 An	Aster	Gauge	I	Live	Steam	Spirit-
fired	Radio-Controlled	GWR	0-6-0	Pannier	
Tank	Locomotive, carrying a plaque under 
right pannier reading ‘Aster Hobby ‘92 Pannier 
Tank 381  GW300’, finished in GWR green 
as no 6752, with twin inside cylinders and 
slip-eccentric reversing, water and pressure 
gauges, regulator and blower, lubricator filler 
to left side tank, suspension to all wheels, 
hinged cab roof to access controls, built-in 
spirit tank, 3-wick burner and flow regulator, 
overall G-VG, minor modification made under 
left tank, small paint chip to cab roof vent, 
with ‘Hitec’ Laser 6 R/C controller and servos 
to regulator and blower, appears to lack 
R/C receiver unit wired to be in an adjacent 
vehicle (not found!), unboxed and without 
instructions or accessories (2) £900-1200

Lot 1033

Lot 1038
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The Roy Chambers 
Train Collection

15 April 

G. P. Keen ‘K Lines’ Rarities  
Special Auction Services are privileged to be offering the remarkable collection of the renowned enthusiast Roy 

Chambers. His collection includes locomotives from the great makers such as Bing, Märklin, Carette, Exley, 
Hornby and Bassett-Lowke, but focuses on rarely-seen commissions such as those for G P Keen, Captain Kelly 

and the Gutland and Pantry Dockyard Railways, unusual older British-outline scratch-built prototypes and makers 
such as Bonds, Milbro and Leeds.

Please contact:  Bob Leggett or Graham Bilbe on + 44 (0)1635 580595  or mail@specialauctionservices.com

81 Greenham Business Park, Newbury RG19 6HW 

We are moving to huge new premises in central Newbury in January 2020
Plenty Close, Off Hambridge Road, Newbury RG14 5RL
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81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY RG19 6HW
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AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________  

To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any 
reserve. The prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% 
plus Value Added Tax together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.
I	have	read	and	agree	to	abide	by	Special	Auction	Services	Full	Terms	and	Conditions.		
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Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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 ABBREVIATED	TERMS	AND	CONDITIONS	

Please	ensure	you	view	the	Full	Terms	&	Conditions	on	our	website	prior	

Specialist	Auctions	Ltd	Trading	as	Special	Auction	Services	referred	to	as	The	Auctioneer	and	to	include	any	person	acting	upon	his	authority.	
In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall 
govern all transactions associated with this sale. 

Conditions	of	Sale	

Third	Party	Liability:	All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall 
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused. 

Bidding	procedures	and	the	Buyer:	You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and 
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you 
bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and 
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. 

The	Purchase	Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room, telephone 
bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price will be charged for all bidding online via SAS LIVE and 
a premium of 22.5% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com 

c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due. 

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge 

VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by 
the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). 
This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin 
Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. 
[These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the 
hammer price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on 
the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The	VAT	included	within	the	premium	is	not	recover-
able	as	input	tax.	

Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10000), 
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via 
email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in 
house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right 
to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay 
for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days 
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time 
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants 
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller 
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main 
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at 
the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please 
notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsi-
ble for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below. 

Descriptions	and	condition:	Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are 
not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measure-
ments given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any indepen-
dent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably 
held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in 
perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condi-
tion of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or 
in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where 
stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed 
materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items. 
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